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If ycu need Glasses, I will guar
antee satisfaction if you do not
need them I will tell you so.
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BANKING BY MAIL
FREQUENTLY it is inconvenient to call in
persen. In such cases we remind our read
ers that Banking By Mail ie ono of the well
established methods of doing business with

BY THIS method our safety, service and
facilities are afforded to all depositors, irre
spective of where they may reside.
We invite you to open a checking account with us.
Limited United States Depository
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

A

ATTENTION!
AUTOMOBILE OWNERS
We are pleased to announce a substantial reduction in Automobile Liability and Property

Damage Rates effective as of January 26, 1925.

MAYNARD S. BIRO

i

A-wAk

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Profit By California’s Custom and Boost the Many Things
That Deserve Boosting.

Subscription $3 00 per year payable in
I, advance; single copies three cents.
A^-ertlsing rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
__________
! In an address before the Newcastle
NEWSPAPER _______
HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1
n _
1846.
In 1874 the Courier wi, established uni1 Uuniai lstott.i Cli.imbei of tomand ronaolldaied with the Gazette In 1882 merce Thursday night Harle B
The Free Press was established In 1855, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune Coe general secretary of the State
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

PREVENT BEING

flliilK

MAINE MUST BOOM HERSELF

CO.

ROCKLAND
12-14

PRICE $175.00

PRICE $175.00

ONCE A KINEO, ALWAYS A KINEO
No Better Furnace made
Than Kineo
No better Pig Iron used
Than Kineo
No Better or Smoother
Casting* Than Kineo
No Better or heavier gal
vanized Casings than Kineo
No Betther Fitted Castings
Used than Kineo
No Better Equipped with
Everything, even Special
Made Shovel, than Kineo
No Better Opening for Fuel
double or single feed door
than Kineo
No Better Ash Pit with
Isrge door than Kineo
No Better Grates easier to
put in than Kineo
No Better to Operate at
they are separate
No Better Size Made for
low or high Cellars than
Kineo
No Better Cash or Pay
ment Plan than Kineo
No Better Guarantee than
Kineo

MADE IN BANGOR

»

<

No Better Furnace Man to
set them up than we have.

Let us call and see your home and tell you where
to set a Kineo One Pipe and the price it will cost.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
TEL. 713.

ROCKLAND, ME.

WISDOM OF GARY

BATH

BRIDGE CONFERENCE

Head of the Great Steel Com.
z.
.
.. . ,
pany Is the Right Sort of Bnng Out Some Some TuneIy Pomt» Concerning Maine s
Optimist.
Mo#t Di8CUS8ed

There are men In Congress who [ Before the special commission rep upon by Senator Carlton who is com
Work of the State of Maine Publicity
Bureau during the past three years. are naturally selfish and who act and resenting in only a semi-official ca- mitted to a location somewhere with
showing over 400,000 pieces of litera- ) vote wi’h a view of advancing .per- pacity the State of Maine completed in the business area of Bath.
At one time there was discussion
ture issued by the. Bureau, Hotels, J voiiai interests.
Of course those
conference with representatives as to the availability of Lombard
Transportation Lines, Chamber of I
"
...
Commerce,
etc.
had
been
out
and
30,I
"J
0
"
ar0
Jnworthy
•«*»•
Position.
of
the
war
department Wednesday street as a site, but the commission
of Maine Publicity Bureau, declared
I There are other men, with perhaps
‘ i that while Maine has many advan- 000 letters received and answered; good minds, cert:; ilr good intentions | relative to the construction of a pro- did not talk It over to any great ex
tent. The approach from Sagadahoc
people called at the Bureau's , . .
...
••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
tages in tourist attractions not 60,000
„
; i
,
,,
,, .
hut who in their arlion? are Just as j liosed bridge across the Kennebec square easterly through the alley was
•••
•••
oflice in Longfellow Square, Port-1,..., __ ,u_. „.... ......
___
..
l
between
Bath
and
Woolwich
its
mem

lad
as
the
first
named,
men
of
little
gone into at so much length that the
•••
A man of courage Is also full of ••• equaled hy any other state in the land for information. The visitors'
•— 'faith.—Cicero.
Union, they do her no good so far rdgistef for 1924 showed evAry state experience in business affairs, sonic bers had obtained a mass of statis spot was visited before departing anil
•••
•••
with poor Judgment, some influenced tics and information /that was con it is safe to say that it made a deep
H ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• P. as growth is concerned unless they in the Union, except North Dakota,
by considerations that are unworthy,
impression, while Senator Carlton of
are advertised. The trouble is we represented as well as Alaska, New
without knowing it, who by their ac sidered of the utmost importance. fered no opposition to it as a location.
have
lived
so
close
to
ah
these
ad

Brunswick,
Ontario,
Nova
Seotla,
!
Tentative
plans
for
the
proposed
YOUR INCOME TAX
tion are bringing harm upon the
There was almost no discussion as to
vantages that v.e have overlooked Quebec, Tasmania, India, France,
country, men who seem to be incon bridge, topographical maps and nuv- the Maine Central's approach to the
them.
Scotland, England and Australia.
of the best interests of our i lgable charts were closely scanned. bridge from the Woolwich shore al
Nutshell Information That Mr. Coe likened the case of Maine Fifteen hur.dreil qusllonnalres were siderate
people.
sent
to
tile
people
who
wrote
the
Bu

to
that
of
the
department
store
! Questions were ireeiy asked of engi though there would of necessity have
Will Help You In Prepar •whereby it was necessary to adver reau fcr information, asking them if
to be a change In the location of its
I do not speak as a partisan. 1 neers anil were us freely answered. tracks should the bridge be located
ing Returns.
tise in order to get people into the they came Io Maine and other in
I
Proposed
locations
all
the
way
from
speak us a single citizen, and I speak
as suggested, south of the present
store so they eouuld see the gixxls teresting questions; 311 replies re
1 the, Mlaine Central freight yard to
State ferry dock.
(Twelve brief articles covering essential displayed and purchase. The same dyed reported 1194 people who spent of men not because of their political ,
North
end
affiliations, hut because of what they Telegraph point at the
points of income tax laws
begun In Jan. thing upplies to Maine.
We
must
$108,159.
As
these
represented
only
were
discussed
including
the
oft
Technical Information
13 Issue. 1
are doing.
I do not name anyone,
WHO? Single persons who had net advertise to get people to come here 311 of the 30.000 letters received dur because 1 have no disposition to in mentioned Winslow's Rocks site. AlDr.
J.
A. L. Waddell of Boston,
income of $1,000 or more or gross to see what we have in agricultural ing the paRt three years, some idea dulge in personalities, ever, unywhere ! though the day was cold, the ther consulting engineer, with Shortrldge
Income of $5,000 or more, and mar and industrial opportunities and be can lie gained of the value of the for one reason; and also because I mometer hovering around the zero Hardesty from his office, the men
ried couples who had net Income of cause you can get a thousand people summer tourist business to Maine.
might not be able to name the right I mark, the commission was given a who drew the plans for the bridge
$2,500 or more or gross income of to come to have a good time where
person or persons. But I take them sail tip and down the Kennebec river which Senator (Tarlton has been
as it is hard tp get just one to come
$5,000 or more must file returns.
J as a whole and I apply the principles so that the city’s sky line could be striving for, were called upon time
Mr. Coe brought up another >uini.
WHEN? The filing period Is front for cold-blooded industrial investiga
I think are proper to the action or observed as well as the water front. and again to give technical informa
tion the results desired can he best worthy of consideration. When Cal
Every persons present gave the mat
January 1 to March 15, 1925.
non-action that Congress is guilty of.
tion relative to spans, piers and
ter deep, and serious consideration.
WHERE? Collector of internal rev- brought ,about by catering to sum ifornia has her Santa Annas, which
• ♦ • •
curves, while G. Herbert Brazier of
are
sand
storms
which
periodically
mer
tourists.
Its
members
realized
they
were
here
nue for the district In which the
Now, gentlemen, will you allow me for a purpose and before departure the J. R. Worcester Co., Boston, who
* • * •
blow up from the Mojave Desert,
person lives or has Ills principal
made the borings of the river bottom
Just an example.of what Maine is filling the throat, nose and lungs ! to say, still us a non-partisan, strictly at five o'clock for Augusta all were
place of business.
over the proposed location, was fre
HOW? Instructions on Form 1040A up againat in competition, Mr. Coe with a fine choking dust; or her non-partisan so far us politics are agreed that the get-together had
quently culled upon for Information
and Form 1040; also the law and called attention to a full page ad lieriodical raina which we would call i concerned; we liave, as opposed to been of Immense value, for many as to the river bed.
regulations.
vertisement in last week’s Saturday cloudbursts, which make roaring that disposition of some of the mem- misunderstood matters were care
The object of this commission's
flood feeling pre
WHAT? Two per cent normal tax Evening Post, costing $7000, hy the rivers of the streets of Los Angeles | lje,s ot Congress, whose uetions and (u„y explained.
visit to Bath at just this time was for
on the first $4,000 of net income It. All Year Club of Southern California, and other cities, the California motives are objectionable, a man In d >minuted and a better spirit of har
a conference with representatives of
excess of the personal exemptions inviting people to spend next summer people tell visitors these conditions the White House who is as strong mony would lie hard to conjecture.
the War department in regard to the
and ei<edits. Four per cent normal in California. Having built up a are “very unusual" when they know and solid as the Bock of Gibraltar.
....
latter’s attitude toward bridges in
• • • •
tax on the next $4,000.
Six per business, amounting to over $35,000.- they are Just as frequent aa our days
Although Senator F. W. Carlton of general and this proposed one in par
cent on the balance of net income 000 a year, in winter tourist travel of extreme cold in winter or our
I hold no brief for him (President Sagadahoc county, sponsor of the
ticular. The department was repre
Surtax on net income in excess of they are now going after the summer foggy days in summer.
Coolidge); I am not in polities as you bridge measure, has generally been
sented by Major S?. C. Godfrey of
$10,000.
tourists.
Th^ difference between California know. 1 have seen him but twice In reported to favor a location with an
Boston, district engineer, and Charles
• • * •
[ Maine has too long hidden her and Maine people is that California my life. But I take him at his word approach from Broad, street, it Is
F. Porter. They did not remairi for the
Number 9
i light under a bushel. A letter which does not talk about these things to in what he publicly has said, and I
more than probable that when his river trip but returned to Boston on
Losses arising from fires, storms. Mr. Coe read from the Cashier of visitors but talks about the wonder have reason to believe from whqt 1 resolve goes before the 82nd legisla the afternoon train.
shipwreck, "or other casualty,” or the First National Bonk of Hasten, ful climate, the oranges groves and have heard from his intimate asso ture It will be elastic enough to pro
Just what the attitude of the Whr
from theft, whether or not connect- Pennsylvania, stated that “folks in the remarkable industrial develop ciates that he has now in mind the vide for any suitable location be department is toward the construc
ed with a 1 ixpayer’s business, may ! Maine need not imagine that people ment, while Maine people seem to advancement of the best interest of tween Broad Htreet on the north and tion of bridges over navigable wa
he deducted from gross income in his I in Pennsylvania and other states like to talk about the disagreeable this country, the progress of this the Maine Central freight yards on ters has undoubtedly been greatly
1924 income tax return If his home are going to take the time to dig up things when they might tal-k about country and the prosperity of all his the south.
The final site observed misunderstood.
The
department
And that is a great asset, by the commission was a continua does not locate bridges but it does
or automobile is destroyed hy fire or the places of interest that Maine the climate which in summer is far people.
more
attractive
than
that
of
Cali

holds
when
other
states
will
flood
that
is
a
great
thing
for
this
country.
his property damaged by atorm, the
tion of Center street through Saga approve of locations after they have
* • • •
loss is deductible for the year in them with invitations to come to the fornia, and the wonderful sea-coast,
dahoc square to include the alley been determined upon und also is
the
beautiful
lakes
and
the
towering
appealing spots they possess.” Tills
which It was incurred.
Therefore in discussing President tunning between the Aines building required to give Its approval as to
mountains,
and
forget
the
occasional
Loss of property by theft or burg man, having made two visits to
Coolidge we need not speak of him as on the north and the wooden build the type of structure giving due con
lary is an allowable deduction, and Maine last- year, realizes what we foggy days.
a Republican President nor as one ing on the south, and it is an open sideration to tidal conditions und the
• * * •
need net lie incurred in the taxpay have hut as he says we must tell our
who is likely to be a candidate for secret that many members of the opposition or approval to location by
er’s trade or business
story to others.
Mr. Coe also urged co-operation by election as President at the next commission were impressed by the those most likely to be engaged in
A loss from embezzlement is also
Mr. Coe quoted from a paper pub the townspeople through service to I election; we speak of him as a man, many favorable possibilities this lo navigation of craft in that vicinity
deductible.
lished in Bristol, Va., which stated visitors, stating we should treat | apparently ignoring his own person- cation possesses, it would be neces and would make use of the draw, it
All losses are deductible only to that Bristol and other parts of Vir them the same as we would a guest ality. Just as favorable to capital as sary to remove probably thf entire was for Just this purpose that Major
the extent by which they are not ginia and Tennessee in the Appa in our -home, and get over the idea he is to labor, and just as favorable wooden building on the south of the Godfrey and Mr. Porter eante to Bath
compensated for hy insurance or lachian territory are starting a which is all together too prevalent lo labor as he is to capital, without alley to Bank block In order to ob to listen to the entire proposition and
otherwise.
movement to make that section a In some pluces of Maine to "soak any prejudice In favor of or against tain sufficient width for an adequate hear the testimony of those Interested
second Florida in the summer in the summer tourists because we ! either one, and whose real purposes approach while ono of the engineers In the subject.
The opposition of
stead of in the winter. This article tnay never get them again." Than is jand efforts are to benefit the whole admitted that It looked feasible to ob Pres. Austin of the Eastern Steam
goes on to say that any time Bristol, Just the trouble, for if we do not f people of this country, to the injury tain sufficient elevation ro that the ship Lines, Inc., of Capt. Haley of the
Knoxville and other places in that sdlllr them we may get thenr-for ;t I of no honest man.
structure could be built over the ma Kennebec Towage Co., and of Capt.
section want thousands of tourists in great many years, but If we do we
• . ♦ «
chine shop of the Torrey Roller Cosh of the Bath State ferry to' the
the summer they can be secured by will never see them again.
For one. I have great failh In the Bushing Works south of the continu Winslow's rocks location was (lied
the simple plan of inviting them as
with Major Godfrey.
He’also urged care in the selection future.
I have been charged with ation of this alley.
Florida has done.
of traffle officers as their conduct being an optimist.
Well, it is a
Copy of the Act
* • • •
can make or mar a vacation outing. charge that I generally plead guilty
It
is
not
the
intention
to
build
this
An
extract
from the river and har
Mr. Coe also spoke of the intense
For years our greatest asset. to.
But 1 am not sufficiently opcom,petition Maine is having for her Maine'g splendid men and women of timistic to refuse or neglect to con- bridge at right angles across the bor act us approved March 3, 1890,
summer tourist business by the Ten unusual intellect, fine character and ' sider carefully the adverse Influence Kennebec river, according to the idea relative to the laws for the protection
Thousand Lakes Association
of rugged honesty, has been flowing j and obstacles that confront us, if expressed by Senator Carlton, but it and preservation of the navigable
Minnesota. The Wisconsin Land O' from Maine to every other state in j they can lie seen by the ordinary ob- will instead stretch in a northerly di waters of the United States, seems to
Lakes Association Colorado, the Ad- the Union, building up those states server, and if so to protect ourselves rection from the Bath shore and be summed up in the opening para
irondacks Association, the
New to become competitors of our own I against them, to take care of the sit- touch the Woohvich shore just south graph, Sec. 9, which reads as follows;
"That it shall not be lawful to con
Hampshire Hotel Men's Association state. We should do everything we uution. whatever the circumstances of the present docks of the Bath
The approach to the struct or commence the construction
and many other states and organiza can to make opportunities for our may be.
When a true optimist State Ferry.
tions. so if Maine wants to hold hoys and girls so they may feel they makes up his mind that any harm is bridge from the Woolwich end would of any bridge, dam, mudslide, or
12-tf
what she has she must keep everlast have as good a chance in the State being done, still he knows it is only be on the hill and the main trunk causeway over in any port, roadside,
of Maine for a successful life as in a question of time, and usually a highway would be so straightened as haven, harbor, canal, navigable river,
ingly at it.
to eliminate the reverse curve now or other navigable water of the
Mr. Coe quoted figures from the any other part of the country.
pretty short time at that, when we
existing.
The location of the pres United States until the consent of
will overcome it and be again on the
ent bridge over the Maine Central Congress to the building of such
high road of prosperity.
tracks would be changed to cross the structures shall have been obtained
CAN INCREASE RATES
tracks nt an angle, thus making a and until the plans for the same she II
very nearly straight highway on the have been submitted to and approved
Telephone Company Is Giy- \ T0 NAME_SPEAKER
Woolwich side and doing uway with by the Chief of Engineers and by the
the now existing dangerous curves Secretary of War; Provided, That
en Desired Privilege By Two Candidates In National on either side of the“present over- such structures may be built under
That terrible "hack”, “hack",
authority of the legislature of a State,
“hack”, that almost drives you fran
bridge.
Utilities
Commission.
House and Four For I head
tic
and
strains
your
whole
body
can
E3s»The construction of such a bridge provided the location and plans
be quieted in a Jiffy by taking a
f across the Kennebec river as outlined thereof are submitted to and ap
swallow now and then of that line
Leader.
The Public Utilities commission
is full of intricate engineering prob proved hy the Chief of Engineers and
old medicine, Kemp’s Balsam. It cuts
the phlegm, soothes the inflamed has rendered a decision .permitting
lems, many of which were gone into by the Secretary of War before con
Administration leaders
in
the
membrane and takes away that con
Senator Carlton's struction is commenced; And pro
WE ARE READY
stant desire to cough, cough, cough. ihe New England Telephone & House have agreed to organize the at some length.
idea has been for a bridge of the vided further, That when plans for
Only 30 cents at all stores.
Telegraph Co. to establish and make next, or Sixty-ninth Congress, be
double deck plan, with provisions any bridge or other structure have
TO SERVE YOU
effective amendments to Its schedule. fore adjournment of the present made on the lower level for the tracks been approved hy the Chief of En
session. The Republican party cau-I
The decision of the utilities commis
of the Maine Central railroad, and the gineers and by the Secretary of War,
cus will be held Feb. 27.
upper level for traffib.
For this it shall not be lawful to deviate from
sion permits the company to increase
On that date both a speaker and
such plans either before or after
Having strength, ex
its rate for tie line and circuit serv Republican leader will lie named. reuson the bringing of the tracks to
the bridge proper is one that will re completion of the structure unless the
perience and approved fa
Although
these
selections
actu

ices and for person to person, ap
quire engineering skill that cannot modification of said plans has pre
cilities, we are ready to
ally will be the Republican candi be determined without u careful con viously been submitted to and re
pointment and messenger calls and
dates
for
these
places,
and
ultimately
your'etey
of
.
serve you well in all
to reduce the initial period for the 15, must be elected on the floor in con sideration of plans and all the ele ceived the approval of the Chief of
banking matters.
Resrf
Engineers and of the Secretary of
20 and 25-eent station-to-sttition calls test with the Democratic candidates, ments that go into bridge construc
tion.
Therefore location plays a War.
the
large
majority
which
the
Repub.
from five minutes to three minutes.
Open your Checking
The plans that had already been
most important part.
b.
"We have given careful considera licans will have in the new Congress
drawn for the proposed bridge l>£ Dr.
• • • •
Account with this strong,
will
make
this
part
a
mere
formality.
tion to the testimony and exhibits
Waddell and which were in constant
obliging bank.
Because of lack of definite infor
In deciding on this caucus date the
which have been presented in this
use at Wednesday’s conference are
mation
from
the
Maine
Central
rail

ease, and we find no reasonable ob Administration forces, however, are
for the Broad street location und call
road
as
to
just
what
extent
that
corjection to permitting the proposed looking beyond the bare selection of
4% INTEREST PAID
for a structure 2250 feet long with a
successors
to
Speaker
Gillett, who I poration will be interested in the pro- clearance above high tide of ten feet
schedule to become effective," says
tSB
becomes a member of the Senate posed bridge, everything is based on
the decision of the commission.
«o that launches and small bouts shall
i
"The new schedules to become ef after March 4, and Republican Lead the conjecture that the railroad will not he lnterefered with.
The first
fective are comparatively few in er Longworth, who is leading candi conform to the plans that are pre span is 235 feet long and the second
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
sented
to
them
for
getting
upon
the
number and affect hut few of the date for the Speakership. It means
356 feet long.
Then comes the lift
And right here is a point
C VND A Y dinner—you
classes of service offered by the that for the first time in about ten bridge.
draw, 200 feet wide and With a draw
years the Incoming Congress will why it is believed that this corpora electrically operated and lifting to
company," continues the decision.
have been thinking it
"In many oases these changes not be faced with the delays incident tion will feel that it must get on to a height of 135 feet, thereby giving a
over and wondering what
make for a greater uniformity in the to organization of the legislative the bridge Irrespective of whether its clearance above high water of 120
you could have that would
service and apparently cause a more machinery after the convening of officials are sanguine that from an feet, and approaching the Woolwich
differ front your former
equitable distribution of the cost of the regular session, for the Commit economic standpoint the bridge would side will be four more spans each 356
Sunday dinners. You want
service among the different classes tee on Committees, which can imme be cheaper for them than the method feet in length.—Bath Times.
The present
of customers. This is especially true diately draw up the personnel of of ferrying its trains.
to please him?
Suggest
of the reduction of the initial period all the major committees, will be proposed location is north of the rail
coming here !
from five minutes to three minutes named. It is believed that with the road ferry dock on the Bath side and
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
in connection with the*15, 20 and 25 j major committees set up and sched- south of its dock on the Woolwich
Get acquainted with eur
If I had to lire my life again I would
cent toll rates. This change will uled to begin hearings, perhaps sev shore, thus making It necessary for
MDiesir
have made a rule to read some poetry and
“Bill O’Fars”
make the time for these particular eral months In advance of the open its ferries to pass through the draw listen to tome muds at least once a week.
^SYSTEM
classes of services uniform with the ing of the regular session next De in the transportation of trains. Ac The loss of these tastes Is a loss of happl*
other toll services of the eompany, cember, any demand for extra ses cording to the present plans the ness.—Charlea Darwin
and will, we believe, result in more sion before then will b" decidedly Maine Central tracks would continue
DEATH THE LEVELLER
past the station in Bath as at pres
efficient services, and will be of mu diminished.
glories of our blood and state
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place
The party conference Feb. 27 is ent, thence continue north purallel The
tual benefit to the company and its
Are shadows, not substantial things:
understood t4 be agreeable to both with Commercial street and take the There Is no armour against Fate:
patrons.
Death lays his Icy hands on kings:
principal contenders for the speaker bridge by means of a curve. The
Sceptre and Crown
Drunkenness is far less prevalent ship. They are Republican Nicholas further north the location for the
Must tumble down,
bridge
the
longer
the
curve,
while
a
Longworth,
the
floor
leader,
and
And
In
the
dust be equal nude
1 than previously, hut the few public
I cases of drunkenness receive much Martin Madden, chairman of Appro more southerly location would of Wiifch the poor crooked scythe and spade.
/Member
But
| greater attention and advertising priations committee. At least four necessity shorten the curve.
Some men with swords may reap the field,
Consolidated Stock Exchange’
members are being definitely boomed these are engineering problems to be
And plant fresh laurels where they kill:
I
than
formerly.
—
Thomas
J.
Chatfield,
All
the
Latest
Song
Hits
of /lev/ York
But their strong nerves at last must yield;
determined
between
the
representa;
for
Longworth's
present
post.
They
U. S. Judge.
They tame but one another still:
I are: Bertrand H. Snell, of New York,! lives of the State and of the railroad.
Early or late
STOCKS and BONDS
! chairman of the Rules Committee;
At the time there was a dlscusThey stoop to fate.
And
must
give up their murmuring breath
John
Q.
Tilson.
of
Connecticut;
sion
as
to
the
advisability
of
just
a
Publishers of the
Specials
Frederick Lehlbach, of New Jersey, highway bridge without providing for When they, pale captives, creep to death.
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
I and Walter Newton, of Minnesota.
the Maine Central railroad.
Some The garlands wither on your brow;
which is sent free lo
Then boast no more your mighty deeds 1
The session of the committee on argued that such a bridge could be
Death's purple altar now
investors upon request
I Committees made no attempt to dis- built Very much cheaper than a com- Upon
iSee where the victor-victim bleeds.
cuss what action is to he taken bined highway and railroad bridge,
Your heads must come
To the cold tomb :
10 STATZ STREET
against party members who support-! This talk led to the discussion of a
Only
the
actions
of the just
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
ed senator La Follette in the I’resl- ! bridge of the eanilever type.
The Smell sweet and blossom in their dust.
125Stf
dentlal election.
i Winslow's rocks site was frowned
—“James Shirley U596-1666).

First Quiets—Then
Ends A Cough

For that Coughf
KEMP’S BALSAM

//«$

KINEO ONE PIPE FURNACE

Volume 80................ Number 14.

THREE CENT8 A COPY

,

Hie

Rockland
National
Bank

Newbert’s Cafeteria

C.P.D0W&CG

SHEET MUSIC
20c and 25c

15 Cents
V. F. Studiey Inc.

COMING

THE SEA HAWK’I

X

Page Two

AT THE CAPITOL

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

,

WE SHALL CONTINUE OUR

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Jan. 31. 1925.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle who
on oath declares that he is pressman In the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co. and
that of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of
Jan. 29, 1925, there was printed a total of
6,425 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 31, 1925

MARK DOWN SALE

Flood of Bills Means Many
Interesting
Committee
Hearings.

Why bond owners
take a second look
at good preferred stocks

Kinsman of Augusta will offer an
act next Monday relating to the reg
istration of resident hunters and fishNotary Public.
'erinen and ameitfling present act so
that the fee for'a resident hunter’s
’and fisherman’s certificate will he
Love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gen
$1.15 instead of 25 cents as at pres
tleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
ent. and the certificate will l»e valid
temperance: against such there is
'for the period of one year, rather
no law.—Gal. 5:22,23.
'than the length of time that the reg
istrant remains a citizen of the State,
those immediately succeeding has awak
"...There are several sound reasons
Among the speakers who appeared
as now provided.
The new act
Under Regular prices until FEBRUARY I 5
ened the public mind to the fact that
why
public
utility
stock
investments
i
makes
further-provision
that
no
cerin opposition to the repeal of the
jtificate shall be required of any per
these companies are carrying on essen
have been placed on the market so suc
THE SAME DISCOUNT ON
primary law at Wednesday’s com
son under 16 years of age.
tial industries which are practically
mittee hearing in Aagustu was Mrs.
cessfully during the past few years.. ..
• A three cent tax on gasoline is au
Mary Perry Rieh of Rockport, a
thorized in an act introduced by
certain to continue in their present
‘ Hamilton of Caribou. it is the same
The more seasoned and stabilized con
member of the board of county com
form or become even more stable as the
as the Leland 1 cent tax bill. Excep
dition of the industry as a whole has
missioners and vice chairman of the
years
go on...........The most popular form
tions may be provided by the com
created a great deal more confidence re
Republican State Committee for
of, modern publio utility stock investment
mittee if required, but the bill as
garding its future success than formerly
Knox County. In an unofficial ca
presented includes all gasoline taxes.
is the preferred stock................’’
existed. The demonstrated stability of
Towle of Winthrop—Act to legalize
We Shall Offer at the Same Discount until
pacity Mrs. Rich was surely entitled
the sale of cider which as been so
John Moody, President Moody's Invest
earning power of sound public utility
to the privilege of freely airing her
treated as to prevent fermentation
propositions
during
the
W&r
years
and
APRIL FIRST
ment Service in Porbcs Magazine.
views on this subject, for it is a mat
and wich does not Contain one-half
ter on which many voters differ.
of one percent of alcohol hv volume.
Roberts of Bar Harbor—Act to pro
We would be interested, however, in
vide for the improvement of naviga
having Mrs. Rich explain just what
tion and the development of water
One reason why the preferred stocks of
and an arning capacity steadier than almost
she meant when she told the Legis
power In the rivers and tidal waters
lative committee that the defeat of
of the State ef Maine. The act au
public utility companies are coming into
any other class of industry.
thorizes the Ocean Power Co. of Bar
the primary law would rot) the 105,Harbor
to
carry
on
the
business
of
such
universal
favor
is
because
many
of
these
905 persons who went to the polls
developing powers in the form of
Such an investment is the 7'< Preferred
last June of the right to express their
compressed air by means of motors
securities compare favorably with many good
wishes. Under ’’the old convention
operated by waves, swell and tidal
Stock of Central Maine Power Company.
movements of the ocean, rivers and
bonds—plus a higher, net yield.
system,” which is mentioned in such
streams
of
Maine,
the
developing
lugubrious tones by the advocates
and storing of such powers and the
Back of each dollar’s worth of security is
of the Primary system the 105.905
improvement of navigation by the
persons mentioned by Mrs. Rich
Especially
the
preferred
stocks
of
power
and
MRS.
FRANK
C.
KNIGHT
development of water powers of the
$1.42 worth of conservatively estimated as
WITH THE BOWLERS
rivers and streams of the State, by
would have the same right to attend
light
companies
which
have
back
of
them,a
sets.
Back of each share is an unbroken
Team No. 4 has ferged into the lead ' Jennie E. (Clark) w idow of Col. |>uilding navigable dams and bridge
party caucuses that they did to vote
dams.
The company is authorized
in the primaries, and the chances in the City Bowling League since the Frank C.*” Knight, died yesterday to issue bonds not exceeding the
record
of
safety
equal
to
the
average
bond
dividend record of 19 years.
last standing was published, but like morning at her home on Beech street,
are that they would not stultify bananas they are, all in a bunch. If having survived a sudden ill turn by- amount limited by the constitution of
themselves as so many are doing team No. 3 continues to hit the clip only a few days.
The funeral ser- Maine to be designated as “The
under the primary system when they it did Thursday night it will indeed vices will be held at the residence Ocean Power Co. Loan ’’
The price is $107.50
The yield is 9%% net
• • ♦ *
The Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev.
vote for one party in the primaries be a dangerous competitor.
Walter
S.
Rounds
of
the
Congrega

Thompson
of
Rockland
introduced
standing:
and for another at the election. Is
tional church officiating.
Lost
an act increasing the amount of clerk
it not a recognized fact that many Team 4 .................
The deceased was born in Camden, hire in the office of the register of
If you want to knou) more about a
March 10. 1855. and after her mar probate for Knox county from $572 to
capable and desirable men refuse to Team 3 .................
riage
to
Col.
Knight.
Nov.
12,
1873.
$720.
He also presented an act in
u)idely held Maine preferred stock that
stand for office, purely because they Team 2 .................
came to this city where her husband creasing the salary’ of the judge of
Team 1 .................
do not wish to incur the ex
was engaged in the tailoring busi probate court of Knox county from
compares in safety with many good
pense and disagreeable features
Central Maine
ness.
Their first home was the $1,250 to $1,800.
With Perry chalking up a fivebonds and nets
send in the cou
Martin of Augusta—Act providing
which attend a primary contest, and string total of 509 and Ramquist run StaJLkpole house at the corner of
Power
Company
then go through with it again in a ning close to the 500-mark it was White and Maple streets, which is now for compulsory’ examination by dem
pon
—
no
obligations
whatever.
Augusta, Maine
a part of the Knox Hospital. The resi onstration prior to the granting of
regular election? Is it not a recog plain sailing for the No. 3 team dence at 38 Beech street was Mrs. licenses to operators of motor vehi
Please send me more in
Thursday
night.
Even
the
redoubtnized fact that under “the old con
formation about your com
able “Tyrus* could not stave off de- Knight’s home for 47 years, the scene cles.
There was no opposition at the
vention system”—"boss rule.” if you feat. Connor's 126 was one of the in former days of many important so
t pany and its Preferred Stock,
cial gatherings, for Col. and Mrs. hearing before the public utilities
why it should be of particular
please—the State of Maine fur features. The score:
Knight occupied a prominent po committee of the Legislature Thurs
interest to those who are looking
'Team No. 2
nished the most brilliant Governors,
sition in local society, and enter day afternoon on the act authorizing
for a high degree of safety. I un
Representatives to Congress and Cobh .......... 82 92 90 99 94 457 tained in a manner that made such the Camden and Rockland Water Co.,
derstand this places me under no
a. corporation created by a special
United States Senators that it has Brewer ...... 93 83 91 89 100 • 4N social functions memorable.
obligations whatever.
Speed ........ 85 81 91 90 83 430
Next to her own home, over which ict of the Legislature, to increase its
f
ever had in its history? Has our Connor .......
91 98 126 86 86 487 she presided so happily,
Mrs. capital stock to an amount not ex
Xame ....
friend ever heard anything but Daggett .*.. 80 79 83 87 103 432 Knight’s interests were largely cen
ceeding $1,000,000.
highest praise for such men as Wil
• * • »
Address
tered upon her church, the Congre
Totals ..... 431 433 481 451 466 >262 gational. with which she had united
liam Pitt Fessenden. Hannibal Ham
Flint of Monson—Act relating to
Address ..
C-G-lTeam No. 3
during her youth.
As a member of the trapping of fur bearing animals.
lin, James G. Blaine, Thomas B.
the Ladies Circle she was an indefa* The act requires a license fee of $10
Perry
........
88
102
90
113
116
509
Reed. Nelson Dir.giey and our own
Howard .... 87 95 103 78 86 449 tigable worker, as in other branches in the unorganized townships of the
Charles E. Littlefield? Yet they Ramquist ... 99 106 97 96
492 of church work, and her death brings State and $5 within! the limits of
were the products cf the old conven Cuthbertson 99 86 123 75
456 to this denomination the conscious cities, towns and plantation^ for
Mrs. Knight fur bearing animal or animals ex
tion system. And finally, if the lady Shapiro .... 72 97 85 96 87, 437 ness of a heavy loss.
was an honorary member of the cept bobcats, loupcerviers. Canada allowed to remain incomplete, and
RAISE STRAWBERRIES
I and when the tongues have been
THE WESTERN TRAIL
has so much faith in the people, why
whetted for more strawberries.
Totals
445 486 498 458 456 2343 Shakespeare Society, and had for lynx or bears. A fee of $25 is re other States desiring to organize such
is she so unwilling to have them
merly been connected with the Ru quired for the capture or trapping regiments and corps pointed to
There's a Great Field In Maine For
"Many people hesitate about set
binstein and Methebesec clubs.
In of beaver in any territory open to Maine's failure to complete her or Howard Finds Juarez . Popu
vote as to whether the Primary law
ting out strawberry beds on “account
It, Says State Horticulturist.
WITH THE MOVIE STARS
whatever circle she moved it was to beaver trappnlg
of witchgrass in the soil. This
Minors under 16 ganization.
should lie retained or repealed?
lar—Why He Didn’t Pho
The act would amend the present
need not disturb anybody for this
Gloria Swanson. American picture exercise a gentle and refining influ years of age who desire to hunt or
"There
is
a
great
field
for
raising
ence.
can be taken care of by proper
trap fur bearing animals except act in relation to the term of the ad
tograph
the
Apaches.
and
marketing
small
fruits
in
Maine
Hon. H. C. Buzzeii of Waldo coun actress, who for some weeks has
Mrs. Knight is survived by only Bangor are exempted 1 in the pro jutant general which now provides
handling.
been making productions in France
for there is no county that grows
that the term shall he for two years
ty. who presides over the Maifie Sen was married Wednesday to the Mar one of her five children—J. Fred visions cf the act.
"If growers will handle the crop
Phoenix,
Arizona.
Jan.
22.
more
than
it
consumes,"
declares
dr at the pleasure of the Governor.
♦ ♦ • *
properly they will have no trouble in
ate, is now being mentioned by his quis de la Falaise de la Coudray. Knight: and two brothers, Edward
State
Horticulturist
G.
A.
Yeaton.
Editor
of
The
Cdurier-Gazette:
—
C. Clark of Lewiston and Albert W
raising from 6000 to "000 quarts to
Hussey of Aroostook—An act re Under the proposed amendment al
admiring friends for even higher The bride’s witness was Hallett
Clark of Providence.
Col. Knight lating to the purposes for which cities though the term of office is for five
We stopped two days in El Paso, "For instance, in Kennebec County the acre, and even much larger crops
Johnson,
first
secretay
of
the
Ameri

we
do
not
grow
more
than
25
per
honors—the governorship and Con
can Embassy, while Baron d'Aigeuy died three years ago the coming and towns may raise money. The act years, the adjutant general may he This <city has some tine hotels and cent pf the strawberries that' ace than tills have been grown in Maine."
month.
gress. for instance. On the subject acted for the groom.
provides tfiat cities and t »wns may removed for cause.
the M
Mexican quarter is interesting. consumed.
....
President Buzzeii is maintaining a
raise money to hire a Public Nurse
• » • •
"Maine' soil is peculiarly adapted
Beginning in February, all stu
I could not at first understand why
Littlefield
of
Kennebunk
—
Act
mak

STEFHEN LITTLEFIELD
to subsidize a physician to induce him
discreet silence, but being a horse
the place was so popular with tour to the growing of strawberries and dents of New York schools who are
Rumors of anoiner marriage for
ing
it
illegal
for
any
city
or
town
or
her
to
settle
in
said
town
or
city
from
the
fact
that
our
season
is
a
under 17 years of age at the time of
man it is quite probable that he is Roscoe Arbuckle, former film comed
News was received here this week and aid in the maintenance of a hos official to be pecuniarily interested ists. hut crossing the bridge which little 'bit later than in Massachusetts
their discharge from school will lie
looking the field over. And the “rail- ian, have been confirmed by Ar of the death of Stephen Littlefield pital.
directly or indirectly in any contract divides United Stales from Mexico,
He has admitted which took place in Castine Jan. 26
entered into by such city or town I discovered the attraction. At Juraez and Connecticut the berries come in required to attend a continuation
birds" would probably he willing to buckle himself.
A resolve to provide for a com mis
.
bar rooms are much In evidence at a time when theirs have gone by school until 17.
that he would have an announce
back “Hod” to the extent of their ment to make within a few days The deceased was in his 76th year, sion to investigate the physical, fi government. The punishment pro and every restaurant has a wine list.
and was employed on the State boat r.ancial. and operating conditions vided is a fine not exceeding 350. The
pile.
concerning the wedding plans of him Virginia, operated bj’ the Department rates and leased line conditions of act does not apply to municipalities A drink of whiskey costs from 15
cents to 40 cents.
The latter was
self and Miss Doris Deane, actress. of Sea and Shore Fisheries. He was the Maine steam railroads was in
of less than 2000 inhabitants.
said to be nine years old and of very
Invitations to the Republican cau Arbuckle’s former wife was granted attended during his last illness by troduced in the Senate Wednesday
line quality, hut I cannot vouch for
a divorce in Paris Wednesday.
Mrs. Sadie Elliott of Rockland. His by Wadsworth of Kennebec. The
cus. which is to choose a speakei
THE CICADA’S BAGPIPE
this as none of our party eared to
death brings sorrow to hosts of resolve provides for a commission of
of the National House of Represen
sample it.
Having two Rockland
Alma Rubens was granted an in friends. He is survived by two sons, seven men to serve without i>ay Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
friends in mind, I asked the waiter if
tatives and a Republican floor leadtr terlocutory decree of divorce Thurs John and Henry; a daughter, Mrs. The commission is to report to the
In one of the interesting articles on
did not go to tilt LaFoliette bloc day from Dr. Daniel Carson Goodman, Jennie Dickson, with whom he made Legislature not later than February common things which have recently I could take a small quantity witli
me. "Take all you want” he said.
film
company
executive,
to
whom
she
his
home:
and
several
grandchildren
1927.
Are most vitally interested in the affairs of the
The Republican Congressional cembeen appearing in your paper the ’ hut lie sure to'drink it before cross
was married in Greenwich. Conn., in and great grandchildren.
The
purpose
of
his
resolve
as
is
author expresses curiosity as to ing the bridge to El Paso." During
mitiee rightly believes that Repub 1923.
water company that serves you. We invite you
-------- ----------set forth is to advise the Legislature where the cicada “keeps his bag
the ride from Bowie to Globe, Ariz.
lican officials, should be determined
whether it is advisable to change the' pipe, or Whatever he calls it.” It is
to share in financing our growth as we strive to
EMPIRE THEATRE
we saw many Indians and our train
by men who stood with their partymethod
of
taxing
these
railroads.
found at the base of the abdomen in passed through the Government Res
PARK THEATRE
keep
abreast of the needs of the community.
The adoption of this resolve, it is the male, the female of the species
in the national election.
“The Slanderers" featuring Johnnie
ervation containing
about
6000
“The Warrens of Virginia,” will Walker. Gladys Hulette and Billy said, would reeult in putting off any being, in this case, the silent sex. Apaches.
It happened to he “ration
possibility of relief for the railroad
Tile approach of Boy Scouts week have its final showing today. Un Sullivan will he shown for the last situation in Maine for at least two The instrument is a kind of drum.(jay" an<] many squaws got on the
which
produces
sound
after
the
man-i,
ra
|„
Several
carried papooses and
like
most
war
dramas,
it
touches
time today.
The story is one of
—Fel). 8-14—aga in directs attention
lightly on actual battle scenes and small town prejudices and heartless years, as it believes that if such 8 ner of the small boy pushing up andla|, j,ad largt sacks which were said
to that powerful and growing organ! dwells long on the romance of the abrogation of authority’ by a self- commission were created, this Leg down on the bottom of a tin |>an.
contain all their household poszation which rpusters upward of half war idea. Brother against brother— elected few to constitute themselves is’ature would not take definite only in this case of the e.cada the sessions and a month’s rations. They
vibration of the sounding board, i. e. were assigned to the smokey and had
sweethearts torn apart—bitterne.4w— judges and jurors to regulate the action on railroad tax legislation
a million Young Americans. It
• . • •
the tightly stretched membranes, is the whole car to themselves.
The
also estimated that there are 2,000, hatred—patriotism. All the big emo daily’ conduct of their fellows, with
This is an excellent chance for the small investor
The bill providing for a three-cent extremely rapid, causing the note ladies of our party were much Inter
tions t hat were brought out in those the power to conflict condign punish
000 grown-ups, who were formerly soul-trying days give opportunity for ment through the pronouncement of tax on gasoline, framed by Hamilton produced to be high pitched and shrill.
to use his savings profitably at home.'
ested in their costumes which I can
Ruth H. Whittemore.
Scouts. ‘'Once a Scout Always
fine acting and for dramatic situa social ostracism against those who of Caribou whicli was presented this
not describe.
In one respect, how- 1
week
makes
no
provision
for
ex

tions.
rebel against this authority.
Scout," you know
ever, they were up-to-date, as they
Full Particulars on Request
Pola Negri comes to the Park
The attraction for Monday and emptions, but Mr. Hamilton said that
had their hair “bobbed."
I had vis
he
realized
that
there
must
be
ex

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES ions of getting a nie± photo when
Opticians are said to be strong ad Monday and Tuesday in a new Fa Tuesday is "Why Get Married" with
mous Forty-Paramount production, Andree Iaifayette.
The wife be emptions in a law imposing so heavy
they got off the train, but the con
vocates of cross-word puzzles. The “East of Suez."—adv.
lieves that she should pursue her a tax and that when the bill comes
STATE OP MAINE
ductor stopped me, saying there
reason, it appears, is that the solving
In Senate, January 21, 1925
1 tisiness career and her ambition in before the taxation committee he
would bo trouble if I attempted it, as
✓
Ordered, the House evurring. Thai ;hc
that respect finally becomes the thing will present an amendment provid Mine
He told
of these puzzles involves an eye
SEEKS AMERICAN ADVICE
14-15
fur the reception of hills for private they are very superstitious.
ing for an exemption to gasoline con and special legislation be 1'..oil ed to
paramount,
so
much
so.
that
she
fi

us
that
the
Apaches
are
the
most
strain and the eye strain creates a
'MONDAY. February 1$. 1925, at four difficult to civilize of any of the
H. C. Jaquith, director of tlie Near nally decided to choose *T»usiness suc- sumers who are not users of the o'clock
demand for spectacles. ,Such is the
I*. M.
But the story road.
They live
East Relief in Greece, has been in i cess to her husband.
And that all such petitions :;nd bills pre American Indian tribes.
wold from London, but maybe it is vited to the Hague as an advisor in doesn’t end there. One must see it
Mr. Hamilton has in mind a plan sented after that date be referred to *he next in a very primitive way, though the
that the Secretary of the Sen men are good workers and most of
only some crapehanger at work.
the controversy between Greece'and to enjoy’ the unusual and surprising which he thinks will work out al Legislature:
cause copies of this order to publlsued
though he has not perfected it yet. ate
Turkey over the exchange of popu finale.—adv.
In all daily and weekly papers of the Sta’“ Hie State highway construction is
Under this plan he would have the until and including Saturday, February 14, done by Indian labor.
The Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and lations, an aftermath of the Smyrna
tax collected from the wholesalers 1925.
HARD BOILED !
The ride from Globe to Phoenix .
This international dispute
In Senate Chamber, January 21, 1925
Game Association have gone on rec disaster.
as at present. He then would require Head
has been placed in the hands of the
and parsed.
Sent down for concur over the Apache Trail is difficult to
ord this week as favoring the one- Hague World Court for arbitration.
The waitress was very much out of that purchasers of gas for other rence.
HffiYDOX V. BROWN. Secretary.
describe, and r believe there is noth
•House of Representatives, January 22, 1925. ing in this country to compare With
deer limit in oi>en season in all of Mr. Jaquith had a large unofficial sorts. She sailed haughtily up to the than for vehicular purposes shall Read
and
passed
In
concurrence.
it for an auto trip.
The total dis
CLYDE R CHAPMAN. Clerk
the counties of the State. Now if part in alleviating the misery and the table at which sat the grouchy cus make affidavit to that effect upon a
tomer. She slammed down the cut card that will be furnished for the A true copy,—Attest:
tance is 120 miles and in many places
Legislature could only pass a law’ suffering which accompanied the re lery. snatched a napkin from the pile purpose. The consumer on presentHOYDEN V. BROWN.
there .is an elevation of 4000 feet.
fugee influx into Greece, directing
14-20
Secretary.
assuring the hunter that he would the American relief work which is and tossed it in front of him. Then, tation of his card to the wholesaleAbout 80 miles of this distance is
striking a furious pose, she glared would receive from such person a re
get that one.
through the mountains and is mostly
credited with saving 250,000 lives.
SALARIES AND PEES
bate for the tax. paid. The card
at him.
The CommitUe on Salaries and Fees will made up ol “horse-shoe" curves,
would
of
course
have
to
lie
“
Whatcha
want?
”
she
snapped.
give
a
public
hearing
in
its
rooms
at
the
some of them very sharp where you
When President Gary of the U. S.
State House, in Augusta, on
"Collide of eggs," growled .the sented before the dealer had
The
Stock consists of
TUESDAY, Feb. 3, at 2 o’clock I‘. M., on can see ahead but a few rods.
Steel Co. makes a public utterance
diner.
warded to the State treasurer
trail leads a circuitmis route through
the following:
everybody sits up and takes notice.
“How ya want ’em?"
taxes collected by him.
House Paper, No. 21. An Act Relating to ravines and
across gullies, then
Clerk Hire In the Office of Clerk of Courts,
* • * •
“Just like you.”—From Everybody’s
He is a comfortable sort of optimist
around the side of a nearly perpen
Knox County,
Magazine for February.
H. P. No 22. Ati Act Relating to the Sal- dicular mountain where one can look
and puts things in a way that the
A Busy Wednesday
Ary of the Clerk of Courts, Knox County.
over the edge and see the road that
average citizen can understand—and
H. P. No 49 An Act Relating to the
The grist ■ f measures introduced
THE ONLY
Printed and mimeographed docu
Salary of tlie Judge of the Rockland Police we had just passed over several hun
in
the
Legislature
Wednesday
was
agree with.
ments
amounting
to
322.6#0
pieces
WOMAN WH0|
dred feet below.
We stopped at
Force.
were distributed by the Bureau <f featuied by one offered by Repre
H P. No. 50. An Act Relating to the Roosevelt Dam, a wonderful engi
CAN BE SURE
Compensation
of
the
Judge
of
Probate
for
sentative
Decker
of
Milo
which
Education
or
by
the
Superintendent
It is net often that legacies a
neering feat which furnishes irriga
County.
THAT HER
of Documents in connection with amends several sections of the mili KnoxFREDERICK
W. HINCKLEY, Chairman. tion for a large section of Arizona.
left to pallbearers. And yet that is
tary
law
relating
both
to
organiza

American
Education
Week.
This
HAROLD
W.
BISHOP.
Sec
HUSBAND IS
Henry A Howard.
what a Pennsylvania woman did
number would have been much great tion and to finance, and provides
REALLY WORK-,
LEGAL AFFAIRS
She weighed 515 pounds.
er but for the fact, that some of the that the adjutant general shall hold
I know personally a number of
Tlie Committee on' Legal Arfalra will give a
INC WHEN HE|
documents were unavoidably -de blflce for five years and that any orwho were neglecting their
nubile hearing In its rooms at the State men.
’ '
' ■’X
layed
in
the
printing,
and
the
supply
ganization
or
unit
of
the
National
Wheat reached $2.05 in Chicago
SAYS HE IS. IS
House, in Augusta on
families and working poorly before |
of oilers, especially the "Sugges- ( Guard accepted by the State shall he
WTOXESPAY, February 4th, i 1‘. M., Prohibition, who are now industri
Thursday and the "Pit” was in a
THE WIFE OF
26G MAIM ST., COR. MYRTLE, ROCKLAND
1 tions" and School' Life for October, completed.
! on the following:
frenzy. In other words the “greatest
‘l was not sufficient to meet the de-1 During the past administration the' H. P. S. U- An Art to Disorganize trie- ous and taking good care of their
13-tf
THE A At 10
haien Flantnllon In the County of Knox
families.—J. S. Baker, Presideht
i mand, which was greatly in excess Field Artillery in Aroostook county |
sucker market’’ has gone on a ram | ANNOUNCER..
J. BLAMNE MOBK.SDN.
j
Co.
I of the expectation
• and a corps of Coast Artillery were
page.
--J
t
«

—OF—

MEN’S AND BOYS’ SUITS
AT 25 PERCENT DISCOUNT

MEN’S ULSTERS, MACKINAWS AND
SHEEP LINED COATS

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING HOUSE

Central Maine Power
Company

Augusta, Maine

you, MR. WATER TAKER

We Offer Our Preferred Stock at $95.00
a Share, Yielding 6.32%

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.

1-2 Price Sale! 1-2 Price Sale!
EVERYTHING TO BE SOLD k AT

HALF-PRICE

SHOES, CLOTHING, RUBBER GOODS,

GENTS’ FURNISHINGS, ARMY AND
NAVY GOODS

ROCKLAND CLOTHING CO.
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

/

GOV. BREWSTER COMING

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!

Feb. 2—Monthly meeting of tho City Gov
ernment.
Feb. 2 (5.15 p in.) - Address by-Gov. Ralph
O. Brewster hi Odd Fellows hall.
Feb 2—Lady Knox Chapter, 1). A. It., meets
with Mrs Lurk* Walsh, Summer street.
Feb 3—(Forenoon and afternoon) Train- lr.u Conference County and Distrkt Sunday
School officers, First Baptist church, Rock
land
Fell. 4 Rev. Fred Atkins Moore lectures
at the Unlversallst church.
Feb. (i Basketball (League) Rockland
High vs Rockport High at 111!Arcade.
Feb. 6 -Address by F. 1). Cummings of
Portland on “Water Powers and Who Should
Own Them and the Primary Law and Who
Doesn’t Want Kt,” at Methodist vestry.
Feb. 7 Rtiunnage sale given by B. &
P. W. (Tub
Feb. 7 Knox Pomona Grange meets in
West Rock pork
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s birthday.
Feb. 11 St. Valentine’s Day.
Feb 14- Tbomastot, Valentine dance by
1 ’a ren t Tea uh c r Asaoc iat i (in
Feb. 17- Feature play “Mali Jong” at
Unlversallst vestry.
Feb 18 -Last entertainment of Royal Ly
ceum course. High School benefit
Feb. 18—Mouthy meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 22—Washington’s birthday.
Feb 23-28—Community Fair at Arcade.
Feb. 21—Camden, Board of Trade ban
quet. Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, speaker.
Feb 25- Lent begins.
Feb 25-26- Camden “A Pair of Sixes”
benefit District X’.i retag Association.
March 2 Fuller Cobb-Davis “Red Letter
Ball’’ Community Fair
March 13 Child Guest day, Rubinstein
Club
a
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day
9
March 18-21 — Rockland Automobile Show at
the Arcade
March 21—First day of spring.
March 31. April 1-3—Farmers’ Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 22-27 - Annual conference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches in Augusta.

Walter 11. Sturtevant, who died in
Richmond, hist week, at the age of
72, was a brother of Mrs.,Randall T.
Condon of Cincinnati, Ohio, well
known in Knox county.
Carleton 11. Hammond has been
promoted to second lieutenant of the
Thomaston battery of C. A. C., vice
Arthur T. Kistecn resigned.
The
rank dates from Dec. 27, 1924.

Wallace It. Farrington, once editor
of the Rockland Star, and stillM)leasantly remembered by many Rockland
friends, has been reappointed gover
nor of Hawaii, a position which he
has tilled with much ability the past
four years.

The question of a three-dollar as
sessment upon the nlembers of Au
rora Lodge, the proceeds to be ap
plied to the extinguishment of the
indebtedness upon Masonic. Temple,
will come up for consideration at the
meeting of the lodge next Wednesday
night.
King Hiram Council, R. &.
M., is
laying out for a big meeting and a
large class of candidates Feb. 6.
The Council has engaged the Snappy
Five Orchestra which will be an ad
ditional feature.
The members are:
Douglas Vinal, violin; Emmar Har
vey, saxophone; Rhama Beatty, cor
net; Kathleen Haskell, piano; and
Frances March, drums.
Rotary luncheon yesterday was at
tended for the first time by two new
members of the club—Clarence E.
Daniels, jeweler, and Putnam P.
Bicknell, granite tools manufacturer.
Tlie session was largely devoted to
the development of the members as
singers of Rotary songs, under the
inspiring direction of Philip Jones of
the High School faculty.

‘‘How would I like to l>e a Man for
a while or forever? Why would J pre
fer this?” At the next Educational
Club discu^ion, Feb. 6, everyone is
invited to mention three advantages
the male sex has over the feminine
sex in an informal talk-it-over way.
This discussion “How I wish I’d been
a man!” added to Representative
Cummings’ timely speech on Muine
Water Powers and The Primary Law
makes a most attractive evening.
Several members will give abstracts
on various subjects treated by Gov.
Brewster in his recent inaugural ad
dress.

Dancclatid k? ready for its great
opening tonight. The hall is deco
rated; four young men will be on the
floor as dance managers; through
the courtesy of V F. Stud ley, Inc. a
special “Brunswick" number will be
featured. The prize feature will be
something decidedly new—a spot
dance with a box of Foss & Co.
(’ross Word Puzzle Chocolates as tho
favor. A prize of $50 Tli gold is of
fered for the correct puzzle solution.
The time is X o’clock and the music
Kirk and (’laffey’s Daneeland Orches
tra. Square dances will be offered
as a special. Lieut. R. F. Saville IS
supervising the new C. A. C. vent
ure.—adv.

The Kian is a Protest of
Americans against the
un-American x elements
being injected into our
national body to its un
doing. Therefore, Klansmen are American Pro
test-ants.

—Ku Klux Kian.

NOTICE!
Sale of used and slightly
damaged Singer Sewing
Machines

20 Per Cent Off
on all new machines
These new machines will bo sold
and must be sold to give room for
new shipments and you can buy a
machine at your own price.

Why pay big prices?
first see Mr. Herrick at our
Singer Store
615 MAIN STREET
Tel. 477-M <

SINGER SEWING
MACHINE CO.
U-15

Maine’s New Executive Is To Speak In Rockland Next
Monday Afternoon.
Arrangements have been cpmpletnQ
to have Gov. Ralph O. Brewster here
Monday at 5.15 P. M. in Odd Fellows
hall, School street which was donated
for the occasion through the courtesy
of the trustees of Knox Lodge I.
’ O.
~
O. F.
Gov. Brewster will ha\e as his sub- I
jret at this informal meeting. “Ad
vertising Maine,” and will outline the
work as laid out for the Maine De
velopment Association, which was
formed directly after the Governor’s
return from Florida, where he made
a thorough investigation of the pos
sibilities of advertising, as it is done
in the South.
Every citizen who is interested in
the development of the S|ate of
Maine should be at this meeting. As
the Governor will speak at Camden
at 8 o’clock on the same night this
meeting will not occupy more than
one hour, and the Chamber of Com
merce invites evtry citizen of Rock.land to attend this meeting, and hear
the very vital message which the
Governor wishes to give.
Don’t forget the time—5.15, and
take your friends ! Let us show the
Governor that we appreciate the ef
fort which he has put into the propo
sition of advertising Maine, and of
coming here at his busiest time of
the year.

WITH THE CHURCHES
The Sunday services at the Gospel
Mission v.TII he at 2.31) and 7.30, ami
will be conducted by Leander Dow.
* * • •
Rev. Mr. Brewster will preaei, at
Port Clyde next Sunday, weather
permitting, at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. m.

BASKETBALL TO THE

FORE

Rockland and Thomaston Divide Honors In Head-up
Sport—Rockport Will Be Here Next Friday.

Basketball lovers filled the Arcade and the knowing ones diagnosed the
* • 4•
to the doors last night and saw two ailment of Capt. Green’s boys as a
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
rattling good games in which Rock bad case of stage fright. The half
, Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
land and Thomaston High Schools ended with all the signs pointing to'
i morning service at 11 o’ehidk. Sub
divided honors. The. R. H. S. girls an easy Sturtevant win.
ject of lesson sermon, "Love.” Sun
The minute the Rockland hoys!
struck their stride for the first time
day School at 12. The reading room
,
. ,
,
... ,
went on the floor for the second half
i,
. , in
. the new ...
, I this . year and worded
is ,located
Bi< ,kmgl block
,, with
, ... beautiful
_ .. u
•
, .
precision despite the fact that 7. II. S. they were heads-up and alert and by
1 and is open every week day frtffn 2 pr
pi
has a hard playing sextette well desperate work kept their opponents
to 5 p. m.
versed in basketball lore. The boysL from scoring whilZ they increased
. . . .
game was what is officially known'their count 15-1(1. The closing ten
At tlie Congregational church Sun
as a heart-breaker, the local lads minutes were truly frenzied. The
day morning Rev. Walter S. Rounds
losing by a single point after a mag- ! Thonutston attack collapsed and
will preach on the subject “Abraham,
nificent stern chase from a 14 to 4 ( failed to come liack while the midget
the Pioneer of Faith," this being the
handicap.
Had the Arcade been, locjtl quintet steadily increased its
fourth in the series of “The Ascenr of
shingled instead of roofed with pa- pure until they were playing just a
Religion.”
The Church School
tier it is certain that the carpenters ' l.ttle better than 'they knew how
meets at 12 and the Fellowship
superior team. "Game"
would have been busy us a result of I against
League at 6.
thp frenzied cheering of that hectic1 was no name for the spirit the under
....
sized, under weight crew put into
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will preach last period.
their play, and pluck alone brought
The Girls' Game
Sunday at 10.30 at the Universalirt
them to within one point of success.
church, topic, “A Day's Work and
The attendance lust night and the
All the boys did stellar work, but
After." Sunday school meets at 12 vociferous welcome given our lassies a pony pair—Flanagan and Traf
with kindergarten during the church settled their status for all time as a ton, will make their mark on fame's
service. Y. P. C. U. is at 6 o'clock. drawing card. They may play first escutcheon next year and did some
Tlie music includes the anthem. in the evening program, but the city scratching on the virgin surfaee last
"Jubilate Deo” by Schubert and a has conceived a loving admiration for night. Feehan was the individual
tenor solo by Mr. Wyllie.
the girls’ basketball teams of the star and made some graceful bas
♦ • • ♦
Gov. Ralph 0. Brewster, Who
High School founded on the peerless kets.
His team Is unquestionably
The services in the Saints’ room, morale and the splendid record of good and will prove a hard nut for
Leaves His Busy Desk in Augusta To
471 Main street Sunday are as fol the past few years, and this public Rockport to crack.
Give Rcckland His Messane on “Ad- lows: Sunday school at 1 o'clock fol
regard finds expression in an un
John Glldden of Damariscotta, a
vertsiing Maine,” Next Monday Af lowed by the Sacrament service at grudging support that puts the girl
Central Board official and a former
ternoon.
2 o'clock with preaching service in basketeers permanently in the "head Rockland boy, handled the whistle
the evening at 7 o'clock. Wednes liner” class. Last night they looked and lived up to his reputation for
You can dance with Dean's orches
Georges Itiver Mill. Warren, is shut day evening the regular prayer and elipecially attractive in (heir new or strict ruling and fair dealing. No
tra at Temple hall tonight.
man living can see ’em all. and there
down for a few days, primarily testimony meeting is at 7 o'clock and ange and black suits.
Thursday afternoon the Doctrine-and
Stellar “Dot” Breen and “Babe” were many who resented the fre
through lack cf water.
Covenants
class
meets
at
2.30.
Perry
played
the
bulk
of
the
session
The regular meeting of Miriam Re
quent shrilling of the whistle, but it
bekah Lodge will 'be held Tuesday
The regular meeting of Local Friday evening at 7 o’clock the Re- as forwards and the combination was that very alertness of referee
ligiA
class
meets.
worked
exceedingly
well.
The
vet

which pepped up the game and avoid
night. Circle supper at 6 o’clock. Union No. 1066 C. *.T. of Am. will
’
» « » •
eran Carolyn Perry dropped back to ed the unhappy interludes of rough
Those who have not been solicited be held on Tuesday, Fell. 3. Refresh
The
Salvation
Army
with
Capt.
side
center
and
proved
a
great
ments served.
ness and 111 feeling that frequently
will please take cake or pastry.
and Mrs. George Simons, officers in steadying influence for all her team mar a loosely handled game. The
charge,
will
have
Sunday
services:
mates
as
well
as
chief
commediennc.
summary:
>
The busy staff of the Security
John P. Kurkin, deputy collector of
Thomaston High
Trust Company now works to the Internal Revenue will be at pie Holiness meeting, 11 a. m.: Salva Egan at center may have felt a hlj
tion
meeting,
8
p.
m.;
Company
greene
but
gave
no
sign
of
it
through
Goals Fouls Pts
accompaniment of music. That is, il' Rockland I’ostofliee Feb. 2, 3, 4. 5
M
10
you can call it music, having a com and 7 for the purpose of assisting meeting (s.s) 2 p. m.: Young Peo two well played periods. Blaekall and Feehan, rf ........... L 3
ple
’
s
Legion,
6
p.
m.
Captain
George
Smith
held
the
center
the
last
half
Condon, If ...............$3
1
7
pressed air drill working under you. income taxpayers in seeking infor
Noel
of
Portland
Divisional
Head

and
did
an
excellent
piece
of
work.
Elliot, c
.............. 0
0
0
mation and the rendering of returns.
quarters,
will
hava
charge
of
the
Trafton
and
Hodgkins
worked
the
Grafton, rg .............. 0
0
0
The February meeting of the City The expiration date of filing is
Sunday
meetings.
bulk
of
the
time
as
guards
and
had
a
Hall, lg
.............. 0
1
1
_
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Government takes place next Mon March 15.
• • « f
lively time of it for the Thomaston
day night. Several episodes'Of the
Littlefield
(Memorial
church— forwards were five wires of high
18
revised ordinances will he read, but
The telephone auditors who have
Morning
worship
10.30.
Pastor voltage. At one time this Hodgkins
this is not likely to occasion's riot in been working in Rockland and vi
Stuart will deliver the sermon from and Keiser got into a hot mixup and
the attempt to gain admission.
cinity the past 10 weeks, will con
subject, “Things the Bible Says somebody called for the police, but Murphy, lg ...........
clude their local stay when they fin
About our Times.” Tlie choir will the war clouds lifted and the battlers Maxey, lg ...............
It is espeeted that between 500 and ish Warren and Friendship. They
render the anthem. "Blessed 'Be hecaijzt allies. Coltart and Stevenson Bird, rg ...................
600 will attend the annual session will then remove their encampment
the Lord,”’ Miles; Bible school at succeeded as guards and were well Rounds, rg .............
of the Maine Methodist Conference, front the congenial confines of the
noon and Christian Endeavor meet received. The summary:
Greene, c ...............
which will convene in Augusta, April Thorndike Hotel to Damariscotta.
ing at 6.15. Gospel preaching at 7.15.
Rockland High
Jnt. Flanagan, if ....
22.
The ptans include a special
Mr. Stuart’s subject will be “The
weekend conference for boys!*
Goals Fouls Pts. Jn. Flanagan, rf ....
Manager Benson witli a good
Works of Gcd." Communion serv
2
Breen, rf.......
.. 10
0
20 Trafton, rf ............. 1
cleanup today, expects to win first
ice at the close. Cottage prayer
The city's new motor plop- found money in the $200 prize contest for meetings on Friday evening at the E. Perry, If ....
6
5
17
a strenuous task ahead of itself yes-- January increase in attendance at homes of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Egan, c
The score: Thomaston High 18;
t-erday for the storm had left many the Gray theatres. Tlie last report Keep, 169 Camden street; Mrs. Liz Blaekall, c
Rockland High 17. Referee, Glldden
drifts of heavy snow, sodidl.v pack showed Park Theatre leading, with zie McGuire. 2? Spruce street; Mr. C. Perry, sc
of Newcastle
ed in. Despite this fact the machine Rumford as the only dangerous eom- and Mrs. Thomas McKenney, 11 Smith, sc
• • • •
covered a large amount of territory, petltor. mpire Theatre is fifth in Knox street. Btble conference opens Trafton, rg
It is worthy of note that each team
Stevenson, rg
moving at an average rate of four or the ttst.
.\fonday evening. Feb. 9. A series of Hodgkins, lg
scored six baskets from the field in
five miles an hour.
eight lectures of scriptural divisions Coltart, lg
last night's game and that Rockland
Lewiston Journal: A Rockland in
of time, revelation and trust.
High chalked up 13 points, while
vention is heralded as the "EclipseThe variation of temperuture is a
11
22 T. H. S. made four goals from the
scope,” perfected by John Breen,
At the Pratt Memorial M. E.
curious thing. Trainmen who came
foul line.
messenger for the Western Union church Sunday morning the speaker
Thrmaston High
• • • •
into this city Wednesday night re
Telegraph Co., through which some will be Rev. H. G. Kenney of Augus
-Goals Fuuls Pts.
porting that it was 16 and 18 below in
Rockport High had her full team
"00
people
had
a
glimpse
at
the
sky
Waldoboro and Warren could ecareeta, representing the Maine Branch of Young, lg
on the sidelines and a husky bunch
"spectacle" of Jan. 21th.
It will the lord’s Day League. His subject Comstock, rg,
ly believe their senses when told
they are.
never make this Maine lad rieh. will be “Keeping America American,” Mossman, sc
• « • •
that it was 8 above on Main street
however, since its use is extremely The subject for the evening sei i ' Felt, c,
here.
Another visitor was Pilnc'pal Rob
limited.
1
will be “Meeting America's Need." Keiser, if ................. 1
ert Cluney, Jr. of Lincoln Academy.
1
0
Music at both services will tie fur Thorndike, rf
Mr. Cluney is ever a welcome guest
Ernest W. Butman's community
The
officers
of
Ivanhoe
Temple,
Davis,
rf,
nished
by
a
men
’
s
chorus
with
solos
store on Water street was broken iZ
In this city where he is recognized
Pythian Sisters, were installed Wed and quartette numbers.
Sunday
as a square shooter—a school man
to Thursday night, and some of the
nesday evening by D. I). G. ("., Etta school at 12 with classes for every
2
1
who knows and stands for what is
contents stolen.
It was evidently
Bhickinton: I*. C., Kloctn I’hilbrook; age.
The score:
Rockland Girls 22 best in schoolboy athletics.
Epworth
league
at
6.15.
the work of boys, and three have been
M. E. C., Delilah Cunningham; E. S., Evening service begins at 7.15 with Thomaston Girls 5. Referee, Wotton.
summoned before Judge. Miller to
’
• • • •
Nettie Freeman: E. J.. Allie Blaek- song service followed by the sermon.
The Boys’ Game
Rockland High School meets Rock
tell what they are supposed to know
ington: M., Irene Winslow; M. of F., The prayer meeting Tuesday evening ®The Rockland boys were hopelessly port High next Friday night in the
about it.
This inquiry will be made
Clara ' ates; M. of R. A- C.. Edna Mc it 7.39 will he followed at 8.39 by outclassed the first quarter with Arcade In the second league game.
next Monday.
Intire: Pro., Mina King; (). G., Etta the regular meeting of the official Thomaston scoring at will, and will The girls will meet the famous WeltBlackinton.
* board.
ing frequently. The frame closed 14 ied sextette from the big yellow
Brewster doesn’t exactly rhyme
« « • •
to 4 with the Feehanites apparently schoolhouse on Diamond Hill, and
with Booster, if correctly pronounced,
At the January term of Knox
“A Lost World” will be the pastor’s not even exerting themselves. The will play Westbrook the following day
but the names are synonymous as
County Supreme Court indictments subject at the First Baptist church second period saw the apathy of the —but that is nothing in their young
you will agree after you have heard
were brought against-Clifford Staples Sunday morning at 10.30. The choir crange and Mack gradually dropping lives.
Gov. Brewster’s talk on “Advertis
and Alice E. Hill charging them with will sing “My Friend of Calvary."
ing Maine" at Odd Fellows hall Mon
adultery.
The indictments were Lorenz. Communion service will lie
day afternoon at 5.15.
You can af
“I have a couple of trucks and
Here's your hat, January, what's
quashed, because they neglected to
speen of horses you can use if it will
ford to be a bit late at supiicr in or name a dale. Tlie parties were re- held at the close of the morning ser- your hurry?
•
vice
‘
followed
by
the
Sunday
school.
help any," said a well known busi
der to bear this timely address.
arrested and Thursday
were ar Childrn’s Happy Hour is at 4 p. u.
Dr. A. K. P. Harvey will be back ness man to the general manage? of
raigned before Judge Miller in Mu md Christian Endeavor at 6.15. Pre
Community Fair. His attitude is the
Claremont Commandery, K. T . w ill nicipal Court. The evidence did not ceding the evening service at 7.15 in his office Monday.
usual one found with reference to
IQ
UrUVI
have work on the
Order Ul
of .the .satisfy him of their guilt, and they there will be a question prelude when
The insurance underwriters have the big show and its popular object
ay night, and the were discharged.
Temple next Monday
tlie pastor will answer the following: adjusted the loss on the Carr market the equipping of the New High
it 7.30 sharp. Aj
meeting will open at
Do human beings become angels af and .Mr. Carr will open for business School. The ticket sale Is being car
Eastern Star suppeer will be servefi
Close application to work entitled ter death? Do minister’s sons gener Monday morning.
ried on through the office of the
at 6.30, and the custom will lie con Managed Dondis of Strand Theatre ally go had? Hbw much spiritual anil
Chamber of Commerce and the jovial
tinued if the members support it. A.
to the week's vacation which he has social work could you do with the
The Progressive Literary Club will secretary claims to have a system as
I. Mather, the recorder, will lie aide
been enjoying in Ruston. He kept price of one battleship? Will the meet with Mrs. Annie Bilsby on sure as death and a whole lot cheaper.
to furnish the Sir .Knights w ith inf
hi? eyes open for good opportunities world come to an end on Feb. 6th? Tuesday afternoon at 2.30.
King
mation concerning two big Tempin’
while there, and had the satisfac The subject at this service will he Henry VI, part II. Act III, will be
events of the year—the St. John’s
All living rooms heated by
The choir read, with Mrs. Littlehqle lender.
tion of hooking pictures which are "A Picture of Peter."
Day gathering in Bangor and tlie
steam or hot water should
played ill the laiew circuit. Readers w ill sing “dnward Christian Sol
Triennial Conclave in Seattle,, for
have some ventilation depend
do not need to lie fold how good diers," and “Sun of My Soul.”
Mrs. Doiothy Ripley Wood, a well
which a wonderful trip is being ar
those .are. Strand Theatre today is Prayer meeting on Tuesday evening known member of the local telephone ing upon the severity of the weather.
ranged.
Rockland Red Cross.
Circle supper on Wednes exchange staff, has been spending a
showing I lie first cnpss-word puzzle at 7.30.
day evening.
ever put onto a Rockland screen.
most enjoyable week’s vacation at
Mayor Snow and the aldermen
L
home with an attack of laryngitis. It
have received invitations to attend
The entertainment committee of wifi be at least another week before
The Rotary Clubs in the Eighth
Gov. Brewster’s lecture in Camden
1865
1924
Rotary District, comprising Maine, the Baptist Men's League has signed she says "Nlijnber please."
Opera House ' next Monday night
New Hampshire and northeastern up for its next meeting. Feb. 18, Rev.
and occupy seats on the stage. Un
Massachusetts, are expected to send Kenneth C. MacArthur, who will de
'0994 8cm Joqtunu jo?4-oo
fortunately this is the night of the
1,000 delegates to tho District Con liver his famous lecture an “Eu SMi o??:6 Sutaq OJUUIRKO S|t|
regular City Government meeting
genics."
This
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the
vention which will he held in Port
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
04 uos.ud 4S.I(J nqi sn.w 4R
eiqm
and they will be unable to attend at
land,1 April 23. and 21.
The Fal fascinating story of the influence of n joj oWld.ioiuo.) ouiospusq u—ozt.nl
WALDOBORO, ME.
all. The Governor's subject is ’'Ad
mouth Hotel hos been engaged for heredity for good and egil in human Ofil uom x^lJqiltlH ’S
l’fil M»uj(
vertising Maine," and the address
life,
its
relationship
to
feebleminded

the convention headquarters, and
oj patsajotui sq r|m It uo posssnfi
will 'be delivered at 8 o’clock. Col.
City Hall has been obtained for the ness crime and waste; the effect of oqM acoqj,
stqi uopuann
E. A. Robbins who is the Knox Coun
BORN
general meetings. The Portland Ro war. city life, education and religion jo inop 4CO.I3 tt jx»iot!J44U ssq 4»>1
Kleliardson—Wheeler’s fay, Spruce Head,
ty member of the Maine Publicity
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Jan.
24,
to
Mr.
and
M . A. htir Richardson.
movement, makes the invitation grn40 Rotary clubs in the District at the of parenthood, the sanctity of family
eral to Rockland citizens.
present time, have a membership of life and the help of eugenics in solv
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ence and religion,
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press the Maine Naturalist makes its
Honors came to tlie Rockland
Sydnay lngall Hnow of Kca.line and Miss
In Auuatralia 9000 Miles Away.
appearanee today, filled, frrtiti cover
A big 5-ton Bear Tractor plow,
Olive Barton Brcnuier of Wilkes-Barre.
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to cover, as usual, with matter per
nesday. w.ith the election of its sec called in general engineering prac
A human voice rode the air across
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retary. Harry O. Gurdy, as presi tice the most economical and effi the continent the other day, crossed
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<;eor»c S. Morse, aged 66 years. 1 month.
and Building Associations. The an snow, will arrive In this city early to hundreds of thousands of persons of
zi da^J'
funeral services Sunday at 2
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nual meeting was held nt the Au next week prepared to demonstrate In Australia, more than 9,000 miles 1' ni. from the t'onureaatlonsl church
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County Region." He treats of gulls gusta House. There were 47 dele Mr. North Easter. The machine will away. Officials of the Westinghouae
and terns In this, the sixth install gates present, representing 21 as lie here on trial only, with no obli Company through whose station., Waterman Cagiden, Jan. 3«, Emetine, wid
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erals," Part V., Edw. H. Perkins; papers publish daily bulletins of the
the Tnain station there failed to re
“Some Results of the First Season’s frigid weather and storms in the
ceive thtm because of atmospheric
Work at the University of Maine's North—propaganda manifestly in
TONIGHT
Sunpner Biological Station at Mt. tended to make the tourists feel
interference.
*
At the ROLL CALL of the
Desert Island; A List c,t the Animals happy and comfortable in Southern
land Plants Found in the Oak Meadow I climes. Of course the Florida new«Watch the Smoke and Water Sale
Christian Endeavor
at
ad. of Harry Carr's Market In the
Region East of Newport Mountain.' papers say nothing about the good
Tuesday Courier-Gazette.-*-adv.
, Howard C. Reiche and Raymond H.; things that the tourists are missing
Community Hall
Burton.
The Mfeiine Naturalist is —of the coasting, skating, skiing, and
FIRST
With insurance adjusted th ■ Harry
edited by Norman W. Lermpnd, who ' sleigh rides and ice-ltfating: of tho
BAPTIST CHURCH
Carr Market will open for business
has been a nature student from boy- 1 clear crisp atmosphore that wouM
Spruce Head
Monday morning.
Some splendid
hood, and the department editors and make a dyspeptic long for three
SUNDAY
EVENING
trades
will
be
offered,
for
the
major
contributors include some of the ( square meals a day. The papers Of
Smalley’s Orchestra
portion of the big stock was touched
ablest naturalists and scientists in Miami and Tampa and St. Peters'At 6:00 o'clock
879tf
only by smoke.—adv.
this section of the country.
burg are saying njthfng tfbotit that.

:: Memorials::

ANSWER TO YOUR
NAME

Cutler-Cook Co.

Cutler-Cook Co.
FIRST

A

ffirthdaygaU

Sale Continues All Next Week With
Greater Values
_________________________________________________________r
Kept Us Busy Friday and Saturday
Because of the Values We Are Giving

COATS

DRESSES

at

at

$13.00

$ g.00

$13.00

$18-00 $22 °°

$18.0°

$22 °°

$10°°

Includes all sizes, 16 to 48
and all material, silk flan
nels, wool.

That formerly sold from
$18 to $65, including all
fur trimmed and all sizes,
16 to 52.
1 large lot of

SKIRTS,

$298

A large lot of

COATS
SUITS
DRESSES
SKIRTS

each

at

$5-0

Some sold as high as $50.
While they last ... $5.00

$5.00 value

It is impossible to list all our Birthday offerings;
a personal inspection will convince you

SALE COkTIHUES AU NEXT WEEK~

CUTLER-COOK COMPANY
Cor. Main & Elm
ROCKLAND

Mail Orders
Filled

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SALE
JANUARY 30 AND 31

SIX

BIG SPECIALS

SIX

20 in. x 40 in. Turkish Towels, each........... 25c
6 qt. Covered Agate Kettles............................... 43c
Large pieces Enamelware, each........................ 10c
1 7 qt. Agate Dish Pans, each.........................39c
Floor Mats, each.................................................10c
14 cakes Palmolive Soap............................... $1.00

Every Article a Wonderful Bargain
See demonstration of Graham’s Shoe, Glove and
Clothes Cleaner. With every purchase of a 50c
box of Cleaner, a French Art Needle sold for 50c

E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE

EVERYTHING MUSICAL
We Have For

PIANOS
Standard Makes

Ivers & Pond
i Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail
Accordions, $4 to $100
Auto Harps, $7 to $12
Brief Cases,
$3 to $7
Clarinets,
$35 to 85
Chinese Gongs,
$4.50
Cornets.
$ I 5 to $ 100
Drum Traps $30 to $100
Harmonicas
I 5c to $2
Harmonica Holders. 50c

Mandolins,
$4 to $25
Metronomes $4.50 to $7
Music Cases $1.50 to $20
Music Stands $1 to $2.75
Music Rolls $1 to $3.75
Saxophones $85 to $100
Strings, all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20c AND 25c

V. F. Studley Inc.
Tel. 713. *

ROCKLAND

283 Main St.

DANCE

B'Jxi-crj

Worth tue e^trA cent or

-

BCM

“YOU'Ll LEU OlUllXr.FO TOO

Page Four

Curiosities Found in
Prague Button Museum

HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When the correct letter* are placed la the white apace thia paaale
Will apell worda both vertically and horizontally. The flrat letter la each
word la Indicated by a number, which refera to the definition llated
below the puaale.
Thua No. 1 nnder the column headed “horizontal"
deflnea a word which will fill the white apacea np to the flrat black
aquare to the rlffht, and a number under “vertical" deflnea a word which
will fill the white aquarea to the next black one below. No letter* co la
the black apacea. All worda need are dictionary worda, except proper
aamea. Abbreviations, elanc* Initial*, technical term* and obaolete forms
nre Indicated In the definition*.

“Button, button, who's got the
button?” They know in Prague
where buttons are to be found, for
there is a button museum in the
Czechoslovak capital in which every
form and type of button ever manu
factured or wrought by hand is on
exhibit. The button museum is
one of the most unique institutions
of its kind in the world, according
to the New York World.
The museum was founded by a
button manufacturer named Henry
Waldes. Within a few years tlie
institution lias so expanded that it
fills two floors of a large house in
the suburb of \trschowitz.
A study of the materials used Is
in itself most worth ■ ' »e. There
are buttons of gold, of
ivory,
bornze, porcelain, of prec.-. stones
such as turquoise, opal, carneol, etc.
Some buttons date back 3,000 yefirs
before Christ. ‘The flashiest nnd
showiest buttons are those of tlie
Eighteenth century, when Europe
seemed to enjoy rare luxury.
The most grewsome buttons are
the so-called poison buttons, con
taining a tiny phial of poison and
surmounted by a sharp stud. In the
days of poiitisal assassinations It
was fln easy thing for a man attend
ing a high society function, such as
a ball, to scratch his adversary and,
In a erdwd, to brush by him in such
a way that the button scratched his
skin. Into this tent in the skin the
contents of the button would then
flow with fatal consequences.

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 20
2

1

4

3

7T-

II

IO

6

S

9

8

7

H"

13

17

16

IS

20

19

22

21

23
26

B6

24

27
30

£9

28

33

32

31

39

38

37

•

3b

35

rr-

Ambassador Has Many
and High Privileges

41

40

43

42

) by Woatern Newapaper Union.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—Shoemaker** tool
4— One hundred pound* (abbr.)
7—Pause
5— Foot covering;
10—Pertaining to falrlea
12—Where the ocean atop*
IS—Cltrua fruit
15— Pile of hay
16— What you ought to do If yonr
aubacrlptlon haa expired
IS—Bit of flame
19— Mark left by a wound
20— Yarn
21— What the rubber on yonr pencil
la for
23— Mythical origin of frankfarter*
24— Thoae who make chart*
28— Wlae man
29— Fodder
81—Frolic
32— Long period* of time
84— P. P. of “will"
85— Fear
ST—From a definite past time nntll
now
88—Selling*
40— Woody perennial plant having
a aingular main atem
41— Long, heavy hair about neck of
aonie quadruped*
42— Word awaited by lover to make
him happleat man In world
43— Stain, color

1— Solemn wonder
2— Moat room* have four of them
8—Jailbird who never expect* t«
get out
4— Wedge
5— Labor
6— Small mound of earth
8— Recurrent occasion) repetition
9— Parcel of stock
11— Present time
12— Tasteless from age
14— At hand
15— Fight
17— Outside covering of a cigar
18— Deprive of sensibility
22—To take liquid food
24— Tree giving a valuable aap
25— Old
24—Any
of
various
bamboolike
grasses
27— Burns
28— A relish
SO—Nocturnal fancy
31—Geometrical figure*
83—Mixture of vegetables
34—Slender rod of metal
36—Contradict
87—Pig pen
39—Observe

Solution will appear In next lasue.

Solution of Puzzle No. 19.
I A B B I Tl SDEEUSD
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 31, 1925
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“/keep six honest, aervir.£ men;
(They taught me All 1 Knew):
Their names are WHAT and WHY
and WHEN,
aad HOW and WHERE and WHO"
KIFLIMO

WHAT was the Declaration of London?
WHY does the date for Easter vary?
WHEN was the great pyramid of
Cheops built ?
HOW can you distinguish a malarial
mosquito ?
WHERE is Canberra ? Zeebruggc ?
WHO was the Millboy of the Slashes?
Are these ‘ six men’’ serving you too?
Give them an opportunity by placing

NORTH WARREN
Talk about old fashioned winters,
it was never any colder in the old
days than it has been this monthfrozen ears, noses and toes ar. •
general complaint not only among
school children but big kids as well.
Mrs. Austin Kalloch is attending
the lecturers' convention in Water
ville this week.
White Oak Grange is behind the
times this year.
They have not in
sured their <CI< ers yet.
Mrs. Rose Packard of Waldoboro
is visiting her brother, Llewellyn
Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner have
been sick with bad colds.
,Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hawes of
Pleasantville are visiting at J. N.
Robbins’.
Mrs. Ei-nest Campbell Installed the
officers of the Ladies’ Relief Corps
in Union Thrusday.
A large number of White Oal<
Grange members visited Good Will
Grange Jan. 22. Mrs. Alma Jameson
installed their officers in a very able
•manner.
L. D. Gammon had the misfortne
to crack one of his ribs recently.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hawes of
Union were callers at her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank’s last
Sunday.
William Burgess and Austin Kalloch attended court in Rockland
last week.

Webster’s
New International
Dictionary
in your home,
school, office,
club, library.
Thi3“Supreme
Authority” in all
knowledge offers service?
immediate, constant, lasting, trust
worthy. Answers all kinds of ques
tions. A century cf developing,
enlarging, and perfecting under ex
acting care and highest scholarship
insures accuracy, completeness,
compactness, authority.
Write for a sample page of the New Worda,
zpecimen cf Regular and India Papers, also
booklet "You are the Jury,’’ prices, etc. To
those naming th:. publication wu will cend/rss
a set of Pocket Maps.

G. AC. MERRIAM CO.
Springfield, Mass., U.S. A. Eat. 1831

EAST APPLETON

Dr. Clarence Simmons of Oakland
and Frank Bryant of Searsmont
were recent callers of George Ames.
Other callers were Rev Frederic
Bmerson, O. W. Currier, David Esancy, Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Ames. Dr.
H. H. Plumer, and Mr. and Mrs.
j Robert Gushee.
Robert Gushee has teams employed
1 hauling pressed hay to load a car at
' Union.
' Only 30 degrees below Thursday
| morning. Just balmy.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ames are
WHEELER’S BAY
| suffering with the grippe.
Mrs. Ella Perry had the misfortune
Mr. and Mrs. George Barnes were to burn herself quite badly recently.
in Rockland recently.
Dr. Plumer was called.
Mrs. Cora Williams of South
Water is low is some wells. Rob
Thomaston, who has been caring for ert Gushee has been hauling water
Mrs. Arthur Richardson has return [ for his entire stock.
ed home.
Edward Ames enjoys skiing down
J. S. Allard and Arthur Harring the pond to his school these days of
ton have been harvesting their ice drifted roads. “Dick" takes the red
for tholr ice cream parlor next sum roadster, when its suitable to ride.
mer.
J. H. Barnes has installed a new
CLARRY HILL
radio.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Dennison and
Frederick and Ruth Lenox of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard attended
the installation of the Odd Fellows North Warren were business callers
at
Tenant's Harbor Wednesday here recently.
Mrs. A. K. Jackson has returned to
night;
East Gardener after spending a few
1 days at her home here.
Henry Cunningham of Jefferson
A Good Thing - DON’T MISS IT
Send yonr name and address plain called on friends here recently.
Roland Miller. Walter Feyler and
ly written, together with 5 cents (and
this slip) to Chamberlain Medicine Everett LaMont attended the Grange
Co., Des Moines, Iowa, and receive installation at South Warren, Jan. 22.
in return a trial package containing ; H. L. Tibbetts of Union spent Sun
CHAMBERLAIN’S COUGH REM day at C. F. Ross’.
Mrs. Lucy Clarr.v has returned
EDY for coughs, colds, cronp, bron
chial, ”fln” and whooping coughs, home from West Pownal where she
and tickling throat; CHAMBER has had employment.
Miss A. M. Ross was the guest of
LAIN’S TABLETS for stomach trou
bles, indigestion, gassy pains that (Winifred Whitney recently.
F. S. Miller and Leon Ross have
crowd the heart, biliousness and con
stipation; also CHAMBERLAIN’S been doing a rushing business fishing
SALVE, needed in every family for through the ice for pickerel.
burns, scalds, wounds, piles and skin ‘ It will soon be spring the seed
affections; these valued family medi books and chicken catalogues are be
cines for only 5 cents. Don’t miw it* ginning to arrive.

The task of being an ambassador
Is a very pleasant one Indeed. This
representative possesses some re
markable privileges, and ranks Im
mediately after the royal princes of
the country In which he is residing.
It might almost be said that an am
bassador, like the king, can do no
wrong, for he stands above the law
of the country Lu which he Is offi
ciating.
The courts have no power over
him or his servants, and even a
criminal. If he were known to be
residing on an embassy, could not
be arrested without the permission
of the ambassador.
Another Interesting fact about an
ambassador is that the ground on
which his residence stands belongs
to the country from which he
comes.
We all grumble nowadays about
the amount of taxation we have to
pay. This is where the ambassador
again scores. Ambassadors do not
have to pay a single penny In taxes.
—London Tit-Bits.

ONE^DEER LIMIT

“Casearets” 10c
if Dizzy, Bilious,
Constipated
To clean your
bowels without
7^, cramping or
_________ - overacting, take
sag

==-

“Casearets.”

Sick head
ache. dizziness,
=3, -xe- fy : j bilious=■1 ness, gases, in
digestion. sour,
upset stomach
and all such distress gone by morn
ing. Nicest laxative and cathartic on
earth for grown-ups and children.
10c, 25c aad 50c boxes—any drug
store.
STATE OK MAINE
COUNTY OP KNOX. 88.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be held nt Rocklnnd
within and for said county, on the second
Tuesday of September. 1925.
Reginald W Warren of Thomaston in said
county, husband of Annie W. Warren, now Of
’karts unknown, respectfully re)-re<entst Th$t
his wife’s maiden name was Annie W Hut
ton : that lie was lawfully married to ’In said
Annie AV. Hutton at Lyndonville in the State
of Vermont. October 2, 1917. h/ Rev. ’Air.
Richardson, duly authorized to solemnize mar
riages ; that they lived together as husband
and wife in the State of Vermont ten months
and in Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania,
four years, from tlie time of their said mar
riage until October 29. 1921, that your li
bellant has resided in this State in good
faith for one year prior to the commencement
of these proceedings; that said llbellee is a
resident of this State: that your libellant
has always conducted himself towards his said
wife a3 a faithful-, true and affectionate hus
band; that bn the said 29th day of October,
1921, the said Annie W Warren utterly de
serted your libellant without cause and went
to parts unknown to him. since which time he
has never seen or heard from her : that sold
utter desertion lias continued for three con
secutive years prior to the filing of this libel;
{hut her residence is unknown to your 11bellatu and cannot be ascertained by rea
sonable diligence ; that there b no collusion
between your libellant and the said Annie AV.
Warren to obtain a divorce
AVherefore he prays that a divorce may
be decreed between him and the said Anple
AV. Warren for the cause above set forth.
January 14, 1925, State of Maine.
REGINALD AV. WARREN.
Rockland, January 14, 1925.
Middlesex, ss.
Massachuetts.
Personally appeared Reginald AV. Warren
ibove named, libellant and math oath that
he foregoing allegation as to the residence
of the llbellee Is true.
(Seal)
Before me.
ALBIN JOHNSON.
Justice of tlie Pdace.
(Seal)
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court, in
Vacation.
Rockland, January A I) 1923.
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
Libellant give notice to said Annie AV. War
ren to apj»ear before our Supreme Judicial
Court, to be helden at Rockland, within and
Jor the County of Knox, on the second Tues
day of September, A. D. 1925, by publishing
tn attested copy of said Libel, and this or
der thereon, three weeks successively in The*
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed* in
Rockland in our County of Knox, the last
publication to be thirty days at least prior
o said second Tuesday of September next,
hat she may there and then in our said court
appear and show cause, if any she have, why
he prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted
CHARLES J DI NN,
JuJIice of the Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
ourt thereon.
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Clerk.
14-8-20’

Estate of Gsoroa A. Miller

Lester C. Miller. Executor on the estate
of Georgf A. Miller, late of Rockport, In said
County, deceased, having presented his flrat
account of administration of said estate for
allowance:
Ordered. That notice thereof be given,
■hree weeks successively. In The Courier-Gatette, a newspaper published in Rockland, in
tald County, that all persons Interested may
attend at a Probate Court to be held at
Rockland, on tlie seventeenth day of Feb
ruary, next, and allow cause. If any they
have, why the said account should not be
allowed.

*

Trains Leave Rockland

<

for

Augusta, A}7.00a. m., 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p. m.1
Bangor, A $7.00 a. m., |7.30a. m., $1.10p. tn. i
Boston. Ak7.00a. m., t~.30p. ir.. tl. 10p.m. I
Brunswick, A5".00a.ni , t?.30a.in., tl.lOp.m.,
|5.30 p. m.

Lewuton. A57.OO a. m., f7.30*. m., tLlOp. oi.

New York. Tl.lOp. m.

Portland, A§7.00a. m., |7.30a. m., tl lOp. in.,
13.30 p. m.
Waterville. A57.00 a.m., t7.30 a.m., tl.lOp.in.
Woolwich, A§7.00a.m., f7.3Qa. m.. tl.’Op.n.,*
■ |5.30 p. m.

,

l t Daily, except bunrtay.
! A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to WoolEDWARD K GOULD. Judge of Probate. i wich.
A true copy,—Attest:
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
11-S-1J
HENRY H PAYSON, Regls-cr. 9-28-24 V. P. &Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt.

Estate of Edna 8. Porter

Well-Merited Success

A distinguished citizen, honored
politically and professionally, Dr. R. V.
Tierce, whose picture appears above,
mado a success few have equalled. His
pure herbal remedies which have stood
the test for fifty years are still among
the "best sellers." Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery is a blood medicine
and stomach alterative. It clears the
shin, beautifies it, increases the blood
EAST WALDOBORO
supply and the circulation, and pimples
Charles Storer was in Rockland and eruptions vanish quickly. Beauty
Monday.
is but skin deep and good blood is be
L>r. Peabody of Thomaston was in
neath both. For your blood to bo good,
this place Saturday.
Mrs. (Josiah Jameson and daughter your stomach must bo in condition, your
Vera June, whoahave been with Mrs. liver active. This Discovery of Doctor
Elbert Starrett, have returned home. Pierce’s puts you in flue condition, with
Mrs. Ada M. Coad and Mrs. Mar all the organs detivo. Ask your near
garet McClure were in Rockland Sun est druggist for Doctur Pierce’s Golden
day.
Medlca* Discovery, In tablet or liquid
Wednesday
afternoon a wood form, or send 10 cents for trial package
hauling bee was held for Mrs.- Ethel | „f
of tablets to Dr. l1 ’leree’s Invalids Hotel
Hanna.
iu Buffalo, N. Y.
John Cl. Phillips of frock land spent
Monday
with his mother, * Mrs.
Charles Brown.
Mrs. Charles Bowers and son
called on Wiliam ,W>iie Sunday.
Mcees SnowxMank died Wednes
day, aged E9 years, 2 months.

Eastern Standard Time

In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
the 20th day nf Jan. A. D. 1925.

Favored By Fish and Game Associa
tion-Black Bass Open Season.

The .Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and
Game Association at its anual meet
ing held Wednesday at the State
House went on record as favorable
one-deer limit in open season in all
of the counties vf tlie state.
Other proposed legislation en
dorsed by the Association included:
Repeal of the bounty on bear and es
tablishment of a close season on
bear;increase cf the bounty on bob
cats from $10 to $20, the amount to
be pail from the state treasury; lim
iting of the dose season on black
bass to July; a combination resident
hunting and fishing licence of $1.15,
the fees to revert to the fish and
game department; limiting the catch
of brook trout to 20 fish or 6 pounds.
The renewal of the protection on
moose which expires this year, was
endorsed. It was explained by Com
missioner Parsons that the cut would
be made an emergency bill so that
if the Legislature session was late in
adjourning there would be no inter
ruption in the protected time.
The Federal suggestion of shorten
ing the close season on duck was re
jected, while an endorsement was
given of the Game Refuge bill now’
before Congress.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD ?

KNOX COUNTY —

Estate of Edna Banks Mured

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court he’d at Rockland In
and for sakl County of Knox, on the 20th
day of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-five.
A petition asking for the appointment of
D H. (Hidden, as administrator on the
estate of Edna Banks Murch, late of Vlnal
haven. In said County, having been presented.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
this order 4o be published three weeks suc
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a news
paper published at Rockland, in saJd County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
be held at Rockland In and for said County,
on the 17th day of February. A. D. 1925, at
nine o’cloclA in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
the petitioner should not be granted
EDWARD K (XJULD, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Attest:
11817
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In
and for said County of Knox, on the 20th day
of January, in the year of our Lord, one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five.
A certain Instrument, purporting to be the
last Will and Testament of Edna 8. Porter,
late of Rockland, in said County, having been
presented for probate, and application havlug
been made that no bond be required of the
executor named in the will.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks succes
sively In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
published at Rockland In said County, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
heid at Rockland in and for said County, on
the 17tii day of February, A. D 1923, at
nine o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of tlie pe
titioner should not be granted
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge of Probate
A true Copy,—’Attest :
11-8-17
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA.
VEN. STONINGTON ANO SWAN'C
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to china* without notl**,
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
8, 1924.
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sundays
at 5.30 A. M for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M. for
Vlnalhaven, North Haven, Htoolugton and
Swan’s Island
‘
B U. STIN80N.
General Agent.
Rockland. Maine. Oct. 6. *924.

c OUGHS

Estate of Luolla Witham
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in

and for said County of Knox, on the twen
tieth day of January, in the year of our
Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and twentyfive
A petition for the confirmation of Arthur
Guest. Trustee under the will of Luellu
Witham. late of Thomaston, having been pre
sented.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all personft interested, by causing a copy of
this Order thereon to be published three
weeks successively in The Courier-Gazette,
a newspaper published at Rockland, In said
County, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland, In and for
said County, on the seventeenth day of February A. D. 1925, at nine o’clock In the fore
mxjn, and show cauese. if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not
be granted.
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Attmt :
11817
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.

Estate of Susie Mary Heald

Every fewhoursswallow
slowly a quarter of a
teaspoonful ofVicks. Also
melt a little in a spoon
or a tin cup and inhale
the vapors arising.

VICKS
J

'
i

w

VapoRub

Over 17MUUon Jan U—d Yaant^

J

20 PER CENT

STATE OF (MAINE
KNOX. 88.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
/___ ________
and for said County of Knox, on the 20th
THE YOUNGEST C. C.
day of January , in the year ot our Lord one
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-five.
A petition for tlie confirmation of Albert •
Robert Mitchell of Friendship
Heald, Lilia B Elliot and Arthur J.
Elliot, Trustees under the will of Susie Mary
claims to be the youngest chancellor
Heald,
late of Thomaston, having been pre
commander of a Maine Knights of
sented.
Pythias lodge. He was installed
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
this month and will not reach his
this Order thereon to be published three
21st birthday until next August. Ateo
weeks successively In The Courier-Gazette,
Meduncook Lodge has the distinction
a newspaper published at Rockland, In said
County, that they may appear at a Probate
of being the first lodge instituted in
Court to be held at Rockland, in and for
the 13th district. Other officers in
said County, on the 17th day of February
addition to Mr. Mitchell are: Vice
A. D. 1925, at nine o’clock In the forenoon,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
chancellor, Clarence Morton; prelate,
Estate of Ellen K. Vose
prayer of the petitioner should not be
Crosby Prior; master of work, Otto
granted.
STATE OF MAINE
"Jack Tar"
Prior; keeper of records and seal, G. KNOX, SS.
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge of Probate.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In A true copy Attest :
L. MARCUS
T. Brow; master of finance, J. D.
A waterproof canvas impregnated
and for said County of Knox, on the
11817
HENRY H PAYSON. ReglsOr.
with tar is called a tarpaulin. By
Mitchell; master of exchequer, Wil twentieth
day of January, in the year of our
TEL. 74S-J
313-319 MAIN ST.
Estate or I sadore u. Prince
extension the wide-brimmed storm
bur Morse; master at arms, Elmer Lord one Thousand nine hundred and
ISO-tf
KNOX COUNTY —
hat worn by sailors in former times
Prior; inner guard. Almon Packard; twenty-five.
In
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Rockland
on
A petition asking for the appointment of
was called a tarpaulin also. Usu
outer guard, Byron Nash.
Ethel V. Grover, as administratrix on the the 29th day of January. A. D. 1925.
ally these hats were made of oiled
J. Morris Studley, Administrator on the
estate of Ellen K Voac, late of Thonuurton,
estate of Lsadore D Prince, late of Warren,
in said County, having been presented.
or tarred cloth. As time went on
Estate of Hannah McDonald
in
said County, deceased, having presented
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
NOTICE
the sailors themselves were onlled
flrat and final account of administration
The subscriber hereby gives notioe that on all persons interested, by causing a copy his
tarpaulins. The word was so used
of
said
estate for allowance:
October 28, 1924. she was appointed execu of this order to be published three weeks
Sp«cialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
Ordered.
That notice thereof be given,
by Dickens and many other writers.
successively
in
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
news

trix of the last will and testament of Han
weeks successively, in The Courier-Ga 431 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MAINS
nah McDonald, late t»f Thomaston, in the paper published at Rockland, in said Countv, three
This was later shortened into “tar.”
zette,
published
In
Rockland,
In
said
County,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
County of Knox, deceased, without bond as
Finally “Jack” was added and a
all persons interested may attend at a ▼ alaohonaa—Office 488: Houaa fiO8*W
the will directs, and on this <£ate was quail to be held at Rockland in and for eAid that
sailor was called a Jack Tar. The
County, on the seventeenth day of February Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on Special Attention to Probate Matter#
ifit-d to fill said trust
day of February next, and
popular belief that a sailor Is called
All persons having demands against the A D 11 25, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, the seventeenth
cause, if any they have, why the said
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.
estate, are desired to present the same for and show cause, if any thyy have, why the show
a tar because of his use of tar to
account should not be allowed.
7
”
prayer
of
the
petitioner
should
'
not
be
dcttlement,
and
all
indebted
thereto
are
re

of Woodbury M. Puringlon
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge. JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
seal the seams of the shjp seOpts to KNOXEstate
granted.
quired to make payment immediately to
COUNTY.
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge of Probate. A true copy,—Attest:
be disproved by the earlier use of
ADfcl^klDE M. HANLEY.
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
11-817
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
Thomaston. Maine. A true copy—Attest:
“tarpaulin” as applied to sailors.— the 30th day of January, 1925.
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
11S17
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
Octboer
28.
1924.
Jan31-Feb?-14
Frank H. Ingraham, Public Administra
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS. DE
Estate of Carrie B. Quinn
Pathfinder Magazine.
tor on the estate of Woodbury M PuringEstate
of
Sarah
M.
Hooge
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
Estate of Hannah E. Dolliver
K\'OX COUNTY—
oti. late of Rockland. In said County, de
NOTICE
LARGING.
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
NOTICE
ceased. having presented his second acThe subscriber hereby gives notice tliat on the 29th day of January, A_ D. 1925.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
"Aside From That"
ount of administration of said estate for January 21, 1925. he was duly appointed ex January S. 1925. she was duly appointed
Willoughby W Quinn, Executor on the es
The rehearsal was over. Calling allowance:
ecutor of the last will and testament of ('(■uaervator of the estate of Sarah M. Hodge tate of Carrie B Quinn, late of Hope, in
Ordered, That notice thereof be given Hannah E. Dolliver, late of Union. In the of Union, in the County of Knox, and on this said County, deceased, having presented his
ne of the actors to the front the three
weeks successively In The Courler-<4a- County of Knox, deceased, without bond as date was qualified to fill said trust by giv second and final account of administration
reducer said:
zette, published in Rockland, in said Coiu^’, the will directs, and on this date was quail ing bond as the law directs
of said estate for allowance:
“I have been sitting In the fourth that all persons interested may attend ar a fled
All persons having demands against the
to fill said trust.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
nw of the orchestra and 1 haven't Probate Court to be held at Rockland^ on
All persons having demands against the estate, are desired to present the same for three weeks successively in Tlie Courier-Ga
tlie seventeenth day of February, next, and estate, are deklred to present the -Same for settlement, and ail indebted thereto are re- zette published In Rockland, in said County,
leard a single word you’ve been show
cause, if any they have, why the salt! settlement, and all indebted thereto are re fuired to make payment immediately to
that all persons interested may attend at a
Successor to A. J, Erskine • Co.
saying. Your eloeutlon is as mo account should not be allowed.
ANNE F. SNOW.
Probate Court to be held a* Rockland, on
quired to make payment Inuaedltely to
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge.
notonous os the song of a bumble
Rock’and. Maine. the 17th day of February next, and show
417 MAIN 8T_ .... ROCKLAND
CHARLES F DOLLIVER,
A
true
copy,
—
Attest
:
January 8. 1925
Jan 17-24-31
cause, if any they have, why the said account
Lewiston. Maine.
bee. You don't walk the stage—you
14-8-20
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
should not be allowed.
January 21. 1925.
Jan31-Feb7-14
waddle across it like a duck. Your
Estate of hadore D. Prince
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
ED5VARD K GOULD, Judge
Estate
of
Henry
Pearsons
Estate of John A. Black
STATE OF 'MAINE
wig looks like a second-hand hearth KNOX COUNTY.
A true copy,—-Attest:
NOTICE
KNOX. SS.
11-8-17
HENRY
H
PAY80N,
Register.
rug. Your clothes hang on you as
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
At a Probate Court he'd at Rockland in
they would on a hat peg. You've so the 39th day of January. A D 1:«25
January 29, 1925, she was duly appointed and for said County of Knox, on the twen
Estate of Ellaa K. Vom
8. Pearsons, Executor on the estate executrix of the Ia6t will and testament of tieth day of January, A. D. 1925
many pairs of hands you don’t know of Harry
KNOX COUNTY —
400 Main Street, - ■ ■ Roeklend
Henry Pearsons, late of Rockland, in said John A. Black, late of South Orange,
J ,
J. Morris Sttidley, Administrator, having
In
Court
of Probate held at Rockland on
what to do with them, and If you County,
deceased, having presented his final tn the County of Essex, deceased, without prevented his petition that tlie actual mar
Graduate Pslm.r School of Cbiresraotle
twentieth day of January, 1925.
take my advice you’ll go and stuff account of administration of said estate for bond as the will directs, and on this date ket value of so much of the estate of Isadore theAlton
Office Hour.;
C. Grover, Guardian of Ellen K.
allowance :
was qualified to fill said trust
D. Prince, late of Warren, Me.. In saJd County Vose, of Themaston, In aald County, having Mondays. Wadnatdtyt. Fridays, 10-12: I-ti
your feet In your pockets.”
Ordered, That notice thereof Ik* given, three
Ail
persons
having
demands
against
the
of
Knox,
as
is
subject
to
the
payment
of
the
7-S.
Tussdtys,
Thursdays. 10-12; 2-5;
“Otherwise—O. K.T” queried the weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette, estate are desired to present the same for State Inheritance Tax, the persons Interested presented his final account of guardianship
Ssturdays. IB-12.
Tsl. SM
of said ward for allowance •
actor.
published in Rockland. In said County, that settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re in the succession thereto, and the amount
Ordered. That notice ther’xrf be given,
all persons interested may attend at a Pro quired to make jajinent immediately to me of the tax thereon may be determined by the three
weeks
successively.
In
The
Courier-Gabate Court to be held at Rockland, on the or to Henry 11. l’ayson, my legally appointed Judge of Probate;
tette, a newspaper printed In Rockland. In
Resourceful Mr. Beanpole seventeenth day of February next, and show Agent in Maine,
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
Id County, that all jieraona Interested may
' if any they have, why tl»e said ac
MARGARET 8 BLACK.
the State Assessors and all persons inter attend at a Probate Court to be he’d at
Mr. Beanpole was somewhat sen cause.
count should not be allowed..
South Orange. N. J. ested In the succession to said property, by Rockland, on the seventeenth day of February,
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
sitive about past failures. It being
EDWARD K GOULD, Judge.
January 20, 1925.
Jan31-Feb7-14
causing a copy of this Order to be published next, and show cause. If any they have, why
once a week, three weeks successively in The the said account should not be allowed.
Ts lop hone IM
his job to look after the plants and A true copy,—Attest:
Estate of John A. Karl
14-8-20
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
Couric
r
-Gazvtte,
a
newspaper
published
at
3« UNION 8T.. ROCKLAND. ME.
BDWARD K. GOULD. Judge
goldfish when Mrs. Beanpole went
NOTICE
Rockland, in i<aid County, that they may ap A true copy,—Attest:
Estate
of
Nathan
B.
Allen
Graduate
of
American School of
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on pear at a Probate (ourt to be held at Rock
away. So this time he picked out a
11 S-17 HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
December 16, 1921, he was duly appointed land, in and for said County, on the seven
Osteopathy
rear bathroom, put tlie fish in the KNOX. SS. STATE OF MAINE
administrator of tlie e*tate of John A. Karl,
day of February, A. D. 1925, at nine
Estate of Austin L. Kirk
tub, turned on a gentle stream anti
At a Probate ('ourt held at Rockland In late of Rockland, in the County of Knox, teenth
’clock iu tlie forenoon and be heard In ref
STATE OF MAINE
ranged the plants under the eaves and for said County of Knox, on the 39th deceased, without bond as the law direct*, and oerence
to the determination of said tajt or KNOX HR
day
of January, in the year of our Lord
on
tills
date
was
qualified
to
fill
said
trust
to catch the overflow. Sqrplus wa one thousand nine hundred and twenty-five
any question that may arise In reference
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
All persons having demands against the thereto,
ter merely trickled down the back
and fur said County of Knox, on the twen
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be estate, are desired to present the same for
K GOULD, Judge of Probate tieth day of January, in the year of our
stairs and under the kitchen door the last Will and Testament of Nathan B settlement, and all indebted thereto are re A trueEDWARD
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
copy,—Attest:
Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and twentyAllen, late of Rockland. In said County, hav quired to make payment immediately to
into the yard.
11817
HENRY H PAYSON. Register. five.
TOs Famous Shost Musis you see adver
ing l»een presented for probate and a peti
HAROLD
L.
KARL.
...... .................
I
Such were the arrangements tion asking for the appointment of Amory B.
tised in all the lotdinp mnaulnts.
A certain Instrument, purporting (o be the
Rockland. Maine
Estate of Vedie I. Williams
last Will and Testament of Austin L. Kirk,
greeting Mrs. Beanpole upon her re Allen, as administrator with the will annexed
Over
220
seleatlens—seed
for
December, 1C, 1924.
Jan31-Feb7-14
STATE
OF
MAINE
late
of
Warren,
In
said
County,
having
been
having
been
presented.
oatalooea
turn. There was a moderate amount
Estate of Irene Vose
KNOX. 88.
presented for probate, and application having
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
MAINE MU8IC CO.. Rockland. Me.
of damage to plaster and linoleums, all persns interested, by causing a <op$ of
NOTICE
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in been made that no bond be required of the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on and for sold County of Knox, on the twen executor named in the will.
but the goldfish and the plants were this yrder to be publi.die^I three weeks sue January
20, 1925, he wjs duly apiminted ad tieth day of January, in the year of our
Ordered,
That
notice
thereof
be
given
to
all
cesslvely
in
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
news

never more flourishing.
paper published at Rockland, in said County^ ministrator of the estate of Irene Vose, late Lord, one thousand, nine hundred and twen persons Interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to‘ be published three weeks succes
that they may appear at a Probate Court to of Cushing in the County of Knox, deceased, ty-five.
A petition asking for the appointment of sively in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
be held at Rockland In and for ^i<l Cunty, without bond as the law directs, and on this
Modern Life
John R. Williams as administrator on the published at Rockland, In said County, that
on the 17th day of February,
1925, at date was qualified to HU said trust.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
All persons shaving demands against the estate of Vedie I Williams, late of St. they may appear at a Probate Court to be
Perhaps modern life too mneh nine o’clock in the forenonl and show cause, estate,
are desired to present the same for George, in said County, having been pre held at Rockland In and for said County, on
if
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
tlie
pe
Talaphona 323
absorbs and fatigues the spirit, in tltioner should not be granted
settlement, and all lndebtedzthereto are re sented and application having been made that the seventeenth day of February, A. D. 1925.
sisting that every man, even he of
quired to make payment Immediately to
no bond be required of said administrator.
at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
38
Summer
Street, . • Rockland
EDWIN 8. VOSE.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to cause. If any they have, why the prayer of
hupble circumstances, shall learn A true copy,—Attest:
58-tf
Cushing.
Maine.
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
copy
of
the
petitioner
should
not
be
granted
14-8-20
HENRY
H
PAYSON.
Register.
nnd do too many things; so that he
January 20, 1925.
Jan31-Feb7-11 thh Order to be published three weeks suc
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
has neither the leisure nor tlie will
Estate of Charles E. Bicknell
A
true
Copy,
—
Attest
:
cessively
in
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
newspa
Estate of Thomas Bailey Aldrich
STATE OF MAINE
to test Ideals, and, sounding them,
P»>r published at Rockland, in said County,
11-8-17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
,
NOTICE
SS.
they may appear at a Probate Court to
to stir his imagination till it trans KNOX.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on that
Estate of 8nrah F. Lsadbsltcr
At a Probate Court held at Rockland
ones Hsurs: I to 3 sad J to I F. M.
be held at Rockland in and for said County,
June
15,
1929,
she
was
duly
appointed
exe

forms them into something more and for said County of Knox, on the 39th
STATE OF JUIXE
the seventeenth day of February, A. D.
cutrix of tlie last will and testament of on
precious and important than the day of January, in the year of our Lord, Thomas
RstMsost mmUI 0 A. M. and ky AatslaDMO*
1925, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and KNOX, 8S.
Bailey
Aldrich,
late
of
Boston,
MaaAt a Probate Court held at Rockland In
nine hundred and twenty-five
show cause. If any have, why the prayer of
guise in w’hich they first appeared. oneA thousand,
and for Kaid County of Knox, on the 20th
petition asking for the appointment of sachusetts, in the County of Suffolk, de
Tslsahens 104
should not be granted.
Modern men are proud of their ac Alfreda B Smith, as administratrix on the ceased, and on this date was qualified to fill the petitioner
day at January, in the year of our Lord, one
EDWARD
K.
GOULD,
Judge
of
Probate.
THOMASTON. ME.
truss by giving bond as the law directs.
thousand nine hundred and nresty-flve
tivity, but the too active life spurns estate <rf Charles E. Bicknell, late of Rockland said
A true copy,—Artest:
All persons having demands against the
A certain Inatrurnunt, purporting to be
said County, having been presented.
11817
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
the contemplative, atrophies the in Ordered,
the laat Will and Testament of Sarah F.
notice thereof be given to estate, are desired to present the same for
imagination, habituates the spirit to all persons That
Leadbetter. late of North Haven In said
interested, by causing a copy of settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
Estate
of
Edwin
D.
Wiley
to make payment immediately to me or
County, hnvlng been presented for probate. I
heeding only concrete things.— this Order to be published three weeks sue quired
STATE OF MAINE
and abdication having been mode that no
cessitely in The Courier-Gazette, a news to Frank B. Miller of Rockland, my legally KNOX. 88
Gugllelma Ferrero.
appointed
Agent
in
Maine,
paper iMi’blirfhed at Rockland, in said County
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and bond be rc<|ulred of the executor named In
108 PLEASANT 8TRECT
MARY E ALDRICH.
that they may appear at a Probate Court
for said County of Knox, on the 20th day the will.
Boston, Mass. of January, in the year of our Lord, one
Ordered, Thai notice thereof be given to
to be held at Rockland in and for said
Jan31-Feb7-14
Tables Turned on Barber County, on the 17th day of February, A. 1) January 20. 1925.
all persons Interested, by causing a copy of
thousand nine hundred and -wenty-flve.
1925, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and
A certain Instrument, purporting to be this Order to be published three .eeks suew
Estate of Albert T. Snow
“What mokes Bill thS barber go show
reestvely
tn The Courier-Gazette, o .newspaper
cause, if any they have, why the
the
last
Will
and
Testament
of
Edwin
D
NOTICE
TEL. 244-W
gloomy these days?”
prayer of tlie petitioner should not be granted
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on Wiley, late of St, George, in said County published at Rockland, In sold County, that
JlT-tf
WDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
“Since women started to come to
January 20. 1925, she was duly appointed having been presented for probate, and appli they may aniiear at a Probate Court to be
held
at
Rockland
tn
and
Tor
said
County,
A
true
copy,
—
Attest:
executrix of the last will and testament of cation having been made that no bond be re
his shop, he says he has a hard time
on
the
ITth
day
of
February,
A
D.
1921,
at
14-8-20
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
quired
of
the/
executor
named
in
the
will
Albert T. Know, late of South Thdmastdft,
getting in a word edgeways.”—
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to nine o'clock In the forenoon, and show cause
in the County of Knox, deceased, without
any they have, why the prayer of the pe
Youngstown Telegram.
bond as the will directs, and on this date all persons Interested, by causing «i copy of If
FOR SALE—Glen Heights, tile beautiful was
this Order to be published three weeks suc titioner should not he granted
qualified to fill said trust..
an ideal resort for a summer home or stun
EDWARD K GOPL.D, Judge of Proba’e
cessively
in
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
news
All persons having demands against the
mer boarding house, located between Rockland estate,
true Copy.—Attest:
are desired to present the same for paper publbhed at Rockland, in said County A U-S-l?
Which Town?
and Camden within 3 minutes of the trolley settlement,
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
and all Indebted thereto are re
407 MAIN STREET
Chauffeur—Six cylinders seem to cars, on fine State road. There is a good quired to make payment inuuediately to
be held at Rockland In and for said County2**j story house of 29 rooms, and capacity for
on
the
17th
day
of
February,
A
D.
1925,
at
ADA M SNOW,
be missing, sir.
Hsurs: 9 to 12 A. M.; I to I F. M.
Et’a’e ef Maynard W. Csrvsr
five more, built In strict compliance wit.i the
nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, KNOX COT'NTY —
South
Thomaston,
Me.
Rmeeaee,
21 Fulton Street. Tel. fifil-J
Newrlche—Well, go ahead. Thank desires ot a practical sea captain. There
If any they have, why the prayer of the pe
January 20, 1925.
Joan31 -Feb7-ll
In Court of Probate held ot Rockland on
Office Telephone 493-W
heavens I bought a twelve Instead is also a 90-acre farm containing orchard,
tltioner should not be granted.
the
20lh
day
or
Jan.
A
D
1925
timber and field, a big bams, cattle shed
Estate of Almena E Hanrahan
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate
of a six. »
Addle Carver. Administratrix on tlie es
store and hen Rouses, etc.
As large or a:
NOTICE
A true Copy,—Attest:
tale of Maynard W. Carver, tale of Miorth
small a part of this acreage as detdred will
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
11-8-17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register Haven. In said County, deceased, having
be sold, with a right of way to the beautiful January 20. 1925 he was duly appointed ex
presented her first and Anal account of ad(liickawaukie Lake nearby.
Apply for the ecutor of the last will and tertament of Al
mlnhtratlon of said estate for allowance*
There can be no doubt of the very exceedingly reasonable selling price and terms mena E Hanrahan, late of Rockland, in tlie
Ordered, That notice thereof be given.
L W. BENNER. Real Estate Agent,
County of Knox, deceased, without bond as
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
considerable improvement in the so to
THE DIAMOND OMOR-’
Thp
North Main Street, Rockiand
14-10 the will directs, and on this date was quall- W
THE DIAMOND UUAND.
A
Ladk>«t A«k your
cial and economic status of men, _____________________________________ ____ fled to fill said trust.
Chl*rhM*tora
lllai
j All persons having demands against the
1*11 la in Bed awl
women and children, who were for
p”
.1
.
l
ni estate, are desired to present the same for
boxes, /ealed with___ _
merly adversely effected by the evil
j .settlement, and all indebted thereto’ are re' rv,ne lf all>’ ,he}' h,vt w1”' <h« said aecoiuit
of alcoholism, since > Prohibition
DuSlffin,«hould not be allowed.
* make Sv‘
years
lcuown
as
Best,
Safest,
Always
Reliable
EDM ARD K. GOULD, Judge.
went into effect.—F. G. Fitzpatrick,
j
Rockland, Maine.
SOLDBViWbOQiSrSEVERYWHEkC W-s-n0"’jS a. paysd-x, Beoutgr.
director tBrown Durrell Company.
• January 20, 1925.
Jan31-Feb7-14
>78 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND, MB.

We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney At Law

370 Main Street, Rockland

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance

C. M. WHEELER, D.G PLG
Chiropractor

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D

H.M.de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING

HEATING

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Know tne tremenuous pulling power of Courier-Gazette!
ads.

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner

L R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law

Every-Other-Day
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A TRIP TO GREAT DUCK

“My Fee is 25c”
If you were examined physically,
your trouble diagnosed as a Grippy
Cold, Bronchial Cold, Sore Throat,
Cramps or Chills, a prescription
written and the announcement made
“my fee is 25 cents,” you would
wonder if you had heard aright.
Yet you are buying a doctor’s
prescription when you buy a 25 or
50 cent bottle of Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment for the treatment of any
ot the ills above mentioned—and in
addition this wonderful old prepar
ation has a record ot over 100 years
of success.

Some Interesting Points About & Light Station Which
Boasts Its Own Schoolhouse.

Opening Mount Desert Island to . south end.
The tea had cast the
automobile travel means that Maine . i>odies of its three victims from the
people from other sections are going I lumber coaster high on the shore.
to get *
better
with some of Clasped in each others arms they
“ acquainted ...i.i
our most attractive coast resorts, lf were frozen like one solid mass of
they visit Bar Harbor, they will Ice in this death embrace. So inter
doubtless look off into the open ocean twined were their arms and legs, so
and remark about the truly wonder- rigid their every limb, that it was im
Jul panorama that unfolds.
Very possible to separate them.
So in
likely they will be interested in the one common grave they were buried
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is for
hazy looking island they visualise to in a low part of the island where the.
Internal and external use and Its
the southward, which, they will be swampy character of the ground
leadership as the most valuable of
told, is Great Duck, and if they elect made it possible to dig.
A simpleall family remedies has been es
to take a trip out to Great Duck with wooden cross marks the island bury
tablished and maintained since the
Capt. Sylvester Gott, who carries the ing ground today and is the only
year 1610.
mail there in his staunch motor boat, visible reminder of the tragedy of
they will be amply repaid.
that winter night.
Every
On a sunny summer's day when the
It was this horror of Ine sea, how niertime the undertow seldom stills • found by the hundreds.
sea Is calm and the air balmy there ever, which was responsible for the its heavy uneasy heaving.
where ainid the rocks are the nests,
ure few liner places to visit than establishment of the Great Duck
made of sedgp and sticks, and raised
Is In the Fog Belt
Great Duck Island. On a bleak day Island bight Station.
Uncle Sam
Great Duck Island is also, in the [ a little from the grounn.
in late November, with a northeast appropriated to ’lit. use live or six fog belt.
On the mainland sununer I The eggs of the gull are tinted a
snowstorm making and the sullen acres. There is still the majority of visitors frequently admire the loiv- ! greenish gray with spots of brown
sea surging ever higher and higher— the island left untouched by the gotr- lj ing hank of log that rolls Into and there nre two or thi^e to each
/well, Capt. Sylvester Gott could tell ernment.
it is owned by Bass Har within a mile or two of their hotel ! nest. The male birds, as well as the
you about that, too, for winter and bor farmers who, it is said, have re or emtage and lingers there all day. ;i femaId, have their share In the work
summer he seldom misses getting fused $10,000 fur their holding from a It setms like a great white curtain, of building the nests and hatching
Usually the female birds
the mail to those on the island.
wealthy city resident desirous of es a fleecy background to this heautl- i the eggs.
Great Duck Island is important tablishing an exclusive seaside suhi- ful Maine panorama.
But Great are on the nest by day while at night
chiefly because it compelled recogni iik r home.
Duck thinks of it as fqg.
Pure, un the male birds take their turn at
tion from the Government on account
adulterated,
unromantle,
seeping
fog. the work of Incubation.
Has a Real Schoolhouse
These birds are valued friends of
of Its belligerant :'tirade toward
And that means no view, no sun
They
Great Duck Island has the distinc shine—Just dripping moisture every every sailor and fisherman.
shipping.
It is quite a plot of land
and rocks and, for an outside island, tion of being the only light station where; that, and the dolorous moan ; give the former warning of weather
It is particularly fertile. It is about on the Maine coast with a school-; of the fog horn.
It means work for changes and of the approach of land
In a majority of Ihe keepers too for there are seldom when lights and other signals fall.
two miles long and a little less than house of its own.
a mile wide.
There are plenty of instances the younger children are long intervals at Great Duck when They also Indicate to the fisherman
presence
of
schools
of
trees and any quantity of grassy taught by their parents until they the water in the boilers that furnish the
fields where hundreds of sheep find are large enough to send to the reg the stearti for the siren is allowed to fish. Moreover, they are the nat
abundant food.
On the southerly ular schools on tlie mainlanij. There get very cold.
One of the principal ural scavengers of the shore line and
, end is the lighthouse and the flag I.as been cons.tierable talk made teasons for building the great rain do much to prevent the spread of dis
station.
Also three comfortable 1 about the deplorable conditions of the shed was that the immense cisterns ease In coast hamlets and among
roomy, houses for the keepers and children r.t the Maine light stations underneath might always have a suf- | summer colonies.
Dead Forest of Great Duck
their families.
On the lighthouse because they me being allowed to ticient supply of water for the boll- 1
reservation there Is also a long rain grow up in ignorance. In some few- ers iu the fog-signal house.
Then there Is the dead forest of
shed for, as yet, no one has attempted instances I. may he that Barents are
Great Duck.
Many years ago sev
Delivering the Mails
to sink an artesian well through the careless or indifferent in this matter,
Speaking of Great Duck’s isolation eral hundred tiees were chopped
or
so
occupied
with
tiielc
own
duties
rocky foundation of Great Duck and
however serves as a fitting time to , down with a view of converting them
the water supply is obtained from the that they do not have the time tq
In'-i lumber.
The promoters of the
attend to their lioys and girls daily introduce tile mail and the boat who ■ I :i saw too much expense ahead
clouds and stored in cisterns.
have
made
life
on
the
outside
stations
There Is also an unused school lessons. In a very large major!.y nf much more endurable than It was in ! “ ' ever so loo*c their departure alhouse.
At the northerly end is a cases, however, tlie younger children former times.
Capt. Sylvester Gott. lo" in« the spruces to lie as they had
little cove. On the brink of the high are painstakingly taught by the ot Bass Harbor, has the mall con- fallen' Tlm«' and the lashlnB of lhe
land overlooking the cove is the com- ( mothers—some of whom were school tract for Duck Island and the days wln,er «ales' eventually stripped
fortable home of two lobstermen. teachers before marriage—while the in the year that he falls to deliver the the,n of thelr foliaee and left ,hpm
From all these sources Great DucK, older boys and girls are sent ashore mail can almost be counted on the Knurled, fantastic skeletons of rotting
numbers its population.
Just now to school and board with responsible lingers of one's two hunds.
A fur- ,
und snake-like roots and
In and around this dead
■the census totals a dozen men, families for at least a part of the (her incentive for making Duck branches.
school
year.
women and children.
There have
island daily is the fact that Capt. forest the herring gulls And sanctuIt is rather interesting to note the Gott sets around its bleak shores ; a ry.
been times in the past when the male
Somehow Great Duck is a different
youngsters of Great Duck could or manner in which Great Duck ob something over 100 lobster pots. His
ganize rival baseball teams.
That tained its schoolhouse. One of the boat is a 28-footer with a torpedo Island if you get what I mean.
was when the school flourished—hut assistant keepers, Elmer Heed, had stern, seven feet wide and built for There are the shores for example.
a nice little family of 17 youngsterh! the business in which she is engaged.
I am Coming to that.
s‘de f'*lc*nK ^e open Atlantic
At the end of the island a lohsterinan. There is a spray hood for sloppy you sec rocks—nothing but rocks.
How the Light Came
named Van Horn, had IP. The other weather and there are two motors in- These are not imposing, bold crags
For a good many years Great Duck
keepers managed to scare up five stalled so as to be absoluetly inde- ! and promontories of the mainland, or
Island was unknown as a trouble
more between them, which made a pendent of each other.
Capt. Gott 1 eve" of ,he 0,her islandsInstead,
maker.
To be sure Its owners came
total of 32 boys and girls on Great believes that no man should take ' they arc mos,ly smooth, round stones
over from Tremont or Bar Harbor, or
Duck Island, thirsting for knowledge. chances in off shore waters and bank varying in size from a man s head to
wherever they lived, and farmed dur
Uncle Sum came to ihe conclusion his faith on a single motor. He has l a bushel basket.
As far as the eye
ing the summer monthR, but Great
that this settlement deserved recog each shaft equipped wTth an inside;caa follow along the ^hore stretches
Duck was an ugly duckling for all
nition so lie furnished the buildings stuffing box und outside bearing. this
’
"^barricade of <' Gargantuan paving
their attempts to civilize it. li had t
and the State, because of Van Horn's With both engines running their pebbled. There are no sharp corners
L‘a way of obtruding itself when mari
on these rocks.
They have been
ners tried to take their' bearings in contribution, supplied the teacher. prettiest he gets about 12 miles an
The building is stoutly constructed, hour which is fast for a w-orking worn smooth by the play of the
such a manner that they mistook It ;
waves which have hurled them for
a cosy affair, well equipped with boat.
fcr Mount Desert itself.
It lies on
ward and sucked them back times
regulation seats, blackboards, maps,
the same line north and south, and in
It takes his Just one hour to run
uncomputable.
On no other Island
thick weather a matter of six or and other paraphernalia necessary for from hia home in Buss Harbor to ;
, ,,
.
II In
Maine Yet
haveIsI found
similar rocky
the turning out of future Presidents. r-ra r
dellverl
"f ,be
shore.
easily aaccounted
for.
seven miles is sometimes tr.-> small a
In brief, it compares favorably with
margin to work upon with safety.
fu,
J
B
nel"'
16
and
"
R
,
Although
seven
miles
off
in
the
the ordinary country schoolhouse.
As u rdJhflt 11 came to lie a pretty
slip at the government reservation I
ocean the water around Grea,
It has been opened up within a year, as possible and tosses the mail into
frequent occurrence for staunch ves
I Duck is comparatively shallow.
It
sels to go ashore whether on Great but owing to the juvenile status of the dory in which the keepers put off. ' ranges In depth from five to twenty
the island, is closed Just now. Capt.
Duck or Little Duck, iis smaller sis
Before he took the contract it was no fathoms.
Shallow
depths
with
deep
Gray, the head keeper, has two chil
ter, half a mile to the northward,
unusual thing for Great Duck to go water behind them are proverbially
dren.
One has finished school, the
and many lives were lost for both the
two or three weeks without commu
the setting for heavy seas. Although
other being taught by its mother, who
Duck and Duckling had strong bills
nication to or from the mainland.
Mt. Desert Rock and one or two other
was formerly a school teacher.
Mr.
and seldom let go of what they cnce ’
Capt. Gott receives $36 a year for this
Stations may dispute it, the fisher
Lurvey, one of the assistants, lias work.
snnpped at.
men claim that Great Duck in an
two little ones but they are too young
A Notable Achievement
In January, 1833, a lumber coaster ; for school, while the other assistant,
1 easier or southeaster is the roughest
out of Lubec was driven ashore on M,. ,sterIingi has none.
One of his recent achievements I lighthouse station on the entire
Great Duck where the light stands.
was to leave Bass Harbor early in ' coast.
State Furnished Teachers
There were four men on the schoon
the morning of a rather rough day.
Marooned there four days by the
er.
When she struck one of them
The State furnished the teacher at Arriving at Great Duck, he found ■ fag end of a Wat Indian hurricane
must have reasoned out that a long first of the Island school and for a one of the keepers ill. He took him I saw such combers as it falls to the
chance was his only hope, crawled while all went well.
Real old grey
Then some to McKinley in his boat and left him ' llot of but few to see.
far out on the bowsprit and simul teacher saw fit to chastise some boy in a physician's care.
He then re- 1 backs they were and for all of those
taneously with the crash that took , and that made trouble.
The boy’s turned, hauled his 100 traps, and re- four days and nights they bombarded
the bottom out of the hooker, jumped 1 paren(S got mad, the teacher vowed turned to Bass Harbor before dark. | Oreat Duck tirelessly yet futllely.
for the black rocks below.
Eortu- (be boy
no more than he d’e- Al! this in a heavy spring southerly Twenty und 25 feet tall the keeper of
nately for him he struck them on the J Kerve(i, and so the seeds of disruption and in the course of the ordinary the light pronounced those majestic
ebb of the giant comber which had were sowed.
The wrangling got to day’s work' Capt. Gott does not fa- j rollers as they swept inward and Oli
thrown the schooner up on the shore. I be a habR and lbe Slate RUpei.in. ver the round or the square stern ward, swelling, growing, until they
and before the next flowed to seize ten(jent of schools decided the is- boat for off shore work.
reached their apex und arched into
him, smother him, mangle him, he i ian(jerg might hire their own teachThe waters around Mt. Desert are mighty parabolas dropping their tons
squirmed like a cat over the slimy , ers pop scverai years they have as rough as any along the (past of of saline sea onto the rock shores un• surface beyond its death-dealing sub- I been doing this when there were ilaine and It needs a staunch craft til the whole island could actually he
mergence.
Four felt to tremble beneath the impact,
scholars enough to warrant it.
The to survive their buffetings.
The schooner went to pieces and in teachers generally come front the fishermen have lost their lives there
Now I understand why. the rocks
the gathering darkness above the nearby mainland Bass Harbor. Mc within a few years because of heavy, were all smooth even though of irroar of the wind and the crashing of Kinley, Manset, or other sections of following seas breaking over their i regular shapes. The rushing volume
the surf one faint cry for help was Mount Desert Island.
There are square or round Rterned boats, filling . of water would seize them in Its
the only sound lie ever heard Trom usually two school terms—one from and sivamping them.
The torpedo, grasp and like balls on a bowling
bis shipmates.
He found a refuge April to July: the other, from Au canoe, or so-cal'.ed compromise stern, alley roll them up the shore. Then
that night with a fishprman living on gust to October.
While the school according to Capt. Gott, permits the the undeatow would suck them back,
the island.
Had he not discovered is closed at present there is no tell sea to i tin by and prevents it from i Would “set them up again” for the
this haven of refuge he must surely ing when it may again be in demand breaking Inbourd.
, next marine bowler, or roller. And
have perished from exposure for it for the assistant keepers come and
Fishermen Observe Law
80 for centuries h“* the «ea been
was bitter cold and the snow fell go through the line of promotion or
playing with the rocks of Great Duck.
It is interesting to remark that
steadily. The next morning he found |o S^t,jons considered by them‘more
A Coast Tragedy
none
of
the
fishermen
engaged
in
a gruesome thing on the rocks at the (leslrabIe, and a year froll, now Inl|dlt
A glance to the northward from
the lobster fishing industry in these
__________________________________ _ — , lind tlie reservation houses occupied waters handle short lobsters.
They Oreat Duck to Little Duck reminds
i by large families.
sell their legal length lobsters either one that the isolated Islands and
During the Rpring, summer, and at BaS'i Harbor, Bar Harbor to the mainland sections of the Maine coast
fall months the light station lxiwer small smacks, ami the majority of the have in the past harbored, and still
boat is kept at a stout government catch goes to Rockland or to the continue to harbor, many a life
mooring in the little cove at the nor market.
tragedy.
About 10 years ago those
therly end of the Island.
Before the
on smaller islands would occasionally
A Bird’s Paradise
general use of motor boats by the
see a man.
The spy glass revealed
Tlie island is a bird's paradise. It Is
Light House Great Duck Island was
the fact that he was a negro and his
one
of
the
National
Audubon
Socie

a pretty inaccessible place.
actions were most strange.
The
Avoided by Taking Lydia E. Pink- considered
Situated as it is, six or seven miles ty's reservation for the herring gulls, keepers at Great Duck and the fisher
and during the breeding season tt Is
ham’s Vegetable Compound
off in the open Atlantic, entirely sur
men thereabout tried to make friends
estimated that there are no less than
rounded by bold water, and with the
with the strange man but always
from
10,000
lo
15,000
of
these
birds
Los Angeles, Cal. — ‘ ‘Icannot give too times few and far between when
without success.
He apparently
whirling
and
screeching
above
the
much praise to Lydia E. Pinkham'sVeg- more or less heavy surf does not
could not, or would not, talk and he
trees
or
waddling
awkwardly
over
the
etable Compound break on its shores, the man dropped
«eemed to he harmlessly demented.
forwhatithasdone on Great Duck could by no means rocks where their nests are to be Everybody left things for him;
forme. Mymother feel sure when he could get off.
If
clothing, load, dishes, and even the
gave it tome when the keeper went ashore In the life
summer folks became interested in
Iwasagirl 14years boat, which was equipped with a
the poor, half crazed hermit of Little
old, and since then small sprite sail as well as oars, he
Duck.
For four years he existed
I have taken it might not be able to reach the land
there in a nutural cove on the easter
when I feel run
down or tired. I ing ways in safety at the government Thousands Have Discovered ly shore of the island, a cave about
25 feet long and 7 feet high at the
took it for three reservation for a week.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets ehtrance.
How he kept from freez
It is no desirable feat for an ama
months before my
area
Har
mless
S
ubstitute
ing in the winter nobody knew, but
two babies were teur to attempt to run a small
Dr.
Edwards
’
Olive
Tablets
—
the
sub

he did.
born for I suffered boat through the heavy surf and
There ure few trees on Little Duck
with my back and plant his little craft between the stitute for calomel—we a mild but sure
laxative,
and
their
effect
on
the
liver
is
BO game, and little vegetation. The
had spells as if my heart was affected, heavy logs Just where those on shore
almost
instantaneous.
These
little
olivemysterious negro constructed a rude
and it helped me a lot. The doctors cun seize it quickly and haul it and
told me at one time that I would have its occupants up out of harm's way. colored tablets are the result of Dr. raft of logs and on this he paddled
Edwards
’
determination
not
to
treat
to have an operation. I thought I A little miscalculation and, instead
around the shores of the island in
would try ‘Pinkham’s, ’asl call it,first. of hitting the ways, the luckless boat liver and bowel complaintswith calomel. calm weather to a few lobster pots
The
pleasant
little
tablets
do
the
good
In two months I was all right and had man is likely to hit the rocks either
the fishermen had given him.
He
no operation. I firmly believe ‘Pink- to one side or the other, and to And that calomel docs, but have no bad after also kept well supplied with fish, for
effects.
They
don
’
t
injure
the
teeth
like
hanrs’ cured me. Every one who saw Ids boat overturned and pounding on
There are plenty of cod, haddock, and
me after that remarked that I looked the jagged boulders, while he is strong liquids or calomel. They take Other edible varieties iu the deep
ao well. I only have to take medicine struggling in the water, sure of being hold of the trouble and quickly correct Waters adjacent.
occasionally, not but I always keep a drenched to the skin if nothing more. it. Why cure the liver at the expense o(
Finally
by the peo, „ It was decided
.. t
couple of bottles by me. I recommend But now that the station boat is the teeth? Calomel sometimes plays ,
it to women who speak to me about equipped with a motor it is possible, havoc with the gums. So do strong 11 e 1,1 Southwest Harbor, Bass llurtheir health. I have also used your except in had storms, to drive the litiuids. It is best not to take calomel. 1 ho1'' nnd ,he keepei-» of Great Duck.
Let Dr. Edwards’ Clive Tablets take , thal 11 waK not r*8ht to aIl0W the
Sanative Wash and like it verymuch. ’
’ *b"e stranger to attempt to live
-« Mrs. E. Gould, 4000 East Side little craft through the heavy swells, its pbce.
past the dangerous reefs and up to
Headaches, “dullness” and that lazy through another winter on tlie alBoulevard, Los Angeles, Cal.
It could not lie
Many lettflrs have been received the strong mooring in the northern feeling come from constipation and a most barren rock.
From there it ia not partic disordered liver. Take Dr. Edwards’ found out where lie came from now
from women who have been restored cove.
The
to health by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Veg ularly difficult to get on terra flrmg Olive Tablets when you feel" logy ” and how he reached the island.
etable Compound after operations tn a dory although it nearly always “heavy.” They “clear ” clouded brain most popular belief is tliat he might
and "perk up’’the spirits. 15c and 30c- have been cook of sopie coaster and
requires quick work for even in sum
have been advised.
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THE YELLOW FLOW

• MOTOR TRIPS
ABROAD FSERIESF^.
THE EIFFEL TOWER
£ifiel Tower

ONLY PACKARD CAN

BUILD

PACKARD

Montreal Ships More Wheat
Than Any Other City In
North America.

Shown in out
line is the
Woolworl h
Building in
New York,
79Sfeel, 1 inch
high.

jja ^i

For the fourth successive year
Montreal announces Its supremacy as
structure in
the greatest wheat exporting city In
—tejnup
North America. So great ig the yel
Ihe world.
low flow through Montreal, that Its
shipments abroad exceeded the comhlnqd exports of its seven chief ri
als in the United States—New York,
Galveston, New Orleans, Philadel
phia, Baltimore. Norfolk and Boston,
Of all the famous Pack
And at Aix-les-Bains; at
p to September of last year.
ards, each the greatest
Vichy; at Tourquet; at
"The staff of life has been a ma<lc
car of its time, none won
wand for the Canadian metropolis,”
Wiesbaden, and other
says a bulletin of the National Ge
world-wide acceptance so
famous watering places
ographic Society from Its head
quickly as the Packard
where car beauty contests
quarters at Washington, D. C.
Eight.
have been the season’s
A Panorama of Wheat
fad, proud owners of
'Waving it, Montreal raises an
Go where you will among
Packard
Eights have en
other skyscraper on her water front.
the great cities of the
tered their cars and been
Take an elevator to the 15th floor of
world, there will you
awarded first prizes in
No. 1, St. I-awrence River, Montreal’s
find the Packard Eightliief wheat ‘office’, look out a window
competition witn the fin
standing at attention in
to tlie west, and the story of Mon
est cars of all the world.
front of some smart club
treal and its part in supplying that
grain lies revealed.
in Buenos Aires;gracing
But best of all, at home
“At one's feet an ocean liner rests
the grounds of some old
the Packard Eight has
snugly against a wharf, beside a long
English manor, or purr
been received so gen
gallery which sprouts below like a
ing along the Champs
erously that month after
root of the skyscraper Itself.
With
Elysees like some great,
month there has been an
in thnt gallery huge, wide, running
belts are man-made creek beds for
contented, living thing.
actual shortage of cars.
stream bank full of wheat.
Tlie
liner is receiving in Its hold the pro
duct of more than 10 acres of wheat
710-712 Main St. ROCKLAND, ME. Tel. 896
land every minute.
"Close under the protecting shadow
of the liner lies a smaller steamship.
It has lines like a German dachshund;
much open deck lies between the su
perstructures fore and aft.
Beneath
the hatches which cut the deck Into
a gridiron is more yellow wheat from
Port Colborne, Ontario, waiting to he
Fhoto Courier^ ChryUtr MomtU Motor Corp*.
stored In the grain elevator.
in the
VERY visitor to Paris sees
open water of this harbor sector fretEiffel Tower near the Seine
lng tugs line up at appointed places
and opposite the Trocadero,
like calvary horses.
Now and then
built by Gustave Eiffel, the engi
with a snort of white steam and a
neer, for the Universal Exhibition
puff of black smake they dart from
of 1889. This tower has acquired
ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE
their 'company front' on double quick
Importance of recent years as a
to push some ocean leviathan in or out
physical observatory, a meteorlogiof its berth.
cal station and' especially as one
of the most powerful wireless sta
Neck of Grain Bottle
PNEUMONIA DANGER
tions in the world with a range of
“At the right of the tug line is
♦,500 miles.
the main neck of North AmerlAi’s
The base of the tower rests on
Department Warns
wheat hottie, the end of the ign-hlne State
four massive piers of masonry, sunk
?anal.
Montreal is Ihe queen of
That It Is of Infectious Nato a depth of 46 feet on the side of
wheat ports and more than 66 per
Right Lung So Sore He
tlie Seine and 29 feet on tlie other
ture.
cent of her ‘yellow gold’ comes down
Could
Not Lie On Right Side
side, and forms a square of 143
the St. Iuiwrence by water. Over to
yards each way. Tlie first plat
Three deaths from pneumonia in
the left the sun catches Ihe glint of
Mr. Thomas Nickerson, formerly of
form, 190 feet above tlie ground, is
white water on the Lachinc rapids, rapid succession in the same family 21 Flint street, Lynn. Mass., tells how
over 71 vards square. The second
hav£ lately been reported as having
head
of
navigation
of
the
1,000
mile
he was cured of a racking cough and
platform' is 880 feet high. The
Nature-made canal which Is this hot- occurred in two different towns. sore lungs by using Allen's Lung
third platform 905 feet high, has a
Among
the
records
in
the
ofllce
of
the
le's mouth.
Braving the rapids is
Healer.
glass pavilion of 54 square feet
.he spidery black line of the Victoria State Department of Health showing
He says: “I had a bad case of
capable of holding 800 people.
conclusively
the
infectious
nature
of
Bridge with trains shunting across
pneumonia, tvhlch left me with an
pneumonia
are
the
following
obser

it almost constantly.
To the right,
awful cough. My right lung was so
under wooded Mount Royal is the vations of a physician here in Maine sore that 1 could not lie on my right
when off Little Duck may have been hlty, fpunded by Chevalier iMalaon- some years ago.
side at all. When I had a had spell
‘Tlie family consisted of three old of coughing 1 would spit up blood.
hit on the head either purposely, or neuve, but built as much as anything
people between seventy and eighty Having used Allen's Lung Healer be
accidentally, and knocked overboard. by wheat.
The blow was sufficient to affect his
Westward the canal nnd railroad years of age, and a young man of fore. I began to use it again and I am
bout thirty years.
One of the old thankful I did. I took three and a
reason hut not sufficiently severe to blend with the smoky mist through
prevent him reaching the shore of which one seems lo see the winding people had died about a week before half hotties and am glad to say I
Little Duck. Of course all this is no miles of river, the blue of the Great my first visit, but from description of was entirely £ured. I can’t say ton
more than speculation.
Lakes and the breadth of the valleys symptoms had undoubtedly had much for it as a great lung healer.”
if the Red River and Mississippi— pneumonia. The other two old peo- [ Allen’s Lung Healer is sold in Rock
Considered Good Station
pie were both taken sick the day of land by the Kittredge Pharmacy.
Great Duck, while an isolated place, lat plains where the sky Is u cover
lhe ftfheral.
One had a simple
iressed
to
earth
at
the
horizon
and
is by no means ranked as an unde
pneumonia nnd the other had typhoid
sirable station in the lighthouse ser- wheat Is filling between the crusts. symptoms.
Of thesv, one died and
ce. There is always a comfortable Montreal's life springs are In Man
the other lived. In about two weeks
home for the keeficr and Uncle Sam itoba, Saskatchewan, Minnesota an t after tjiin. the son was attacked with
furnished the coal and wood; so, no he Dakotas w here winter white gives the sauie disease, but recovered
matter how cold and bleak it is out way to green in spring, golden in Also a man who came there to assist
doors there can always be comfort rammer, brown .stubbie in fall and the family was taken sick in about
within.
Then, too, there Is plenty aa< k to white again.
I also attended a
"Assume out there if farm where a week and died.
if room for exercise which is dvery
person in a family the present winter
We have added to our service
thing when It conies to keeping con nothing hut -wheat grew, where there in which five persons had pneumonia
equipment a complete
tented.
In the summer time all the were no Imuses, no Jrees. no waste in succession, with two deaths.”
yachts and pleasure steamers pas land—just' wheat. If it produced on
BATTERY STORAGE AND
While a somewhat extended series
at the very doorway of tlie island an average of 15 bushels to the acre of cases of pneumonia may some
REPAIRING OUTFIT
residents while vacationists are Ire that farni would have to be half as times fail to force upon the atten
Where v»e can take care of your
large as Indiana to raise enough
quent vistors.
tion of (he attending physician the
battery needs.
Great Duck Is a paradise compared wheat to satisfy Montreal’s shipping contagious nature of the disease, the
to the so-called ledge or rock station lemandj for the past year.
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
evidence of the danger to other per
There Is lots of rheumatism among the
Working Down From the Top
TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
sons in the same houaehold, or who
keepers on these rock-stations for
"Most things must be viewed are caring for tlie sick is brought out
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
there is necessarily much dampness from the bottom up. hut not a Mon too frequently to be disregarded.
PARTS
A man must be robust to stand the ireal grain elevator; it Works from
Impressive evidence of it was ob
life and it is noticeable that the per ihe top down.
By
adding
this
equipment to our
As soon us u bout served by Dr. Victor C. Vaughan of
sound of the keepers changes fre
service station we have the most
>r train is emptied the wheat goes the National Research Council, while
quently. Few can stand many years by conveyors to the top, finding lodg he was in charge of the section deal
complete and up-to-date service
t:' it.
It Is an old story, however, Ing in huge bins. On the next floor ing with communicable diseases in
station this side of Boston.
how when a keeper died, his widow below- It Is weighed. Stationed at
the military camps in this country
We do everything
wept nt being obliged to leave Mount battery pf huge containers, dusty during tlie World War: and to guard
but paint your car
Dealer Kbck, which hud been her workmen let tn a flood of wheat from against the danger of contact infec
only home for many, many years. above. They cun estimate a ton to a tion, direct or indirect lie says:
Uow do I know that this story is fraction of a pound.
Released by a
“Every case of pneumonia should
true? Because I have been on this lever, the'graln falls a floor to a five be guarded as a possible source of
island for some time, and have neard foot moving belt.
Almost before It danger to others, should he isolated
the captain and keepers say that .-an settle down to a pleasant ride ll^ and the sputum de-potdted in special
587 MAIN ST.
TEL. 333
Duck Island was the worst island reaches a big steel cart on rails Containers which should he burned.
ROCKLAND, ME.
on tlie coast, and 1 think myself that which precipitately dumps It into All eating utensils should be steril
11-S-tf
it is. I have seen the time when the what looks like a bottomless pit, hut ized.
Soiled pillow cases, sheets,
ketqiers or anybody else could not isn’t.
latter the wheat will emerge blankets, etc., should also he steril
get off or land, nnd I hope from now- from the pit for another belt ride,
ized.
out that no ships or small boats get through galleries stretching a mile
Because of this danger, this De
washed ashore.
ami a quarter along the water front, partment. placed some years ago
(The foregoing article was written to be dumped summarily into an pneumonia, all types, in the list of
by Harold Eugene Dow, who served Ocean liner or tramp.
diseases that must he reported to
his country In the World Wbr.—Ed.)
"Receiving grain is more complica local health oflicers by physicians
ted IJiitn dispatching IL
At Duluth and householders; and into the hands
AGED APPLE TREE
jr Fort Arthur or Fort William big of each family in which this disease
lake freighters take wheat from box occurs it is wished that there be
REGULATION SIZE WITH
An apple tree said to have been cars and bring it to Fort Colborne placed promptly a copy of Circular
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
planted In 1826 by a member of the at the head of the Wellington Canal, 241, “On Cutting Down tlie Pneu
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
Hudson's Bay Company, is still or to Buffalo or Cleveland it it goes monia Death-Rate.”
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
At Fort
thriving and hearing fruit in Van ihrough the United States.
I.AW
corner. A movement has been start Colborne' steamers that can Just
ed locally to place this tree on the squeeze through the locks of the St scraper’ he woujd see his 200 acres
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
roster of other trees famous In the I-awrenee canals, take on tlie wheat of wheat dumped into a bin which
For Pound Size
At Montreal, finally, huge bucket would still he nine-tenths empty.
history of the country.
Postage 15 Cents Additional
conveyors are lowered from the ele Yet there may be a hundred more
valor through the hatches nnd start bins in this honeycomb called a grain
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Could he still stand the
the grain to the skyscraper's top. As elevator.
grain In the ship's hold gets low, men strain he might watch his wheat drop
Postage 10 Cents Additional
^ELL,I)EY ONE MIGHTY1* with huge steel scoops go in. A rope into the hold of a liner in about 12
For each additional 1000 sheets
is attached to each scoop und when minutes. Wheat must move fast at
ordered at same time, add to the
PURTY THING BOUT J>ESt
the workman has dug It into a pile of the neck of the hottie and faster yet
price of first 1000, $4.00 and 16
when ice corks the neck between De
cents postage for each 1000.
HAH» TIMES, ENNY-HOW-- grain a winch on signul pulls it up cember
and May and so Montreal is
to the conveyor snout, filling the
buckets with grain.
Four lake capital of wheat—and of agrarian
YOU t>ON' HATTER LISTEN
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
steamer loads, or a train of 116 cars humility1.0
For Half Pound Size
AT SOME FOLKS BRA66IN' of grain, are required to till an aver
Postage 10 Cents Additional
out HOW MUCH 1>EYJ age ocean tramp.
it Ihe highest

THE Packard Eight-

SNOW-HUDSON CO. INC.

PACKARD
EIGHT

E

COUGH SO BAD THAT
HE SPAT BLOOD

FORD OWNERS
ATTENTION

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

B
WAkin’!!

—

7

CwV*. UU * McQure Newasaper

A CHILD’S RIGHT

Trying With Freight Cars

"Automatic car dumpers have been
installed hi some Montreal elevators
Picking up a loaded cer like a toy
they push in the door, tip the car on
its side, emptying tlie wheat Into
pit and set it hack oil its wheels at
the rate of one box car in a little less
than ten minutes.
"Farmers should never go lo grain
elevators. Confidence that oUe's ef
forts are doing something for tlie
world Is a handmaiden to happiness.
Back in Minnesota two hdndred ucres
of waving wheat inspire pride in a
farmer's heart but they do not cut
much of a figure in Montreal.
If
the farmer came to the Canadian
metropolis lie could view the arrival
of his year’s effort and worry in one
, box car and one-half of another, or
jin a small corner of a lake steamer.
It would be unloaded from Either con
veyance in less than twenty minutes.
“In the top

of

the

grain

’sky-

Just as a child’s heritage ought
to be robustness, so has a child
the right to sound bones and
teeth. Everything depends upon
the quality of a child’s diet.

Scott's Emulsion
is vitamin-nourishment, that
should in most cases be a part
of the Tegular food allowance.
Scott’s Emulsion abounds in
those elements that have
a favorable influence on
the bone - stnuiture and
builds strength.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.

24-31

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 Cents Additional
For each additional 1000 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000. $3.50 and 10
cents postage for each 1000.
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A Dollar Spent With
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CAMDEN

THOMASTON
Mrs. 1 Lu km Sunnier is very sick
with pneumonia. Her daughter Mrs.
Hilda Keyes of Portland lias the care
of her.

RUBY’S SHOP UNIQUE

ROCKPORT
toward

BATTERY G LEADS

In Everybody’s Column

The boys ot Battery G, Rockland's
~ .
,,
- ...,
Advertisements in tills column not to
C. A. ( company ale feeling quite 'exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents.
times for 50 cents
AiWitlonal lines 5
chesty since learning that their com
each for one time, iWcents 3 times.
pany leads all others in the 240th cents
Six words make a line.
Coast Artillery.
Col. Fogg's letter
to this effect, received by Chptaln
Wanted
Ralph W. Brown, follows;

the

All loads will lead
Mrs Addle Carver who lias been
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Al
Opera House Monday nUtht when
bert Adams, has returned to her
Gov. Ralph O. Brewster will apeak
Did you know that I am opening a Shop
home in Vinalhaven.
on “Advertising Maine." This Is in
• The Ladies’ Aid of the Congrega
Mrs. Mervyn Bird of Belfast is the
Unique at my home, 21 Main St., Thomaston,
tional church will meet in the ves
line wHh a state-wide program along
guest of her mother, Mrs. Minnie
try Tuesday afternoon. Supper will
I Piper for a few days.
on February 5th.
the same line designed to bring this
he served at 0 o’clock. Please take
i Mrs. Cora Austin and Mrs. Addle
WANTED—Capable woman to act as tem
section of the country the real prom
The following, rating of the bat porary
dishes.
, Knowlton attended the quarter).'
housekeeper in small family, 2 chil
I hope you will come and see my brasses,
teries
of
this
regiment
for
the
basic
inence It deserves. The plan is
dren.
One used to children only need apTh Courier-Gatette correspondent
session of the Lincoln Baptist As
.v.
TEL 754-M
14* If
period
(October
to
December)
has
non-partisan
and
has
no
political
met last Wednesday two representa
crystals, pearls, needlework, toys and other
sociation in Thomaston Wednesday.
WANTED—An experienced, reliable wostrings attached.
The hour le 8
tives of a large family who formerly
Wesley Thurston is at home from been made by the instructors, and is liable
woman for general I lousework ir
published for the information of all
choice articles for prizes, etc., even if you do
(o’clock and the invitation is general.
lived in town. Reference is had to
Boston for an indefinite period.
Thomauou
Apply MRS. W. R. PHILLIPS.
i concerned.
This rating was based The Laurie. Rockland.
The Contractors tiaadily won the
the Getchell family who resided on
14 If
Aliss
Lucy
Piper
was
given
a
sur

not care to purchase.
bowling league championship with
Beeehwoods street. The particular
prise at her home Friday evening |«trengt^ attendance, and proWANTED A cheap
40 wins and 10 losses. The Over
Chance to Buy a by the members of the Mah Jbng Lcicncy attained:
Hore’s
2(5. Rockland.
representatives were MIm Sarah
Homemade candy will be on sale and tea
seers were their nearest competitor
1. Battery “G.
Getchell' agid .Mrs. Kelley B. Crie
WANTED—Position as liou.sek
Club. The evening was much enjoy
Lemon.
Call
with 37 wins and 19 losses.\A new
Battery “D”.
(Grace) of Rockland. Inquiry for the
at 59 PARK ST . or TEL 125
14-10
ed and refreshments were served.
will
be
served.
Battery
“
H.
”
other members of the family elicited
league will open Munday night and
WANTED Wheel chair 25
Improvements are being made
In taking our inventory we
4. Battery “B.”
continue through March. The eight
all FRFD A TITTLE. Owl s
the information that Emma is now
upon the residence of Mrs. Nancy
My
prices
will
surprise
you.
phone
427»-22.
5.
Battery
“
C.
”
Mrs. Hilton of Ellsworth: Isabelle is
I teams in the new organization infound just 55 Suits that are Lem Tribou. Frank Tibbetts of Camden
6. Battery “E.”
Mrs. Perkins of Cambridge, Mass,
I eludes the Camden Herald. Contrac- on-Suits that were priced from i has charge of tne work.
WANTED—WE WA? ? A REPRESENTA
TIVE in this territory, to look after our busi
7. Battery “A.”
and Emestiue is a resident of Rock
i tors. Overseers, Bricklayers, Inde| The installation of officers of HarCordially yours,
ness.
Spare or full time
Get establish'd
(27.50 to (42.50 and werth every
8. Battery “F.”
land. There were seven hoys and five
I pendents. Water Co.. Business Men,
i a good paying business.
Write OAKLAND
! bor Light Chapter. O. E. S., was
9. Battery “H.”
1'RSERIES, M'anchester, Coun , for full par
girls in the family.
It was such
penny of the asking price.
Architects.
held Thursday evenirg at the MaRUBY
CARTER
PEABODY.
13-15
This is published in order tu-stim ticulars
large families that filled the SchoolA snow shoe hike from the Y. M.
| sonic hall, and was attended 'by a
ulate healthy competition between
RELIABLE MAN WITH GOOD REFER
houses in Thomaston 40 and 50 years
C. A. is planned for today, weather
large
number
of
members
and
inYet for some unknown reason
In the future battalion E.NCER with or without sales experience,
ago.
permitting. The Invitation goes for
Original ideas carried out.
vitoil Quests. The installing officer batteries........
(Married preferred), can make profitable con
they did not sell. The lot com was Millie Thomas. Past Matron of. ™nin,antlers will check up frequently nect
A brief notice in relation to a lec
all lovers of snow shoe and skli with
bm with us.
Write F for interview.
an- (JOBRIBR-GAZBTTE.
13-15
,
ture to he delivered by Rev. J. W.
a
good
time
guaranteed.
The
com

Golden
Rod
Chapter.
Rockland,
who
'
l,n
the
individual
pn.Ocie.icy
records
prises
light
and
dark
Cassimercs,
Unusual gifts ordered for you.
WANTED—A 210 or 36.1-egg capacity in-^» »
Strout on .the “Tragedy of Shakes
mo-t <>f ,Kltlel'y commanders, and at the
mittee includes John Taylor, Joseph
performed the ceremony in
Cheviots
and
seme
Blue
Serges
ubator,
cither
Buffalo
or
Buckeye.
F.
M.
13-15
end of each training
period ....
will sub
peare’” appeared in a recent issue of
Emory, R. O. Burrill and A. V. El
.
TURNER, Thomaston.
Tel. 26-11
13-15
and Undressed Worsteds, from impressive manner. She was assist- , ,
the Courier-Gazette. Mr. Strout ha«
more.
Cd by Mrs. Clara Curtis as marshal
WANTED 2 men io take over established
such makers as Kcppenheimer, and Ina Wooster of Harbor Light as',,n the, '’‘bribed form to the regi
prepared a series of leettires and
The date of the Board of Trade
sales route and call on eustoniars in Wiswill deliver them in the Congrega
banquet has 4,een set for Feb. 24.
Talbot and Adler-Rochester.
asaet, Waldoboro, Damariscotta, lioothbav
chaplain. Excellent music was fur mental commander.
• • • •
tional church, beginning Feb. 9. He
and Kalb.
Write F. care tWRIER-GARev.
C.
A.
Knickerbocker
Of
the
nished by'Kmery’s orchestra of Cam
A BOX FROM INDIA
l.i-i.-,
Battery G has also furnished two ZKTTE
has written these lectures as a com
I'nivrrsaHst church. Rockland, will
den. -Albert Adams at the pilkno.
Sizes
run
from
35
to
42.
We
WANTED—Capable woman pastry cook
munity •service which it is hoped the
be the speaker, hie subject “Com
Thu following is the list of officers: t men for the Regular Army the past would like position, restaurant preferred.
have placed them on a rack just
mouth.
i Miss Mabel Seavey Receives munity Work.’’
public will patronize.
Worthy Matron. Bertha Thurston;
Addreea PASTRY COOK, care Courler-GaMrs. Lee Walker who is spending
inside the door and marked them
zette
12Z. M. Dwinal returned from his
Worthy
Patron.
Frederick
Richards;
/
Quaint
Relics
From
Mis

PLEDGE
TO
FLAG
three months in Warren, was in town
legislative duties at Augusta Thursj
Watts Hall, Thomaston
WANTED—Painting and Pa)»erhanging. We
Associate Matron, Jessie Tibbetts;
an* prepared to do any work in the
Thursday.
daN night for a few days at home. "
Secretary. Annie Hiqiill; treasurer.! ,
, , ,
„ ,
.
sion Worker.
painting or papering line
Satisfaction
The no-echool Hell Friday morning
Addie Jenkins: Conductress, Lida 1 ?n ',l^1,'V*,leSlan?
Camden High lost an exhibition
guaranteed
JOHN A. KARL & CO , lfi
brought emotions of joy and regret
Champney; Associate Conductress.
the Imlted States of America, the ■ark Place, Tel. 745-W, Rockland.
12-14
Miss Mabel Seavey. who conducts game of hockey to Rockland High
to the pupils. Quite a number of the
Veda McKenney;
Chaplain.
ina ,’PProved practice in schools, which is
♦ » * •
WANTED—A good honw for two half
Look 'em over.
the work of the World Wide Guild by a score of 6 to 1 Saturday.
basketball devotees gathered in the
Wooster:
Marshal.
Lucy
Piper.
The
i
“
u,Uble
“
lso
for
clvilian
adults
’
18
aa
Wednesday evening Most Excel
grown tiger kittens, clean, healthy and beau
for missions, connected with the Lit
: Music by : :
tifully marked.
MISS ADELAIDE PRINCE.
gym for practice.
organist and sentinel will be in-,
aws'
....
tlefield Memorial church, recently re lent Companion Wilson D. Barron
aimlcn.
12-14*
The familial; figure of George H.
stalled
at
a
meeting
later.
Effie
1
Standing
with
the
right
hand
over
assisted by Excellent Companion
ceived
a
small
box
with
a
few
articles
Dean’s Orchestra
WANTED—Salesman, attractive Une, re
Gardiner was seen Thursday swing
Robacts, Adah; Marion Weidman, the heart, all repeat together the fol newals
in it from Miss Sarah B. Gowen, a •John L. Tewksbury as Grand Cap
each year, big commissions.
Apply
lowing pledge:
ing down Gillehrest street.
Mr.
Cars to Rockland after the Dance
Ruth: Helen Small, Esther; Effie
by letter in own handwriting for appointment
Baptist missionary from Maine, who tain of the Host, and, C. H. B. Sell"I pledge allegiance to the Flag of Box H. COURIER-GAZETTE.__________12 14
Gardiner is domiciled in Warren for
ger
as
Grand
Chaplain,
installed
the
Salisbury,
Martha;
Myrtle
Philis now located in Balasore, Orissa.
the winter.
brook, Elecei.
Gifts wAe prese itc.i the United States of America and
India.
This box contained things, officers cf Keystone Chapter for the
W. J. Robertson is working out the
ensuing
years
as
follows:
Howard
For Sale
in
behalf
of
the
ehapteh to Mrs. to the Republic for which it stands,
tile use of which to us of the Western
frame to his new house during fav
SIMONTON
D.
Small.
H.
P.i
Alton
P.
French.
Thomas
and
Mrs.
Curtis by Worthy one Nation indivisible, with liberty
world, seems strange and foreign,
FOR SALE—Sleigh In good condition Inand
justice
for
all."
orable weather. It will rise with
Matron. Bertha Thuraton, in apprec
Uilre after « p m. at 14 BROAD ST
TKL.
but fill] of interest to everyone. Charles E. Lord. R. A. C.: George
At the words “to the Flag," the 907-M.
spring birds.
14* Ui
bast Tuesday evening an enter There were two dolls dressed in In Hodgman. treasurer: Ex. C. Leslie
iation of their services, and Past
righthand
Is
extended.■
’
palm
upward,
A gentleman who may be often tainment consisting of songs and
D. Ames, secretary; Adin L. Hop
Matron's anti Patron's jewels were1
FOR SALE—Carriage house 15x30 feet on
seen at the nox Hotel is John dialogues, was given by the young dian fashion, one dressed as a woman kins. chaplain: Herbert E. Sylvester,
presented Blanche McDonald and toward the Flag and this position is premise4 ot MRS. JOHN E WALKER. Thom
the
other
as
a
man,
a
pair
each
of
held until ihe end, when the hand, aston. Me. Tel. 152-11
AMen of Boston, a designer of people under the direction of Wes
11 16
C.
of
H..
Harry
A.
Clark,
P.
S.;
Harry
MacDonald
as
tokens
of
ap

yachts and cruisers. Mr. Alden is ley M. Morton assisted by Sara Si nose and ear ornaments, the former Charles E. Lord. R. A. C.; G eorge
preciation for their faithful year’s after the words, “Justice for all,"
tiny
heart
shaped
affairs,
made
to
FOR SALE—Dry hard fitted wood delivered
drops
to
1
e
side.
a practical yachtsman and tries out monton, Esther and Elizabeth Bry
Boynton. M. of 3d Vail: Clayton McSEES PROSPEROUS YEAR
$15 cord
CHARLES HEL1N, Rockville.
service. A personal gift from the of,
. , .to .,
his boats to study -their points. A ant, Ruth Marcello and Ernest pierce the nostrils, a charm to keep Cobh. M. of 2nd Vail: Howard S.
Tel. 352-21.
13-24
ficcr< was also
prcsetned
the re- u However,
_ <• n civilian
< adults
■ w
. .ill always
'
a\Ay harm; shells, seeds, three
..
____ show full respect to the Flag when
type of boat which has gained rec Donglass
with
Miss
Elizabeth strings of wooden beads worn by ilfb Ingraham. M. of 1st Vail; Jerry M. President Wyman of the Central tiring Matron
A pleasing program
FOR SALE—Two sets of sleds, one suitable .
ognition in Maine circles is named Coombs at the piano. After the en
Ma ine Power Company Makes An was given including reading by the pledge is being given, by merely for pair of horses, with pole to go with it. '
Abbott, sentinet.
standing at attention, men removing Price reasonable.
F. W. FLETCHER. 2f
Maiahor. A boat of this type built tertainment popcorn and candy were men as a sign of Hinduism, glass
"The Victors Life Secrdt" will be
nual Report.
Miss Phylls Wylie of Thomaston:
bracelets and a tiny brass bowl for
the headdress.
Persons in unifornP Valley View St,_______________________ 12 11
by C. A. Morse ft Son of Thomaston on sale and quite a nice amount was
the sermon subject of Rev. Ernest
vocal solo. H. Heistad, Miss Clara
spice,
the
kind
the
people
eat
their
FOR SALE—New traverse runner pung; 1
sailed in eight races in 1924 winning realized which goes toward the plane
M. Holman at the Baptist church to
The assertion that new business is Walker accompanist; reading, Mrs. should render the right hand salute horse sit'd; 1 Airedale pup and 2 rabbit dog
curry from, but much smaller.
all of them. Mr. Alden is loud in his fund.
The Community was well
morrow morning. The Bible and coming along much better than it lias Eliza Jones:
pups, eigiit weeks old
Will trade for
piano' so<o.
Miss
Miss
Gowen
is
in
an
Industrial
praise of the quality of boats built represented despite the severe, weath
pullets.
C. G. TiRICKSOX. Box 98, R. D 1.
and Boarding School in Balasore and Sunday School is at noon with been for the past two years was made Walker. Worthy Patron Frederick
Warren. Me
12-14
by the Morses lor him. There is now er and bad travelling.
Richards thanked those who had so
also directs the work of 10 native classes for all ages. The evening
under construction at their plant on
FOR SALE—Light driving harness—new—
Igjst Sunday Miss Mabel Marcello teachers who go uqt to do “Zenana" subject will be "The Fatal Circle." by President Walter S. Wyman at kindly furnished the program of the
never on a horse.
S. B. HASKELL, CamWater street, a development of the of this place and Jesse Harriman of
There will be 8|>ecial music by the the annual meeting of the stockhold evening. Following the ceremony.)
ilen.
Tel 238-11 Camden or Tel. 2x9-W
1925 .Maiahor. The dimensions are Camden were united in marriage by work: that is, they go into the homes young |>eople.
ers of the Central Maine Power Com refreshments of cake and punch
Rockland
12-tf
of
tlie
natives
where
the
women
sel

43 feet 9 in. length over all, 32 feet 9 the Rev. l’r. J. A. Flynn. They have
The Handicraft Shop is celebra pany. Mr. Wyman predicted a very were serveed in the banquet hall.
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. S. music
in. on the water. 11 feet 3 in. beam taken apartments in Camden where dom or never go out.
Mrs. Jessie Tibbetts and Mrs. Min- ;
Miss seavey has received from ting the closing of its business year
nils, wide range of choice.
While they last
and 6 feet 4 in. draft. It is being built the groom has employment.
Con Miss Gowen several letters which next week with an "Anniversary prosperous year for the company in etta Paul presiding at the punch
only 25 cents each V. F STVDLEY. INC.,
1925.
to win.
Music Department.
9-tf
gratulations and best wishes are ex are both delightful and instructive, Sale" to run three days.
\>owl.
Arthur McDonald of New York is tended to the happy couple.
The president's report of the busi
Miss Ruth E. Thomas entertained
as she writes very entertainingly of
The
M.
and
D.
Club
was
very
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 5
spending a few days at home.
ness of the company for the past
Quite a number here saw the her work and life in India.
Usle St.
Apply to MRS F. H. SANBORN.
The three tables at auction at her home
pleasantly entertained at the home;
The funeral of Mrs. George S. eclipse last Saturday. ,
8W Pleasant St.
Tel 903 W.
5-tf
on Pearl street Thursday evening. year contained the following finan of Miss Pearl Heath. Chestnut
W.
\V.
G.
of
the
Littlefield
Memorial
Morse will he held in the Congrega
statement.
Gross
income.
C. J. Mathews had the pleasure of Free Baptist church is comiiosed of Buffet lunch was served followed by cial
FOR SALE-I-Residence of the late Cap* J
street,
Camden
Tuesday
evening.
tional church Sunday at 2 p. m.
operating
expenses,
Charlea E. Hall, Middle St Heights
AR
viewing a total eclipse of the sun in
Prizes for the highest $3,877,708.24;
few young girls who are much in dancing.
Refreshments were served.
THUR L. OKNE. 417 Main St., Rockland.
The Mill River Bridge is ready for the spring of 1900 in Norfolk. Va. It
scores were won by Aliss Alice Han $1,810,636.41; balance $2,067,071.83;
terested
in
Missions
and
especially
in
Sunday
At
the
Methodist
church
1 tf
the n-p slai-s. After they are placed occurred at about 9 a. in. and as the
depreciation.
$241,735.41 ;
balance,
Miss Gowen’s work as they sent her sen and Mr. Burrill and the conso
J. N.
work will be suspended until spring.] weather was clear a line view was
$1,825,336.42; bond and other interest, morning the pastor, Rev
FOR SALE—3 second hand upright pi
lation
prizes
went
to
Mrs.
Leo
Strong
box not a great while ago. to help
anos; 1 Brunswick cabinet phonograph; 1
it is reported.
$907,364.43; balance available for i’almer will take for his subject,
obtained.
Many of the colored peo
and Stephen Gushee.
Mrs.
"Broadcasting the Future. "
music cabinet; I Victor; 1 flat back man
Services at Saint John’s Episcopal ple being of a more or less supersti in her work and her letters have for
diviijends. $17,971.99.
Feb.
25
and
26
the
the
dates
nettled
dolin.
V F. STUDLEY INC., Music Dept
them
a
personal
touch,
which
they
Bertha
Thurston
will
sing
a
solo.
church for the fourth Sunday after tious character, were quite alarmed
All
of
the
pre
ent
directors
and
1-tf
upon for the presentation of "A Pair
greatly enjoy.
Sunday evenin, Rev. H. G. Kenney.
the Epiphany will be Holy Com
$100
reward
will
be
paid
officers
of
the
company
were
re

The month of January will prob
of
Sixes."
a
royalty
play
by
Edward
The
box
was
sent
to
Miss
Seavey
Field
Worker
of
the
Maine
Branch
FOR
SALE
—
9
-room
nouse;
hot
water
heat,
munion at 8 a. m.: church school at ably go on record as the coldest ip
Pepple. which will be given by the elected. Carroll X. Perkins of Water
•enient cellar; modern Improvements; large
6.30 p. m.: (and even -song with ser many years. Let us hope tha.t Feb through Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Frost, who Camden Dramatic Club for the ben ville was elected a director in place of the Lord’s Day League of New
New grocery business well stocked
for information that will garden.
are
also
located
in
Balasore.
but
who
England will be the speaker.
M G GURNEY, 3 Park St, Camden.
1-tf
mon at 7.30 p. m.
of
John
N.
Wubber,
who
died
duping
uary will favor us with some milde’ are just now at home on a furlough. efit of the District Nursing Asso
Donald
Miller
of
Waterville
will
“The White Panther,” a thrilling weather.
FOR SALE—Hard wood fitted and in junki,
ciation.
The cast includes: George the past year.
lead
to
the
arrest
and
con

preach
at
the
Baptist
church
Sun

quick
delivery
Tel.
169
4
Thomaston
tale of India—rich in mountainous
B. Nettleton and T. Bobs Johns, busi
or write R. J. COGAN, Thomaston, Maine.
day morning and evening.
Mr.
scenery, with a splendid cast which
THE SNOW STORM
150*16
SPORT OF ALL SORTS ness partners, A. F. Beverage and
Miller comes as a candidate and it is
WARREN
viction
of
the
person
or
includes “Boomerang,” the wonder
Joseph Emery! Kroine. their bookFOR SALE—We have a parlor, library anu
hoped that he will be greeted with a
honse. and a two-reel Sennett come
[For
The
Courier-Gazette]
keei>er, Joseph Brewster; Miss Sally
bed room set, including mattress and spring.
large audience. Music by the choir.
Miss Edna Boggs who underwent
dy—“Her Torpedoed Love,” is the
Three worlds’ champions will tight Parker, their stenographer, Gladys The winter’s day, cold and grim,
persons who recently broke Best quality of used modern furniture whi4h
Mrs. Ma belle Crone, director. Sun
Tells of winds and earning storm:
we will sell or exchange for antique fumS
Monday night picture program at an operation at St. Barnabas Hospi no-deciaion battles in Loa Anglees Fernald; Thomas J. VanderholL their Through
listless air the Sun shows dim.
lure. COBB & DAVIS.
145-tf
day School at noon.
tal. Woodfords. List Saturday is doing next month. Mickey Walker, welter
Watts hall.
Before the cloud-bank hides its form.
into
and
entered
the
resi

lawyer,
Marcus
Chandler;
-Tony
Monday night the Seniors will give nicely and will be glad to hear from weight champion will meet liert Toler,
FOR
SALE
—
Mouse
at
Atlantic,
(Swan
’s
their
salesman, Stephen
first flakes come gaily rifling
Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
DEAD SEA COMES TO LIFE
a social in the new gym. the first one friends.
Colma, Pacific Coast title hold Gushee; Mr. Applegate, Clarence Tlie
On
ghosts
of
wind
that
fail.
dence
of
Clifford
Smith
at
location
close
by
shore.
Garage
and
out

Rev. 11. M. Purrington pastor of the er. in a 12-round bout Feb. 24. Kid
to be held there The Snappy Five
buildings, water In houaa.
Acre and half
Pendleton; Office boy. Charles Dwl- And moving limbi speak the tiding
Baptist church will speak Sunday Kaplan,
Of
heavy
blasts
and
storms
a-wail.
Orchestra will play for dancing.
world’s
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home.
At
TTiat the Dead Sea may prove a
featherweight nal: Mrs. fieorge B. Nettleou, Edna
Glencove on Warrenton a bargain. Address DR. I. B GAGE. At
'fhe Guild will meet with Miss morning with “What kind of a church tliamnion. and Eddie "Cannonball” Smith: Miss Florence Cole, Lucille
mine of valuable material for agri
Faster and thicker the flakes fall.
lantic. Me
57*tf
Edna Watts Tin sday evening at 7 would this one be, if all the other Martin, bantamweight king will be Hall; Toddles, an English inaid of all
To explore the hushes and brakes,
cultural purposes, is suggested in the
members were just like me?” as his seen in action.
Bewilderingly they cover all.
Street,
in
the
Town
of
o’clock.
annual report of the farm school de
work, Cora Calder.
The frozen ground a whiteness tai *:
Miscellaneous
Be on tin- lookout for later an text. The chorus choir will have ac
partment of the Near East Relief or
invitations are out for a St. Val
ceptable
music.
In
the
evening
a
nouncements for a dandy comedy
The sform-whuh buffet the shrinking land
Rockport.
phanages in Palestine and Syria.
An
official
check
of
Notre
iJame
entines
dancing
party
to
he
given
ROOM
AND
BOARD—Anj one wanting room
With snow-tilled gusts in man) ways ;
program to be given in the Baptist union service will be held at the football history reveals that
The report says that the water of
ami board call av 31 Ocean Street, or tele
the in K. of 1’. hall, Feb. 18 by Miss Ruth The rushing niu.de > n every hand
Baptist
church
with
Rev.
C.
D.
Paul
phone
618
W
MRS MINNIE MILES
vestry for the benefit of the orches
the Dead Sea contains a strong pre
Is a spirit band, that fiercely plays.
11 1H
is the speaker.
The choir of both "Horsemen” have won alt but seven E. Thomas, Miss Helen M. Rich and
tra
cipitate of potash, which by a sim
of
152
games
over
a
span
of
18
years.
Miss
Alice
S.
Hansen.
The darkening shades of night shut in
R. E. THURSTON
The Bible Study Club will meet at churches will unite in the singing. And Nebraska has been the biggest
ple
process
can
be
extracted
at
an
SOME HIGH SCHOOL GIRL can secure a
On frenzied conflict of wind and snow;
good home and partial board by staying nights
Miss Harriet Levensaler’s, Monday Millard Hart will be the leader at barrier for the South Benders to
expense of about five dollars a ton.
Beating our nofs we hear the din
with a Northend wonsan
Apply MRS
evening with Miss Minnie Fernald the Y. P. S. C. E. at 6 p. m. for which hurdle. Ihe-Cornhuskers having won
As vicious gales that come and go.
It is s^gested that this much needed
STRAND
THEATRE
GLADYS DUNCAN. Turner Center Store. City.)
the subject will be the “Christian En
leader.
Sheriff
of
Knox
County
fertilizer
can
be
delivered
to
Pales

13*15
two
and
tied
one
in
the
last
seven
In the far reaches of the night
deavor as an Expression of Friendli
HARD WOOD—Now Is the time to order
tine farmers at a retail price of $15
The Storm King losses by;
The Sunday evening service at the ness.”
games with the Reekie athletes.
He stokes a ship, he dives In a sub Chill
your
hard
wood;
$10
cord
delivered.
Good
and lone the s’ars give fciglit
a ton, as against $30, which is now
lo-trBaptist church will lie a service of
marine and he does all sorts of
full measure.
L B. SMITH, South Thom
Those who attended the Baptist
High in the midst of silent sky
being
paid
tor
imported
fertilizer
of
song.
The old favorites will be Quarterly meeting at Thomaston
aston.
Tel. 598-M.
f
13-18
Urban Shocker, pitcher traded to stunts—does Buster Keaton in “The
L. B Wright.
the same kind.
Hope, Me.
sung. The orchestra led by Herbert Wednesday included
NOTJCE—After this date I shall pay no bills
Mrs.
Fred J he Yankees by the St. Louis Browns, Navigator,” today’s great comedy
E. Kirkpatrick will furnish music.
contracted Fh my name unless the same are
Buster certainly clinches
Wyllie, Mrs. Fred Butler. Mrs. Sarah is recovering rapidly from two minor feature.
approved by me in Person.
CHARLES A.
The MelHmaIds have installed
Starrett, Mrs. Aaron Starrett, Mrs. operations, the N‘-w York offices his title as champion of lAs class—
MITC HELL. Rockland. Jan. 27. 1925 13*15
new ten foot ice cream cabinet and Emily Hodgkins, Mrs. Alice Gordon, hire been informed. His tonsils and and he is in a class by himself. From
MAMMOTH HYACINTHS in bud
C M.
a growth on bis pitching arm wege the first shots of him entering his
glasus background. Also a new soda Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Purrington, Ben
WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S
THDMAH. Maverick S |.
Tel. 225 M. 12 14
removed.
and ice cream marble counter. A jamin Davis and Jeruel Hart.
hath forgetful of the formality of
RADIO BATTERIES—FOR $1.25 ne will
fine one and a new class in the tnwir.
For Military Band School Inatrue-' pick
removing his dressing gown, and hik
County Agent and Mrs. Ralph
up your battery, leave a loan and de
Unlike the American l.eagtie most ing his motor car to be driven across
It is the production of the American Wentworth are occupying the rent
liver
yours hack to you fully charged.
tian on the following instruments:
HOl’SE-SHERMAN, INC. Rockland.
Tel.
Soda Fountain Co.
A chemical recently completed in what was at valuable player award, which alto- the street, until the end of the pic
Bass,
Trombone,
Baritone,
Xlto,
721-M
Exide Service Station.
J2-tf
matieally bars from future consider ture where he makes the rescuing
process produces a frigid air that one time Jameson’s hardware store.
Cornet, Trumpet, Saxaphone and
ation any season’s winner, the Na submarine loop the loop in his sur
keeps the ices frozen, over 90 per
$2000 IS OFFERED for a V. S printed
I^ack of water was one of prin
HAZARDS IN HANDLING GASOLINE
'tern.
Booklet free listing this and old ma
Clarinet. Terms on application.
cent of the ice cream fountains sold cipal reason of the closing down of tional League’s similar contest would prise at his sweetheart's kiss, he will
terial
wanted- broadsides, pamphlets, stamps,
The Bureau of Mines of the Department of the Interior has published an
be an open affair every year, if John win favorable audience reaction
in recent times have been artificial the Georges River Mill on Thursday.
Telephone
187-4
or
write
for
ap

prints,
etc
G. A JACKSON. 105-6 Pent
A. lleydler, president of the senior There is literally a laugh in every Instructive and valuable booklet entitled, “Hazards in Handling Gasoline.”
air in process.
berton Bldg., Boston.
10*21
At the Congregational church to
pointment with
It can be had from the Government Printing Office at Washington for five
circuit,
had
his
way.
Dazzy
Vance,
foot
of
film.
Not
one
situation
is
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot edge,
Lionel Wilson is at home on ac morrow morning Rev. C. D. Paul will
cents.
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOLpreach on “A Man Who Would not star Brooklyn pitcher and 1924 win devoid of mirthful action, and
count cf trouble with his throat.
H. E. KIRKPATRICK
The booklet covers the relation of properties of gasoline and of gasoline
MAN MORSE. 359 Main St Tel. HI M
His evening sub ner. would lie eligible for the prize throughout all, neither Buster nor vapor to inflammability, precautions in handling gasoline, general asphyxiaThe Knox Chapter. D. A. R. will Renounce God.”
1-tf
THOMASTON, ME.
ject will be “Spiritual Discernment.” again this year under Heydler’s Betsy crack a smile.
meet with Mrs. Cassandra Wash
lion
by
exhaust
gases,
gasoline
fires
caused
by
filtering
gasoline
through
scheme.
TRUCKING.
MOVING
AND
ERRANDS
9-14
Manager
Dondis
landed
another
big
Tonight’s picture shows the thrill
chamois skin, extinguishing liquid fires, use of foam or a frothy mixture to
burn at' her home on Knox street, at
done promptly.
Go anywhere. C. 0. HAR♦ • » •
feature when he booked “He Who
ing India tale “The White Panther,
ADKN
Tel. 156 M or 629 J.
1-tf
put out fires, etc.
2.30 Monday afternoon.
Rabbit
Maranville.
veteran
lnfieldGets
Slapped.
”
the
picture
that
has
WANTED
with Snowy Baker and a splendid
No
open
lights,
flame,
nor
any
moving
machine
or
licit
capable
of
produc
LADIES
—
Reliable
stock of hair goods at
A pretty birthday party was held
er
traded
to
the
Chicago
Nationals
Shisment
of
Fresh
tflfs,
Croamory
or
Dairy
just
broken
all
box
office
records
in*
cast which includes the wonder horse
the Rockland Hair Store, 3>6 Main St Mail
gasoline is being used.
ingZ a spark should be allowed in a room where gasofine
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
But er and all kinds of Droasad Poultry
arders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES.
“Boomerang.” The Sennet txvo-reel- by Pittsburg and made captain by New York. Interest attaches to the
Reference R. G. Dun or Exchinse Trust Com
Prescott Wednesday afternoon from
PHILADELPHIA
SETS
EXAMPLE
1-tf
the
Clubs,
will
be
the
first
Chicago
picture
because
of
the
fact
that
it
is
ptny, Boston.
er is "Her Torpedoed Love.”
4 to 6. it being the 12th birthday of
player to start spring training. the second American production of
cities which are becoming discouraged because of increasing traffic con
SNOWMAN, TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
Master Charles. At 4.30 a delicious
BERRY-WALES CO.
Trucking and Moving
ll*tf
After a conference in Chfcago Ma the noted Swedish director and actcr, gestion should take a look at Philadelphia where a pathway has been
luncheon was served, consisting of
(Established 1915)
ranville will lea\£_ the last of this Victor Seastrom, brought to this plowed through a mass of masonry. The Quaker City has created a great
107-113
South
Market
Street,
Boston.
Mast.
sandwiches. patties, cake and cocoa
week for Catalina Island, Calif., a country by the Metro-Goldwyn- parkway that connects her outermost sections with the heart of the munici
12 3t
To Let
Two birthday cakes graced the tabk
Mayer company a year ago. and her pality. demolishing 2,000 structures that stood across the path of her
month before the rest of the team.
it being also the 12th birthday of
» ♦ ♦ ♦
LET
ME
QUOTE
PRICES TO YOU ™ Dlaprogress.
CONDENSED
statement
alded by the critics and by other di
mond Tires and Tubes, Weed Chains and
-OPMaster Henry. If one didn’t know
Not content with merely creating this parkway beginning 150 feet wide
Man O’War’s racing progeny which rectors as one of the greatest produc
Spark
P:
uj
6
j
;
also
live used cars from $85
WARREN
farmers
'
M
utual
fire
INS.
they would have thought they were
made such an excellent showing last ers of the r reen. Seastrom made a at the City Hall, then gradually expanding to 600 feet and extending more
up o $300.
JOSEPH E (LOVGH. 174
co.
than
a
mile,
Philadelphia
has
made
provision
for
protecting
It.
No
bqjlding
In a zoo as each boy made a noise
Pleasant
St.,
Iiix-kland
Salesmah for Knox.
Warren,
Mo.
season is expected to do even better decided hnpression with his first
Motor Sales. C.
14-tr
ASSETS DEtFJMBER 13, 1924
like the animal he represented. In
in 1926.
By Hisself. owned by work. “Name the Man.’’ It is thought may be erected within 200 feet of this parkway which does not conform
i
Cash
on
liatid
.....................................
$
ft
•}
to its character, no letter legible from it may be placed on any structure
stead it- was Richard Clifford. Hem \
TO LET—On Pacific St , a sunny tenement
Walter M. Jeffords of Philadelphia “He” will give the European an even
Cash in bank .....................................
285 4
ot five rooms and wood shed.
Open fire
without tlie approval of the Park Commission, no roof sign may be erected.
Fales, Richard Feyl-er, Clifton Felt,
is being pointed for the Kentucky greater opportunity to display his
and electric lights.
W. A. CLEVE
Cash assets ....................... v............
$326 64 place
Leland Moran. Bernard Whitten and
When you begin to earn Derby. This colt did exceptionally screen technique and flair for drama
LAND, 33 Pacific St , Rockland.
12-14
CARBON MONOXIDE
IRRITATING TO PEDESTRIANS
Premium
notes
subject
to
assess

Charles Prescott.
than did his first vehicle. The pic
ment ..........................................
12.426 9f
TO LET—5 or 7 room tenement with elec
In a " booklet published by The
-You should begin to save. well as a juvenile in♦ *1924.
tric
lights
and
toilet
at
15
Rockland
St.
D
ture is also unique in that it brings
Bureau of Mines of the Department
' Total assets
12-tf
.$ 12,732 04 SHAkTER.
1’auvo Nurmi, the flying Finn, ap Lon Chaney to the screen in one of
of the Interior entitled, “Vitiation
Dcaan’s Camden Orchestra will pla>
LIABtblTlKS
TO LET—Rooms for
housekeeping.
parently invincible at distances over his “straight’’ characterizations; one
Borrower! money .....................
of Garage Air by Automobile Ex
2511 nil all modern conveniences. light
for the dance in Watts hall next
12 E1M ST
9-tf
haust Gases” it is stressed that auto
one mile, has been challenged to two in which he is nut called upon to use
Tuesday.
Total available resources
.$ 12.5112 64
TO LET—Small tenement on Union street.
mobile engines frequently run in
races over shorter distances by Tom his wizardry of make-up, or his grue
A V .MelXTYItK. Sec.
Inquire of MRS. C. F SIMMONS, 21 Middle
garages for considerable periods of
Eck. veteran track coach at the Uni some talent of assuming some phy
8-8-14
St.
6-tf
sical
deformity.
Chaney
has
one
of
time,
and
the
exhaust
gases
unless
versity
of
Chicago,
on
behalf
of
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
I
TO LET—Two tenements on Otis street;
removed by proper ventilation may
Jimmy Cusack of the University and his strongest parts as “He.’’ the tragic
each
has
6
rooms
and
bath.
Apply
to
F.
1».
Lost and Found
r f\
make the atmosphere of the garage
KNIGHT, Windsor House.
Tel 614-W. 5-tf
Ray Dodge, of the Illinois A. C. Eck circus clown. Norma Shearer and
A
strictly
mutual
savings
unsafe. Running an engine in a
W. P. STRONG
LOST—Thursday—-German police dog.
proposed the Cusack race at* eight ••John Gilbert play the romantic leads.
TO
—Office centrally located, steam
month® pup
A mark “No Gil’’ on collar heat. LET
garage is particularly hazardous in
hundred meters or one-half mile and —cdv.
Apply to VESPER A. LEACH.
4-tf
bank
Notify WM. J. PERRY. 22 Lisle Street
Tel
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
winter
when
the
weather
is
too
cold
the
Dodge
race
at
one
thousand
488-J.
13*1
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St ,
WALL PAPER
for
keeping
doors
and
windows
open.
MAINE CENTRAL SURPLUS
meter or three-fourths mile.
P. L. HAVENER.
LOST—Brown pocketbook containing sum of all modern conveniences.

DANCE

$18.50 i

Tuesday, February 3

Gregory’s

flEWARD

BOYS WANTED

TRAFFIC TALKS

START
SAVING NOW

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON. MAINE

TuftS-tf
Every issue of The Courier-Ga
zette Is a salesman, visiting three
times a week the none s or ibis vi
cinity and soliciting business fur in
«4ver U*or«.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days cf the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.

CAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

SPRUCE HEAD

A surplus after all charges of
$389,022. an increase of $378,358 over
1923, is shown in the annual report
for 1924 cf the Majne Central Rail
road Company by President McDon
ald. Total operating revenues of the
railroad were less than the prereding
year- $20,178,337.
compared
with

Sunday evening at 7 o'clock there
will be an illustrated lecture on
Porto Rico. Seventy-six pictures very
Interesting and highly instructive
fru- old ami young will Ire shown.
Tlie pastor wilt preach at 2 p. m.
$21,192,265 in 1923.

In tests made by the authors,
garage air was rendered poisonous
after an automobile engine had been
running 15 minutes.
An automobile engine should not
be run in a small garage unless the
idoors and windows are wide open.
I Copies of this booklet may be obtained from the Government Printing
(Office in Washington for five cents,

After motor cars have \ traveled
East and West and the signal is given
for cars to move North and South.
pedestrians at P should be allowed to
cross the street before cars C are permitted to turn to travel East. Permitting cars to turn before petleatrlans can cross Is irritating and
pedestrians have a just complaint.

TeL 792-R.

' money between Trainer’s restaurant and
I Gay St.
Finder please return 4o DANLK3.
COLT, 18 Gay St.
Reward.
14*lf
NOTICE—<Not’ce is hereby given that de.
posit book No. 32569 has been lost ar.d the
owner of said book asks lor duplicate in
accordance with the provision of the Stale
Law
ROCKLAND SAIXMfe BANK, bv A
, B. Blackington. Asst. Treas.
Rockland
Maine. .Ian. 24, 1925.
11 S I

LOST—Tire chain

BAKERY.

32x4%.

_____________________

Used Cars
FOR SALE— Bio

tlon

Price $356.

Brunswick.

I

Tourinu In A-l condlAildrcsnoP. U BOX 113.
7 6*17

1921 AMERICAN SIX, just overhauled end
In first rl,s, condition—tire, praoUcalljr new
- A bargain '( sold nt once. BERT ANGEL.
Gray Gull Restnuraut. Llraeroek 8(, Redk-

13-13

l»nd____________________________ 14
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“FADS OF 1925” “

Social Circles

S Demand For Platinum Jew• elry la One of Them—
Some Others.

In iddtlonal to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, the department especlallj desires Information of social happenlnga.’ parties, musicals, etc.
Notes scut
by mall or telephone will be gladly received
TELEPHONE ................................................. 770

The next social event at the Coun
try Club will be the sewing party
Thursday afternoon at 3.30, followed
by a chicken supper and social eve
ning for ladies and gentlemen. The
supper will be served.at 6.30. Memberg front out of town who desire to
attend are requested to notify Ihe
chairman, Mrs. R. W, Bickford, be
fore Wednesday.
-----z
Miss Gladys Bowen, who has
been spending her vacation in Rock
land and Cushing, has resumed her
teaching at St. George.
■

----------

e

The A. R. T. H. Club and associate
members held an all-day session with
Mrs. Albert Cables, North Xlnjn
street, Thursday, to celebrate Xfrs.
Cables’ birthday.
The seamstress
class showed skill and alacrity in
the making of two dresses, an apron,
six curtains and three waists.
The
culinary class served a dandelion
dinner which eclipsed the eclipse, but
Its function did not end there for it
produced a roast chicken supper,
with lots of trimmings, when the
men arrived.
A delicious birthday
cake made by Mrs. Katherine Greg-'
ory graced the table. The club pre
sented Mrs. Cables with embroidered
handkerchiefs and other gifts.
An
evening of music and stories closed
the day.
The Women's Association of the
Congregational church will hold the
regular meeting Wednesday at the
church vestry, with a luncheon at
12.30.

Thirteen members of the "Golden
Links," Class 12 of the Methodist
Sunday School met Thursday even
ing at the home of their teacher, Mrs.
George W. Gay,
Matters of busi
ness were discussed, and a social time
followed ahd a radio program en
joyed.
A delightful lunch of sand
wiches. cake, ice cream and cocoa
was served. Miss Maxine Blackington was the guest of the evening.
Rev. and Mrs. XV. 'XL Brewster. E.
XI. Brewster and Xlrs. Xiay Stan
ley attended the Baptist convention
in Thomaston Wednesday.
The members of tlie executive
board will be hostesses to
tlie
Shakespeare Society at a chicken
supper at the Country Club next
Monday evening.
The occasion is
the annual social meeting of the So
ciety.
The supper will lie served at
6.30 after which there will tie a pro
gram featured by a Shakespearean
cross-word puzzle, and the reading ot
one of Bernard Shaw’s plays by Xlrs.
Ruth Ellingwood.

The Sunshine Society wd! meet
Xlonday afternoon with Xlrs. Minnie
Miles.
A quilt is to be tacked, re
freshments will be provided.

Thirteen tables were necessary to'
accommodate the auction players
when the Business and #>rofessiotia 1
XVonten held their weekly session last
night at the Copper Kettle.
The
winners and prizes were: Xlrs. Ralph
Trim, box of powder: Mrs. Evie
Perry, silk stockings: Xlrs. Margaret
Proctor, bath towels: Xlrs. George
Bachelder, towel: Xlrs. Gertrude
Boody, vase: Mrs. Cora Talbot, pot
ted plaqj: Mrs. Perley Damon, toilet
water: Mrs. Bernice Havener, bas
ket; Xfrs. H. A. Larrabee, doi'.ie; Xlrs.
George Roberts, stationery: Xiiss
Maude Knowlton, handkerchief: Xiiss
Dorothy Blethen, towel, Xiiss Ethel
Payson, bath salts.
Dr. F. B. Adams left this morning
for the Pacific Coast, traveling by
the way of New Orleans. He will re
turn to Rockland April 1st.

The imi>ortance already accorded
laces is given added impetus with
the influence of the Empire ar.d Directoire periods in present day fash
ions, remarks the Dry Goods Econo
mist. A suggestion of the Empire is
seen in the use of lace yokes that
give an impression of the high waist
line. Coat dresses cut along rediagote lines lend themselves admirahly
to lace manipulation. Among the
laces expected to be most in demand
are Margots, Venires,
Alencons,
CMhtilly and Valenciennes. An in
teresting novelty is a mixture of the
Chantilly
and
Bohemian
types.
Colored laces come in all the new
shades, the newest being the bluepinks. and lavender tones, cyclamen,
and the geranium tints. The blonde
—caramel-champaigno range of col
ors is also very good. In metals, the
copper tones strike a new note.
Beaded and embroidered laces are an
interesting novelty of the season.

Bringing Again to Your Attention
the BABY SHOW of COMMU
NITY FAIR on the afternoon of
FEBRUARY 25, weather permit
ting. There will be prizes in gold
and prizes in silk.

A meeting of the chairmen of the
HOME LIGHTING
food iioofb of Community Fair for
the several days is called by Xlrs.
John H. Flanagan, president of the Oiegon Girl Won $15,000
Parent-Teacher Association, for 3.30
Prize — Three Rockland
Tuesday afternoon at XIcLatn School,
Miss Cochran's room. The ParentGirls^In the List.
Teachers are taking a splendid in
terest in the Fair this year and their
Xiiss Dorothy O’Hara of Lewiston,
big refreshment booth will show
and Newell D. Littlefield of Newport
some new and attractive wrinkles.
are announced as the Central Xlaine
Xlrs. C. E. Whitman who. since her PowertCompany territory local win
recent return from Florida has been
the guest of her cousin, XIrg. E. E. ners in the nation-wide home light
Brown. 35 Limerock streej, left XVed- ing contest recently sponsored by the
Educational
Committee.
nesday for Boston where she has Lighting
an engagement for the winter.
Each will receive a prize of $25.
Twenty-five of the 48 boys and girls
Alary Perry Rich was in Augusta whose essays on the subject of bet
this week where she was invited to ter home lighting were selected to
speak against the repeal of XIaine's be submitted to the national judges
Direct Primary law at the hearing in competition for a $15,000 home,
before the Judiciary cjpimittee' in will each receive $1.
the House of Representatives. In
The national first prize $15,000
championing the essential features of home wag awarded a feyy weeks ago
the present law Mrs. Rich says she j to Miss julia Groo ot Portland, Orerepresented the feeling indicated by ' gon. The contest H'as based on the
a decisive votfe of the Xlaine Federa study of home lighting in an attract
tion of Women's Clubs, taken two ive booklet called "Tile Home Light
years ago at Dover-Foxcroft when ing I’rimer." Each of the eontestthe vote also was taken for strict | ants were required to study the
and impartial enforcement of the lighting in their own home and in
Volstead Act. As State Chairman of two of their friends’ homes with a
the Legislative department of the view to any correction needed. Upon
Xlaine Feederation Xlrs. Rich gave the results of
their investigation
a report of activities of this commit they were invited t i submit essays
tee at the mid-winter conference in on the subject of "Better Home
Waterville. Luncheon was aerved at Lighting."
the Ware Parlors, Unitarian church,
The Central
Xlaine
Company
and tea at the residence of Xlrs. Fish, through the co-operation of local
College avenue.
schools in many sections of the State
distributed 3500 lighting primers to
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover are boys and girls between 10 and 18
[ years of age. From the large num
spending a few days in Boston.
ber of essays that were subsequentThere were lively times at the ' ly returned the local judges picked
home of Clerk of Courts Milton XI. i 50 of exceptional merit and these
Griffin Thursday afternoon when his were submitted to the national
daughter Barbara entertained kid- judges. Although no New England
di^Ffriends in honor of her fourth : state succeeded in capturing either
birthday. The reception was from 4 the $15,000 home or any of the Uni
to 6 and there were about 20 guests, versity scholarships given 'by the Naltliyugh at times the number seemed tional Lighting Educational Comto lie greatly multiplied. There inittee. a comparison of the essays
were all sorts of games, but interest submitted by Xlaine boys and girls
centered on the prize peanut hunt, i with the prize winning one suggests
which was won by Frances Storer. that the dectsjon was close. The
There was a birthiday cake with I essay that won the big prize was sc(.indies, gifts for the hostess and i lectcd on account of its simplicity.
Among the onc-dollar prize winverything else that goes to make
uch an occasion perfect, including, j ners was Louise^ V. Dolliver of 112
Rockland. who
if course a nice luncjh. Fond mamas Limerock street,
[.stood fourth in the list. Doris V.
were present in force.
1 Coltart of 778 XIain street, Rockland.
and Edna Andrews of 10 Brewster
Xlrs. ■Mabel Stevens will conduct I street. Rockland, received honorarythe lesson on "Deeds” at tlie session mention.
»f the Educational Club Friday even
ing. Feb. 6. The questions are:
HE WHO GETS SLAPPED
What conditions apply to both deeds
and mortgages? What kind of prop
Great Metropolitan Movie Success At
erty is conveyed by deed? What is
the Strand Three Days Next Week.
bill of sale? What kind of propdeed and a bill of sale? Should a
One of the biggest and best pic
erty passed by a bill of sale?
tures released for the screen in 1925
,Tof ‘^.thei,eif sea’ied-? “whal * “He WhoGets Slopped." which has
names, are the parties

a deed j ^e such a tremendous sensation in
York.
known? By what names are the New
The Xletro-Goldwyn-XIay'er Comparties to a mortgage known? Can
oldTnd" convey 11’™*' has gathered a notable cast for
a married woman hold
,-n name? Why j this production.
Ix.n Chaney, the
real estate In her ow
hunchback of "The Hunchback of
must a wife Join with her hustmnd
Notre Dante.” appears in the title
in the conveyance of property?
tole as “He XVlio Gets Slapped,” the
What is, a quit-claim deed? What
name given to the clown of the Eu
in a warranty deed?
ropean circus alaiut whom the story

to

revolves. Norina Shearer, the beau
Thursday night saw another line tiful young .Canadian society girl,
social event added to the Country who has mined# tlie fore witli daz
Club’s successful winter season in zling brilliance in recent Metrothe supper and auction party with Goldwyn pictures,I plays the circus
better than 70 guests. W. C- Ijtdd rider, Consuelo.
John Gilbert, who
and XV. C. Bird were the chief engi won fame as the “Count of Xtonte
neers of the affair with the inde- Cristo” and in Elinor Glyn's "His
spensihle assistance of Xlrs. Ladd and Hour." is cast as Bezano. the handXlrs. Bird, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Perry some circus equestrian.
Tully Mar
Mr. and Xlrs. Elmer C. Davis, Miss shall. the old trader of “The Covered
Edith MacAlman and Miss Alta Mc Wagon," plays the spidery, con
Coy. Auction prizes fell to Mrs. G. scienceless Count Xlaneini.
L. St. Clair. Xlrs. J. O. Stevens. Mrs.
'The story revolves about a highly
E. A. Xlunsey, Mrs. C. XI. Richard educated student who lias spent his
son. Xlrs. XX’. H. Spear. A. C. Jones. life in research and study, and as his
The Reading Club will meet XIon E. A. Xlunsey, H. B. Burgess, R. F life work writes the result of his ef-'
forts, which he is to read before a
day afternoon with Mrs.xCharies XI. Lamb and G. L. St. Clair.
noted gathering of scientists.
The
Kalloch.
Xlasonic
street.
Mrs.
day he is to present his discoveries,
Edith Crasto Pitcher will read "Re
SNOW-BREMNER
he finds Baron Regnard, his patron,
becca of Sunnybrook Farm."
The Byron
The marriage of Xiiss Olive B. has stolen his essay.
Capt. A. V. Sawyer is visiting ills Bremner of the science department reads it before tlie scientists, is deco
father, Miles Sawyer, at Vinalhaven. faculty of the 'Reading (Pa.) High rated for the work, and as the
Schpol for Girls to Sydney I. JSnow. crowning blow, steals He's iVife.
He. heart-brokerf. joins Briquet's
The Rubinstein Club held its regu son of Rear Admiral A. 8. Snow. circus and becomes “He Who Gets
lar meeting yesterday afternoon. Miss U. S. N. (retired) and Mrs. Snow of
” a famous clown. He falls
Erskine, the chairman, presented a Brookline. .Mass., was announced on , slapped,
in love with ConRiielo, X^eautiful
very interesting paper on "Music of Friday. Jan. 30. by the bride's moth young daughter of the povertySweden/' which was illustrated by er. Xlrs. Augusta H. Bremner of 5'ew stricken. dissolute Count Mgncini
folksongs and instrumental numbers. York. The wedding took place in who is living on his daughter's earn
Holy Trinity church, Philadelphia,
Chorus rehearsal followed the meet
He, a
on Jan. 23, with the Rev. Dr. Floyd ings as a bareback rider.
ing.
This is the program as pre
YV. Tomkins, the rector officiating. clown with a grdtesque face, keeps
sented to the club:
The bride's mother and sister, Xiiss his love for Consuelo unspoken, for
I’lann Duet—C Slurp Minor Prelude...........
Mrs. John W. she is in love witli her riding partner.
................................................... Itachmaiilnuff Bonnie Bremner,
Gocher of Brookline Pa., and Arthur the handsome young Bezano.
Mrs. O'Hara, Mrs. Huke
Soprano—a Vemicland
L. Stein, a classmate of XIr. Snow | He is never taken seriously. Durb Little Katie
at the Massachusetts Institute of ing his act in the hippodrome he sees
Miss Hokes
Technology, were the duly witnesses, the Baron, who has ruined nis life.
Soprano—Pho Mournful One
The poves Sons
Tlie bride is a graduate of the nd attempts to denounce hint from
| Mrs Browne
class of 1920 at Wellesley and in ad the ring, but his denunciation is
Soprano—Neckens Polska
dition to teaching, has- since been drowned In a roar of laughter from
'
Miss (toss
Piano—Swedish Polska
engaged ini scientific research work the crowds, who take this as an adtii-*
Mrs. Browne
tion to his act.
And here is just
Plano—Erotlkon No. 1 .................... Sjogren at Cornell. She will go to Ithaca on
Feb 6 to complete her work for her enough of the story to interest you—
Mrs Bird
Piano—'Erotlkon No. II ....................... Sjogren master's dpgree and will return to adv.
Xlrs. Sanborn
Reading in June. XIr Snow is night
Soprano—Swedish National Sung
Teachers’ pensions are urged upon
................
.......... Karl .lolm-Dii Puy editor of the Reading Tribune. He
iMrs. Browne
has been la newspaper work since tlie atention of many .State legisla
Two Folksongs sung In Native Tongue
1909 and for live years was connect tures this year, according to re|>orts
Mrs. Sanborn
Soprano—Down In the Forest ............ Ronald ed with ihe Associated Press in Bos received by the Interior Department.
Miss Hayden
ton, New Y’ork and Philadelphia. Bureau of Education In several
He is a brother of Xiayor Carlton F. States the problem of retirement of
incapacitated
The Ladies' Guild of St. Peter’s Snow and has many friends and rel superannuated and
atives here. Warm congratulations teachers has received careful study
church will serve a lvoiled dinner
the Parish rooms Thursday, Jan. 29 will be sent to tlie collide from these by State teachers' associations and
similar bodice.
— '
legions of the north.
at 6 o'clock. Price 35c.
12-14

Yen Fu Chien of Foochow is puz
zled about Americans.
He has never been to America but
he has decided that Americans must
be astonishingly changeable.
Yen Fu Chien left a Job orna
menting fans to paint polished bone
and bamboo chips for mah jong sets.
He couldn't paint them
fast
enough for the Americans. Then, all
of a sudden America did not want
so many mah jong sets. Yen Fu
Chien lost his job.
He could not* know that the fad of
cross word puzzles had cut into the
fad of mah jong in America. And
he did not worry much. The change
able Americans developed a taste
for Chinese parasols. These also
needed ornamentation, and since Y'en
Fu Chien was a decorator he ate
again.
Hair Net Trade Menaced
Y'en Fu's sister was not so fortu
nate. Just about the time her tresses
were long enough to market the bot
tom dropped out of the hair net
trade because bobbed hair was "all
the go" 5.000 miles from Foochow.
She had to accept a low price. Her
hair is now being used to tie the
lacquer paper covering to the bam
boo ribs of the parasols her brother
decorates.
“Ail the world’s a stage for the
Fads of 1925' or any year,” says a
bulletin of the National Geographic
Society from its headquarters at
Washington. D. C. “Their first acts
are usually laid in strange out-ofthe-way placed
Arctic
Islands,
tropic Jungles, deserts; the second
on Broadway or Michigan Avenue.
The denouement in the third act may
occur in q highceiling room where
grave diplomats draft a treaty—or
may be 'same as Act I.'
"The opening curtain of ‘Platinum.’
a 20th century comedy based on
Charles Lamb’s famous roast pig
story, rises on a street scene in
Quibdo. Colombia. As a prologue it
is necessary to point out that the
mothers of most of us were as proud
as peacocks of their engagement dia
mond in its gold setting. The 1925
•Flapper’ would probably stay single
ail her life before she would wear
anything but platinum filigree.
A Vremium on Platinum

"The demand for platinum jewelry
has helped to shoot that metal to
well over $100 an ounce and. with
the Russian field cut off, Colombia
is the principal producer. Washing
for gold is an ancient industry for
Quilido natives but they long re
garded as a nuisance the heavy
lumps thpy had to separate from the
gold. The lumps were platinum.
When they realized that platinum
was worth four times as much as
gold they began frantically to pan
the creeks Which arc the town's
streets for the discarded nuggets.
The government laid claim to the
streets, so they panned their gar
dens and dooryarda. Finally or.e
patriot
.......
burned
........
his house down.
Panning the ruins he obtained
enough platinum to build' a new
house and still have $4,000 in the
bank, thus coming off much better
than Lamb’s Chinaman.
“With all the enthusiasm of Kan
sas farmers in a good wheat year
natives of Cape Colony, South
Africa, are hailing an obscure Amer
ican newa item. It is an announce
ment from Detroit. Xtichigan. that a
great percentage of automobiles now
sold are closed cars. What connec
tion can there be between the rocky,
drought-ridden tip of Africa and se
dans? To find the root of the rejoic
ing the first act must be seen again
Ootrich Feathers and Autos
"In the last part of the nineteenth
and the first imrt of our century
royalty in Europe took the ostrich
feathers.
By
1916
the ‘willow
plume' was one of the dearest pos
sessions of American womanhood
South Africa had discovered that
ostriches were its special vocation
and nearly a minion birds stalked
its pens. An attempt was made even
to start ostrich farms in California.
With the war the bottom dropped
out and tens of thousands of os
triches had to lie slaughtered to save
them from starving. South Africa
says that the arrival of the open au
tomobile spelled downfall for the os
trich feather as a hat ornament—‘but
the closed car is their rainbow of
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A Smart Travel Frock
She who trav
els must look
smart, crisp and
neat, for the fas
tidious woman
wishes to look as
well at journey’s
end as at tlie be
ginning of her
travels.
So tit is attractive
Premet model, just
imported to New
York by the
famous Paris de
signer, finds in
stant favor in the
fair traveller’s
eyes, for it is
fashioned of mosheen, a soft ixtv
weave of mohair,
with all the stur
dy wearing qual
ities of that fab
ric. It sheds dust,
keeps its tailoring and pressing, is light,
lustrous, and refuses to spot
The plaid silk yoke, stock collar and
tuff decollation, are gay accessories that
snliven an otherwise almost mannishly
severe frock of the sort tiiat fashionable
women affect so much these days.

^Anniversary SaleJt
February 5th, 6th, 7th
At the close of our year’s buiness we wish to express our appreciation for
the generous patronage which we have enjoyed. Our business for the past
year has been most favorable and we thank you heartily, trusting at the same
time that we have served you well, so that we may expect your continued
patronage.
Before taking inventory we are going to reduce our stock as much as pos
sible. To do this we are going to make BIG REDUCTIONS in prices, some
of them more than half, but substantial reductions in every line. In this way
we can display, before you, the same fresh and up-to-date stock that we have
in the past. We are listing below a few of the many BARGAINS which we
offer you.

including Luncheon Sets, Scarfs,
Aprons, Dresses, Et$.
Will be sold at

PACKAGE GOODS
Will Be Marked

ONE-HALF PRICE

ONE-HALF PRICE

hepc for the revival of Ute trade that
brought them $15,000,000 in one year.
“At the foot of the modern monu
ment, to the Streamline Six are said
to lie the wrecks of two other minor
gods of civilization; the plug' hat
and high shoes.

SEE the special offers on our 25c and 50c BARGAIN COUNTERS

AT\T\ I AT
VUD laV 1

China Birthplace of Many Fads

“China is the chief hunting ground
for civilization’s ‘enthusiasm.’ It has
given by turns everything frqnt wil
low ware to Pekinese pups. Sand
wiched between these extremes are
the curly yellow karakul lambskins,
rugs, bonbon baskets, fans, Spanish
shawls, tulip bullis. lanterns and
goldfish. The tiny Pekinese, which
Chinese legends say are descemldants of a marriage of the marmoset
and lion, once were owned by Chinese
monarchs alone. ' When the I’ekin
royal palace was- captured in I860
five Pekines^ were found and taken
to Europe, thus introducing the
glossy lap dog to the West.
"Fads probably rise more rapidly
and die more quickly in America
today than in any other country ill
any other age. To fads civilization
owys much for they, rather than
necessaries, have often been the fi
klH'Jags of international trade. Xlealterranean people 'blazed their firs’
trade routes to north Europe for
amber, the ancients’ most precious
substance. Lapis lazuli with which
King Tutankhamen's tomb was rich
ly ornamented, was to old Egvpi
what diamonds are to the twentieth
century. Egypt traded her emeralds
for Persia's lapis lazuli.
"The United States serves other
countries with fads just as they sup
ply; us. Richly ornamented watches
nt-e 'XIade in America’ for China. It
is often immaterial to the Chinese
purchasers whether the watches keep
time of not for the purchasers prize
them chiefly as glittering iiendants.
Brazilians have a curious legendary
character called ‘Sacy’ who is sup
posed to bring good luck. Hi' is
brown, has only one leg and that

Our Entire Line of
PRISCILLA AND ROYAL SOCIETY

ALL FINISHED MODELS

of YARNS, many formerly selling for as much
as 65c per ball; this sale for............................................

1 Hq
10

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

10 PER CENT DISCOUNT

on WHITE LINEN HUCK
All other Linens at greatly reduced prices

on HAND EMBROIDERED TOWELS
Many tasty designs to choose from

BIG REDUCTIONS in Laces, Edgings Insertions, etc., HAND MADE NOVELTIES, BEADS, Etc. YOU WILL FIND many wonderful BARGAINS
which we have not listed, which we will have displayed in the store.
TAKE ADVANTAGE of this SALE

3 Days Only

3 Days Only

THE HANDICRAFT SHOP
20 MAIN STREET

CAMDEN, MAINE

ending in a cloven hoof, smokes a
pipe and wears a liright red cap.
Saey may also bring goes! luck to
some American manufacturers who
are now preparing to make a fa.l in
Brazil of Sacy balloons, Sacy cellu
loid buttons, Sacy Vatch charms
ar.d even Sacy radiator caps.”

TEL. 219-11

WA1T

WHY

LONG HOURS OR A WHOL^DAY FOR PAINT TO DRY
WHEN GUM-A LAC DRIES IN A SINGLE HOUR?

1

GUM-A-LAC PAINT, a paint that dries in one hour, so that
floors and standing trim may be used 60 minutes after appli

cation.
2...GUM-A-LAC VARNISH, a varnish that sets completely one
hour after application. It can be waxed or rubbed with
pumice stone, or if desired, left in the natural gloss.
3 GUM-A-LAC VARNISH STAINS, dry in one hour after ap
plying. Ideal for Pianos, Floors, Furniture, etc.
4 GUM-A-LAC, a paint for Automobiles and Boats. The car
or the boat may be used one hour after the application of the
paint.
5 PULLEN’S SUPERIOR WATER AND RUST PROOF POL
ISH for Metal or Varnish. This Polish is guaranteed to con
tain no gums or acids.
I will call at your house or place of business and prepare
any colors or any amount. I also refinish and repolish Pianos
and Furniture. Inside painting and decorating is my specialty.
Out of Town Work Solicited.
All Orders Promptly Filled

GLASSES TO FIT YOUR
EYES, $3,45.
Will call at your house.

H. LEVY
256 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

13-tf

jtPARKit

FRANK

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45/8:30________________

)23 McLOUD STREET.

L.

PULLEN

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1050 M.

ANNIVERSARY MONTH
LAST TIME

TODAY ,

‘THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA’
ALL STAR CAST
COMEDY

£ The Strand

R^flEW

MONDAY-TUESDAY

of
Course

TODAY

aooioH 7uiio*
jesst i. iaskv

BUSTER KEATON in “THE NAVIGATOR”
I
The jollicst comedy ever screened. See how Buster and his girl
ran a ship all by themselves. Sco what happened when the
Revolutionists plotted their downfall.

EMPIRE

AFTERNOONS 25c;

THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

EVENINGS 25c, 35c.

CHILDREN 10c.

MONDAY .TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

ANNIVERSARY MONTH

Last Time Today

‘THE SLANDERERS’
—With—

Johnnie Walker
Also First Chapter of

“THE RIDDLE RIDER”
Starring

WILLIAM DESMOND
A Chapter Play With a Thousand
\ Thrills

Monday-Tuesday

"WHY ,
flET
MARRIED?"
—With—

ALL STAR CAST
—Also—

“TEN SCARS
MAKE A MAN”
Chapter Seven

HE famous stage success now comes to

T

take its place among the immortal heart
dramas of the screen. It is unquestionably
pne of the most gripping stories ever filmed.

RAOUL
WALSH
PRODUCTION

Q. paramount

picture
East of Suez—“where there ain't no ten com
mandments.” And a girl has a man-sized fight
against Oriental intrigue. A luxurious produc
tion with both eye and heart appeal.
COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY:

WwqefoSh/)/)a(
I

from
Trnttt the
th? play
nJnn by
hn LEONJb
Tmum ^NDREiW
AunDcvry*
Adapted by CAREY WILSON

LON CHANEY NORMA SHEARER
JOHN GILBERT • TULLY MARSHALL
LOUIS^B^MAYER
"
z

NEWS

"DARK SWAN”

AFTERNOONS 25c;

EVENINGS 25c, 35c.

CHILDREN

10c.

FEDERAL FARM LOANS

Every-Other-Daj*
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COLDS

ROCKVILLE

Rockville had its smoked glasses
ready for the eclipse. It tvas a won
derful heavenly phenomenon an<^
coln Farmers To Extent of i
everything happened just as the
$103,800.
scientftic men predicted.
It was not
as dark at the time as most people
“You talk so much about our boys you’ll bore those
expected it would be.
The Knox and Lincoln National
folks to death,”
Farm Ix)an Association of Waldoboro
Some of the ice companies have
She
says, and then as if I didn’t hear
held its annual meeting recently and
finished harvesting ice on Chiekare-elected these officers:
And womanlike, she drives it home, “You hardly
waukie Lake.
The Mc'.oons are
now tilling their Ice house at the
President—Roy H. Genthner.
pause for breath;
Meadow from the quarry. Mr. HaVice President—Curl E. Davis of
Nobody else can speak a word, my dear."
Take
two
tpl>ener has finished filling his house on
Rockland.
lets every three
the southern shore of the lake. The
Secretary- Treasurer—Jesse Over hours until three
I talk too much about my boys! I bother friends
Rockland Coal Co. has a crew of men
look of Washington.
doses are taken.
who call
still cutting but they have been hand
The aoove association has loaned The first dose
With storiesof theclever things they say;
icapped by the extremely bad weath
to the farmers of Knox and Lincoln always gives re
er.
Several days It was so cold the
I “spoil the party,” whether it’s a dinner or a ball,
counties, $103,K00, with appropria
lief. Tiie second
men could not work.
John Whalen
Because I tell about the games they play!
tions pending from $27,400.
The and third doses
still has a small crew cutting.
The
interest rate is
and lime 33 i completely break
ice is 24 inches thick.
I.eslie Ram
years.
up the e o i d.
If this be true, how pitiful the lives my neighbors
son and his son Clarence are helping
The National Farm Loan Assocln- j Pleasant and -aic
live,
the McLoon Co. at the Meadows.
Con
tion has 12,000 members in the j to take.
How far removed from their Creator's plan;
Miss Lottie Ewell and her sister,
eights Northeastern States, and under j tain.- no quinine
Not half of the enjoyment can their petty pleasures
.Mrs. Ida Barrows and Faroline BarMilthe Federal Farm Loan System. • or opiat
lions usq, "I’spe’s Cold Compound.” tows have moved front the Ewell
give
which was established by act of July
Druggist* homestead into Mrs. Barrows’ fur17, 1916, more than 400,000 farmers l Price, thirty- ive quits.
That romping with a troup of youngsters can.
! nished apartments over the Post Of
have been accommodated with loans I guarantee it.
fice.
It is an excellent move. Saves
in excess of *1,500,000.000.
These J
And so I talk about my boys, because they mean to
time and exposure to bad storms and
loans are upon long time and at rea
SOUTH THOMASTON
me
the walks several times a day
sonable interest, and upon such easy
through snow ar.d sleet and all kinds
Embodiment of youth’s abiding cheer;
terms of iepayment that when they
■T. 1 Spaulding is regaining Ills of weather and Faroline can now get
So long as children keep my spirit young and fancymature, nothing remains to become
lailily since being operated her ride to the High School In Rock
due. The whole debt has been liqu health
free
idated Ly the easy payments twite iip ’i at the Massachusetts Borneo land without so much trouble. They
I have no dread that drab old-age is near.
a year which cover both current in puthic Hospital, and expects to leave must feel that they are In Florida,
Mrs. Abbie Kirkpatrick has been
terest and installment upon princi- that inslitut on today. He will enter
1*.,*. Th.s tystein of amortizing tht a nearby convalescents’ home for a ! very 111. She is some bitter at presilebt whittles a little off the loin- J week and then co me li.one after visit- ent.
c'pal every six month* until it is all if
Pig relatiies
relatives in Lynn, Mass., and
Robert goes past every morning
paiil by maturity.
Since amortiza- ! ihu f and enroute.
with his snowmobile.
The snow
.
I
I’. Wadsworth and f unily left ilies all around It and the back of it
tion was established by the Federal
Farm I»an System, it has come into .here Thursday fi t- Vinaihaven for an is quite enshrouded.
Looks like it
had the K. K. K. regalia on some
general use in other mortgage loans. ' indi finite visit.
The money loaned to farmers has I Hurry I.. It. Smith had the misf r- times.
been supplied^ by investors who ,ulle t„ badly injure one of his legs
Syl Barrows has sold the little
bouglit isouls issued against the se- ,.1Si Sunday while fastening a chai., shed near his bungalow to F. W.
curity of incse mortgages.
lnves-| on his auto. X-ray pictures at a Robbins for a summer house to pick
o UtVKMLi Haw I ►'.oy*
rs are so tail satis.ted that 1-eder- ; Rockland hospital revealed the tact over blueberries in next season.
al Farm Loan bond now compete in that the ligaments had been torn
Xews from Mr and Mr> Osear
the market with government bonds from the hone. Everyone is full of palTO,| brings word that they hav
as to stability, fiopularity and price. sympathy, f.r Harry is a ver,
WITH THE GRANGERS
yr.P?1,Ui reached New Orleans enroute for El
This deserved success is due to the lar b y an 1 it must he dotf' d\ hard j,.lSo
Alrs_ c«rrol says
says that
that they
they
fact that borrowing farmers are ti- for one who can use his feet
are having a cold spell and that a
Farmer Organization Cam
nanchiHy "good."
They take pride , nimbiy. He is about the house on winter eoat seems comfortable.
in paying their dues promptly.
No Crutches which the doctors say will
paigns
Against
"Coffin
loan that is in arrears of principal Pe necessary for from Tour to six
What Seem To Be Simple, Little
THE APPLE MARKET
or interest cah be pledged as security -weeks.
Nails”—Other Matters.
Coughs Often Result in Serious
for hoods.
And as the principal is ! Mrs. Mildred Elwell wjio h*s un
illness.
reduced twice a year, the security ploy.nent in Rockland, b ard.4 there Prices Strong With Baldwins Selling
In all sections of the country
As High As $6 a Barrel.
for tiie bonds constantly Improves.
nd only gels home occasionally. She :
Many farmers and country people .pin: Friday afternoon here with her
Take Father John Medicine Grangers are concentrating their
lire buying these bonds.
They are ;.arents, Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Smith.
Boston, Jan. 27.
energies to fight the cigaret evil, and
This is the time i f year when you
IKipulur with other investors, also,
Receipts are moderate and the apC. I- Sleeper went Monday to Bos
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1. Bird’s Neponset Black Building
the new business was coming along
tions of the state joint farmers’ in Husbandry, say* that it has agreed
Colds, Colic, Cramps, Croup and
Paper used back of stucce,
much better than it has for the pact
stitutes.
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county
.with the committee of the legislature
all sudden attacks. A Foe to
few years, and predicted a very
under clapboards and roofing,
boards
of
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other
local
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and between double floors, is
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durable, air-tight, dust-proof

Have Aided Knox and Lin

“Pane’s Cold Compound”

Breaks a Cold Right Up

DON’T NEGLECT
YOUR COLD

’s

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

(bird’s

BLACK

“NEXT THING TO A GOOD DOCTOR ’

Ballard’s Golden Oil

BROWN’S RELIEF

and absolutely waterproof.

The Judge: what Joes He Care Foi a Dollar, im, _

2. Neponset Black building paper
is a tough, heavy paper that
sheds water like a duck's back.

A

•»

3. Neponset Black building paper
is endorsed by builders and
architects everywhere.

Neponset Black Building Paper is made by Bird & Son,
inc. (Est. 1795), manufacturers of Nepcnset Twin Shingles,
Bird's Shingle Design Roll Roofing, Paroid Roofing and
Neponset Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of
building.
,
IFc

arc headquarters far Bird's building papers,
roajings and mall board.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

_________________
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